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ABSTRACT 
Since the mid 20th century, scholars have paid increasing attention to the anti-
Judaism inherent in early Christian writings, identifying John Chrysostom’s fourth-
century homilies as a particularly hostile example of that heritage. As a “doctor of the 
church” and an important contributor to Christian orthodoxy as it developed in late 
antiquity, John is particularly well known for his eight sermons “Against the Jews,” 
which invoke the apostle Paul as a central voice of authority for his thoroughly anti-
Judaic Christianity. Yet, as is clear from his broader corpus, he encountered in Paul not 
only a fellow preacher who warned against Judaizing Christians, but also a self-identified 
Israelite who preached in Jewish places, observed elements of the Jewish law, and cried 
out for the salvation of Israel. In this dissertation, I argue that John’s engagement with 
Paul’s complex relationship to Judaism offers an especially productive, yet untapped, 
source for insight into John’s anti-Judaic rhetoric. By offering a fresh analysis of John’s 
sermons on Acts and the Pauline epistles, I place John’s interpretation of Paul within a 
trajectory of classical moral philosophy wherein rhetoric was perceived as philosophical 
therapy for the soul. John frames Paul’s persistent participation in Jewish places and 
practices and amiable rhetoric about his fellow Jews as strategic therapies deployed in 
 viii 
order to manage Jewish emotions (pathe) and thus to guide diseased Jewish souls out of 
Judaism. Paul’s own Jewishness is therefore mobilized to bolster a characterization of 
Jews as diseased and of Paul himself as an exemplary model of non-Jewish Christian 
orthodoxy. Attention to John’s interpretations of Paul’s “therapy of the soul” points to a 
more subtle and pervasive anti-Judaism than previously detected, one that stakes a claim 
to Christian orthodoxy, and therefore Christian identity more broadly, on the purportedly 
loving disavowal of Judaism by the apostle himself.  
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INTRODUCTION 
John’s Anti-Judaism, the apostle Paul, and the health of the soul 
 
In September of 386, John Chrysostom, a newly ordained presbyter in Antioch, 
interrupted his homily series in order to address a very serious disease (νόσημα) 
threatening his congregation.1 The supposed threat was an impending fast of the “pitiable 
and suffering Jews” (ῶν ἀθλίων καὶ ταλαιπώρων Ἰουδαίων) and John’s prescribed 
preventative remedy was to control the contagion by cordoning off his congregation from 
Jews, Jewish places, and Jewish practices.2 Towards this aim, John recruited his own 
congregants to police the boundaries between Jews and Christians, inciting them in a 
homily delivered the following September to hunt down their “half-Christian” brothers 
and drive them out of Judaism.3 Perhaps the most effective way to lure these brothers out 
                                                
1 Adv.Iud. 1.1.4 (PG 48:844.23-29). John delivered this sermon in Antioch in September 
386 and then picked up the topic again the following September 387, preaching six 
additional sermons. I am following the new proposals regarding dating and order offered 
by W. Pradels, R. Brändle, and M. Heimgartner, “The sequence and dating of the series 
of John Chyrsostom’s eight discourses Adversus Judaeos,” Zeitschrift für Antikes 
Christentum 6 (2002) 90-116. The new order and proposed dates: Discourse 1 (August or 
September 386), Discourse 4 (29 August 387), Discourse 2 (5 September 387), Discourse 
5 (9 September 387), Discourse 6 (10 September 387), Discourse 7 (12 September 387), 
and Discourse 8 (19 September 387) (“The Sequence and Dating of the Series,” 106).  
2 Adv. Iud. 1.1.5 (PG 48:844.30-31). John emphasizes the preventative strategy of his 
homilies in his second homily, noting "When a fever threatens, or any other disease, 
physicians anticipate this and with many remedies make safe and secure the body of the 
mind who will be seized by the fever...Since I, too, see that a very disease is going to 
come upon you, long beforehand I gave you a solemn warning so that you might apply 
corrective measures before the evil attacked.” Adv. Iud. 2.1.1-3 (PG 48:857.14-22). 
3 John uses the term "half-Christian” in his first homily – “And what excuse do you have, 
you who are only half a Christian?” (καὶ ποίαν ἕξεις συγγνώμην, Χριστιανὸς ὢν ἐξ 
ἡμισείας;) Adv. Iud. 1.4.7 (PG 48:849.47-48). To describe his congregants’ responsibility 
to find and transform Judaizers John transitions from a fishing metaphor to the more 
violent imagery of hunting dogs -  “Like a pack of hunting dogs lets us circle about and 
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of Judaism, John suggested, was to invoke “the best of huntsmen, the blessed Paul.”4 As 
John declared, “If they hear the shout of Paul, I am sure that they will easily fall into the 
nets of salvation and will put aside all the error of the Jews.”5 
In this infamous homily series against Judaizers, John offers Paul as the premier 
authority to guide “half-Christians” entirely out of Judaism, exalting the apostle as the 
exemplar of a thoroughly anti-Judaic Christianity. Yet, as John habitually urges his 
congregants to imitate this beloved apostle throughout his broader corpus, he encounters 
in Paul not only a fellow Antiochene preacher warning against Christian Judaizers, but 
also a self-identified Israelite, a “Hebrew born of Hebrews,” a voice crying out for the 
salvation of all Israel. As John engages with Paul’s more complex relationship to Judaism 
in his homilies on Acts and the Pauline epistles, he characterizes the apostle not as an 
unambiguously adversarial huntsman who drives souls out of Judaism with shouts and 
whips, but as a skilled psychagogue who treats diseased Jewish souls with gentle and 
deceptive medicines. John’s framing of Paul’s Jewishness as strategic philosophic 
therapy bolsters his characterization both of Jews as diseased and of Paul as an exemplary 
model of non-Jewish Christian orthodoxy, offering an especially productive, yet 
untapped, source for insight into John’s anti-Judaic rhetoric and corresponding efforts to 
define (orthodox) Christianity.   
 
                                                                                                                                            
surround our quarry; let us drive them together from every side and bring them under 
subjection to the laws of the Church.” Adv. Iud. 2.1.4-5 (PG 48:857.44-858.2).  
4 Adv.Iud. 2.1.4 (PG 48:857.48-49). 
5 Adv.Iud. 2.1.4-5 (PG 48:858.3-5). 
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1.1 John and Anti-Judaism 
1.1.1 Homilies Against the Judaizers  
Since the mid 20th century, scholars have paid increasing attention to the anti-Judaism 
inherent in Christian writings,6 recognizing John Chrysostom’s fourth century homilies as 
a particularly painful element in that heritage.7 Scholarship on John’s anti-Judaic rhetoric 
has focused most intently on eight homilies delivered between September 386 –
September 387,8 traditionally referred to as the Adversus Iudaeos homilies, and more 
                                                
6 There are innumerable works that could be cited here, but see for example, Paula 
Fredriksen, and Adele Reinhartz, Jesus, Judaism, and Christian anti-Judaism: reading 
the New Testament after the Holocaust (Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox Press, 
2002); Amy-Jill Levine, The Misunderstood Jew: The Church and the Scandal of the 
Jewish Jesus (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 2006); Susannah Heschel, The Aryan 
Jesus: Christian Theologians and the Bible in Nazi Germany, (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2008). 
7 Katz cites Chrysostom's homilies as “the decisive turn in the history of Christian anti-
Judaism, a turn whose ultimate disfiguring consequence was enacted in the political 
antisemitism of Adolf Hitler.” Steven Katz, "Ideology, State Power, and Mass 
Murder/Genocide" in Lessons and Legacies: The Meaning of the Holocaust in a 
Changing World (ed. Peter Hayes; Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1991). 
Harkins similarly notes, “Chrysostom’s discourses have a special interest and importance 
for the history of the anti-Semitic question...He goes far beyond any earlier Christian 
polemicist.” Philip W. Harkins, Saint John Chrysostom: Discourses Against Judaizing 
Christians (Fathers of the Church 68, Washington, DC: Catholic University of America 
Press, 1979), xxxviii. John’s polemics had a far-reaching and enduring influence, as the 
Homilies Against the Judaizers appear frequently in the manuscript tradition in 
Byzantium and medieval Europe, notably translated into Russian in the 11th century at a 
time when Jewish homes were being plundered during the first pogrom in Russian 
history. Robert Wilken, John Chrysostom and the Jews: Rhetoric and Reality in the Late 
4th Century (Berkley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1983), 161-164. 
See also Walter Laqueur, The Changing Face of Antisemitism: From Ancient Times To 
The Present Day, (Oxford University Press: 2006), 48. 
8 See n.1 regarding proposed dates. Traditionally, there have been eight homilies included 
in this series, but the recent proposals have removed Discourse 3 from the series because 
it is contained in only a few manuscripts and was inserted into the series by Bernard de 
Montfaucon (“The Sequence and Dating of the Series,” 91). 
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recently entitled “Homilies against the Judaizers.”9 Even in the context of the long 
established Contra Iudaeos tradition,10 these homilies stand out as particularly hostile, 
earning a reputation as “the most horrible and violent denunciations of Judaism to be 
found in the writings of a Christian theologian.”11 John’s virulent characterization of Jews 
is indeed explicit throughout this series, as John amplifies and proliferates traditional 
dehumanizing tropes of Jews as beastly, licentious and diseased, mobilizing these 
stereotypes as justification for Jews as subjects of violence (“animals fit for slaughter”).12  
                                                
9 Long identified as Adversus Iudaeos, or Homilies Against the Jews, scholars like Harkin 
and Wilken argued that John’s primary targets were Judaizing Christians, not Jews, 
pointing to evidence for a better title in early manuscripts – Homilies against the 
Judaizers. Harkins, Saint John Chrysostom, x, xxxi; See pp.4-6 of this chapter for more 
on how Wilken’s work contributes to this new title. While most scholars now consider 
Judaizers to be John’s target, a notable exception is Smelik, who maintains that John is 
directing his homilies to Jews. K. A. D. Smelik, “John Chrysostom’s homilies against the 
Jews: Some comment.” Nederlands Theologisch Tijdschrift 39 (July 1985): 194-200. The 
debate over John’s audience highlights the importance of the term Judaizer, generally 
understood as one who teaches that non-Jewish followers of Christ are required to 
observe the Jewish law. John often conflates such “Judaizers” with “Jews” in his hostile 
condemnations, and John’s very notion of such “Judaizers” always reference the category 
“Jew” he constructs throughout his homilies. Yet, despite the slippery nature of these 
terms, it is important to note that John appears to be directly addressing and trying to 
correct non-Jewish members of his own congregation, who are variously participating in 
Judaism (so-called Judaizers), especially in light of the fact that John often identifies Paul 
as directly addressing “Jews” themselves in his letters. 
10 The anti-Judaism that developed during the 2-3rd centuries is beyond the scope of this 
project; for an overview see Paula Fredriksen, Augustine and the Jews: A Christian 
Defense of Jews and Judaism (New York: Doubleday Religion, 2008), 213-234. Also, 
Paula Fredriksen, “Roman Christianity and the Post-Roman West: The Social Correlates 
of the Contra Iudaeos Tradition” in Jews, Christians, and the Roman Empire: The 
Poetics of Power in Late Antiquity (eds. Natalie B. Dohrmann and Annette Yoshiko 
Reed; University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015), 249-266. 
11 James Parkes, Prelude to Dialogue: Jewish-Christian Relationships (New York: 
Schocken books, 1969), 153.  
12 Citing biblical references to Israel “as obstinate as a stubborn heifer,” and “an untamed 
calf” John writes: “Although such beasts are unfit for work, they are fit for killing. And 
this is what happened to the Jews: while they were making themselves unfit for work, 
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In the past, scholarship on these homilies examined John’s hostile 
characterizations largely in light of, and in order to illumine, the social and historical 
circumstances of Late Antique Jews and Christians.13 Most notably, in John Chrysostom 
and the Jews, Robert Wilken offered a thick depiction of Christianity and Judaism in 
fourth century Antioch, pointing to the “well established, highly respected, and 
influential" Jewish community in Antioch as vital context for John’s vitriol.14 Pushing 
against the scholarly tendency to ignore the influence of Jewish communities after the 
first century, Wilken argued instead that the third and fourth centuries were a time of 
renewed vitality for Jews in the empire,15 and that the Jewish Antiochene community in 
particular was highly revered and proved attractive to members of John’s own 
                                                                                                                                            
they grew fit for slaughter.” Adv.Iud. 1.2.5-6 (PG 48:846.36-42). Drake emphasizes the 
power of John’s dehumanizing stereotypes to contribute to “the production of Jewish 
subjects as worthy of Christian regulation and domination.” Susanna Drake, Slandering 
the Jew: Sexuality and Difference in Early Christian Texts (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2013), 93. While John explicitly supports the imperial violence 
against Jews in 70 CE, there is slight evidence for direct social consequences for John’s 
own violent rhetoric (Fredriksen, “Roman Christianity and the Post-Roman West,” 260). 
Furthermore, while anti-Jewish persecutions occurred in the fourth and fifth centuries, 
they were not at the violent scale that the harsh rhetoric of bishops and emperors 
suggests, rather “Jews enjoyed a measure of security, acceptance and respect that 
catholics vigorously denied to pagans and to various fellow Christians.” (Fredriksen, 
“Roman Christianity and the Post-Roman West,” 256-260). 
13 Marcel Simon, “La polemique anti-juive de S. Jean Chrysostome et le mouvement 
judaisant d’Antioche,” in Annuaire de l’Institut de Philoogie et d’Histoire Orientales et 
Slaves, vol.4 (Brussels, 1936), 403-21; F.A Grissom, “Chrysostom and the Jews. Studies 
in Jewish-Christian relations in fourth-century Antioch.” PhD diss., The Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary, 1978; Wayne A Meeks and Robert L Wilkens, Jews and 
Christians in Antioch in the First Four Centuries of the Common Era. (Missoula, Mont.: 
Published by Scholars Press for the Society of Biblical Literature, 1978). 
14 Wilken, John Chrysostom and the Jews, 43. See pps 34-65 for a full discussion of the 
Jewish community in Antioch. 
15 Wilken, John Chrysostom and the Jews, 46. Wilken notes that the fourth century is the 
period with the most ample evidence of Jewish communities in Antioch. 
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congregations.16  Wilken used this context to illumine John’s audience and (possible) 
motive for these homilies, depicting John’s homilies as efforts to dissuade gentile 
members of his own congregations from revering and participating in this vibrant 
community. Furthermore, Wilken situated John’s vitriol in classic rhetorical handbooks, 
classifying it as invective, psogos, a typically hyperbolic rhetoric used explicitly to 
defame another.17  
Wilken’s work thus oriented John’s hostile homilies as a rhetorical response to the 
fluid co-mingling of Jews and Christians in fourth century Antioch, reading these 
homilies as key evidence against a rigid and early “parting of the ways” between Judaism 
and Christianity.18 Rather than reflecting social conflict between Jews and Christians,19 
                                                
16 Wilken, John Chrysostom and the Jews, 66-94. John’s homilies reveal that members of 
his congregation spent time in synagogues, participated in Jewish festivals and 
considered the Jewish way of life holy. Meeks et al., Jews and Christians in Antioch, 89-
100; Wilken, John Chrysostom and the Jews, 67. Importantly, David Nirenberg pushes 
back against the suggestion that Judaism presented a real threat to John’s congregation. 
Nirenberg notes that while this is John’s own position, it serves to justify his own 
polemics rather than reflect reality, as Judaism offered no true threat given that the 
imperial context fully supported Christians and there is no evidence the Jewish 
community was actively seeking to draw Chritians. David Nirenberg, Anti-Judaism: The 
Western Tradition (New York; London: W.W Norton & Company, 2013), 114-115. Even 
John does not claim that synagogues were actively trying to convert Christians to 
Judaism (Fredriksen, “Roman Christianity and the Post-Roman West,” 258). 
17 Wilken, John Chrysostom and the Jews, 112 -115.  
18 Such evidence supports broad scholarly efforts to challenge traditional attempts to 
demarcate a clear “parting of the ways” between Judaism and Christianity, noting the 
diverse and continuing attempts to negotiate boundaries and relationships well beyond 
the fourth century. See Adam H. Becker and Annette Y Reed, eds., The Ways That Never 
Parted: Jews and Christians in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages (Tübingen: 
Mohr Siebeck, 2003). Also find examples of such continuing negotiations in Fredriksen, 
Augustine and the Jews, 3-104; Paula Fredriksen and Oded Irsahi, “Christian Anti-
Judaism: Polemics and Policies,” in The Cambridge History of Judaism 4 (ed. Stephen T. 
Katz. New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 977- 1027; Andrew Jacobs, “Jews 
and Christians” in The Oxford handbook of early Christian studies (ed. Susan Ashbrook 
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this work suggests, John’s anti-Judaic invective emerged from intra-Christian concerns.20 
Wilken’s study, and others in this vein, appear to soften the blow of John’s words, since 
they re-orient John’s rhetorical attack away from Jews directly, and demonstrate a 
cultural expectation of hyperbolic invective. Neither John nor his hearers, this work 
suggests, would have interpreted his vitriol as genuinely hateful.21 Yet, surely it is no 
                                                                                                                                            
Harvey and David G. Hunter. Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 169-
72; Judith M. Lieu, Image and Reality: The Jews in the World of the Christians in the 
Second Century (Edinburgh, 1996); William Horbury, Jews and Christians in Contact 
and Controversy (Edinburgh, 1998); Daniel Boyarin, Border Lines: The Partition of 
Judaeo-Christianity (Philadelphia, 2004). Fredriksen notes how the corpora of the church 
canons also serve as key evidence for the persistent interactions of Jews and Christians 
well into the fourth and fifth centuries - “some Christians kept the Jewish Sabbath as a 
day of rest and worked on Sundays (Laodicea, canon 29); they received festival gifts 
from Jews and heretics (Laodicea, canon 37), they accepted matzah and participated in 
Jewish ‘impieties’ (Laodicea, canon 38). They shared in Jewish fasts and feasts 
(Apostolic canon, c. 70); tended lamps in synagogues on feast days (c. 71); joined with 
Jews and heretics in prayers (c. 65) and gave their children to Jews in marriage 
(Calcedon, c. 14)” (Fredriksen, “Roman Christianity and the Post-Roman West,” 254). 
19 This is not to suggest that there was no social conflict between Jews and Christians in 
the fourth century. There is evidence of episodes where Christian mobs destroyed 
synagogue buildings but “in this same period, throughout the empire, we have 
incontrovertible evidence of close and friendly Christian –Jewish relations.” Fredriksen 
notes that the varied evidence of social relations between Jews and Christians suggests 
that such events were likely contingent on location and the temperament of the local 
bishop. See Fredriksen, “Roman Christianity and the Post-Roman West,” 254-60. For 
further discussion of social violence and legislation see Drake, Slandering the Jew, 100-
103. 
20 Abel M. Bibliowicz, “The Anti-Jewish Strand in John Chrysostom” in Jews and 
Gentiles in the Early Jesus Movement: An Unintended Journey (Palgrave Macmillan, 
2013). This is true of the Contra Iudaeos literature broadly, where the harshest rhetoric 
about Jews generally appeared not in apologies against Jews but against “heretical” 
Christians. Fredriksen, “Roman Christianity and the Post-Roman West…” 252. For the 
foundational work on this matter, see also David Efroymson, “The Patristic Connection,” 
in Anti-Semitism and the Foundation of Christianity (ed. A.T David; New York, 1979), 
98-117.  
21 It seems the majority of scholars interpret this work with such optimism; Laird, for 
example, writes “Robert Wilken mounts a plausible defense of Chrysostom regarding this 
use of tropes of invective in his attacks on the Jews, claiming that these customary norms 
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great vindication to point out that, in a context of relative peace and fluidity, John 
strained to establish difference, weaving violent anti-Judaic rhetoric into the very fabric 
with which he attempted to fashion orthodox Christianity.22  
                                                                                                                                            
would have blunted the intensity of his language…Thus he would excuse Chrysostom’s 
ranting on this basis: that all the listeners would understand his words not as heartfelt, but 
as the usual means of strengthening his case in order to win them over to his point of 
view.” Raymond Laird, “John Chrysostom and the Anomoeans: Shaping an Antiochene 
Perspective on Christology” in Religious Conflict from Early Christianity to the Rise of 
Islam (eds. Wendy Mayer and Bronwen Neil; Berlin: De Gruyter, 2013), 133-134. Much 
more emphatically, Mullen begins his dissertation in 1990 in the context of trying “to 
vindicate him [John] to a large degree from the charge of any anti-semitism.” To do so he 
sets up a straw man as he defends John specifically from a definition of anti-semitism 
specific to the realm of Nazism – noting for example that because John is equally hateful 
towards all groups that challenge his view of catholic identity, the “accusation of a global 
anti-semitism seems rather weak and ineffectual.” W. LeRoy. Mullen, “The polemical 
sermons of John Chrysostom against the Judaizers: a dramatic analysis.” PhD diss., 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1990. Ritter, in a more thoughtful manner, also points to 
audience and context as explaining John’s hostility, arguing that we can’t know anything 
about John’s own attitudes about Jews from these discourses. Adolf Martin Ritter, “John 
Chrysostom and the Jews: A Reconsideration,” in Ancient Chrisitanity in the Caucasus, 
ed. Tamila Mgalboblishvili (Surrey, U.K: Curzon, 1998), 141-152, 231-232. Wilken 
himself thoughtfully engages with these questions in the conclusion to his book, warning 
against projecting later anti-Judaic Christian attitudes onto early Christians, yet also 
admitting, “The meaning of religious texts is not exhausted by their original setting; what 
happens to them later is often more significant than their first life” and that this later use 
and impact deserves attention. (Wilken, John Chrysostom and the Jews, 161-64). 
Notably, in a forthcoming article, Wendy Mayer uses theories from neuroscience to re-
consider how John’s hostile rhetoric might have impacted his audience, challenging the 
assumption that his fourth century hearers would not have received his rhetoric as hostile. 
Wendy Mayer, “Preaching hatred? John Chrysostom, neuroscience, and the Jews” in 
(Re)Visioning John Chrysostom: New Theories and Approaches (eds. Chris de Wet and 
Wendy Mayer; Leiden: Brill, forthcoming). 
22 A number of scholars seem to use the fact that John is concerned with shoring up the 
boundaries of Christian orthodoxy as elemental to John’s “vindication” rather than reason 
for interrogation, yet, as scholars of the history of anti-Judaism recognize, it is the fact 
that hostile Jewish rhetoric is embedded in the very construction of Christianity and the 
Western tradition that is so problematic. Nirenberg summarizes this perspective - 
“Throughout all of these chapters we will insist that anti-Judaism should not be 
understood as some archaic or irrational closet in the vast edifices of Western thought. It 
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1.1.2 Anti-Judaism and the identification of Christian orthodoxy 
More recent scholarship on John’s Homilies Against the Judaizers has turned from 
examining the socio-historical context of these homilies to the way John’s rhetoric 
formulates categories and ideas of selfhood, thereby generating potential realities.23 In the 
midst of manifest social diversity, these scholars are asking, how did early Christian 
writers like John discursively construct an imagined Christian unity (i.e., generate 
potential realities)?  This broad question usually falls under the theoretical umbrella of 
the study of “identity,” an organizing principle that has proven fruitful across a wide 
variety of disciplines, including the study of Ancient Christianity.24 The consequent 
                                                                                                                                            
was rather one of the basic tools with which that edifice was constructed.” Nirenberg, 
Anti-Judaism: The Western Tradition, 6. 
23 Such a turn in the literature on the Homilies against the Judaizers reflects a broader 
shift called the discursive or linguistic turn, arising from a long-held debate over the 
relationship between rhetoric and reality (Find a summary of this debate as it relates to 
Christian rhetoric about Jews in Andrew Jacobs, “The Lion and the Lamb: Reconsidering 
Jewish and Christian relations in Antiquity” in The Ways That Never Parted: Jews and 
Christians in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages (eds. Adam H. Beck and Annette 
Y. Reed; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2003), 94-118. On the linguistic turn, see Elizabeth 
Clark, History, Theory, Text: Historians and the Linguistic Turn, (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 2004); Andrew Jacobs, Remains of the Jews: The Holy Land 
and Christian Empire in Late Antiquity, (Divinations. Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
University Press, 2004); Averil Cameron, History as Text: The Writing of Ancient History 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1989); Dale B. Martin and Patricia Cox 
Miller, The Cultural Turn in Late Ancient Studies: Gender, Asceticism, and 
Historiography (Durham: Duke University Press, 2005). 
24 The term “identity” entered scholarly discourse as a significant concept in the 1950s, 
but proliferated significantly in use in the 90’s. Richard Miles, Constructing Identities in 
Late Antiquity (London; New York: Routledge, 1999), 1. Some of the most notable works 
on Ancient Christian material include Judith Lieu, Christian Identity in the Jewish and 
Graeco-Roman World (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 11; Judith 
Lieu, Image and Reality; Miriam S.Taylor, Anti-Judaism and Early Christian Identity: A 
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ubiquity of the framework, however, has also led to its increasing ambiguity, with an 
expanding burden of analytical work resting on “a blunt, flat, undifferentiated 
[identitarian] vocabulary.”25 Criticizing the utility of this overused term while affirming 
the work it is trying to do, Brubaker and Cooper offer a fuller vocabulary from which 
scholars can draw.26 Two of their proposed terms – “identification” and “categorization” 
– are particularly useful for this study. These terms address discursive efforts to build a 
collective self-understanding or to characterize a group according to shared 
commonalities but retain attention on the agent of this discourse, whether an institution, 
specific person or public discourse more broadly. By acknowledging an agent, these 
terms emphasize that discursive efforts at identification will not necessarily produce “the 
internal sameness they may seek to achieve,” that is, a reified “Identity.”27 
                                                                                                                                            
Critique of the Scholarly Consensus (Studia Post-Biblica, Leiden; New York: E.J. Brill, 
1995); Andrew Jacobs, “Jews and Christians,” 169-185. 
25 Rogers Brubaker and Frederick Cooper, “Beyond Identity” in Ethnicity without groups 
(Cambridge, MA: Havard University Press, 2004), 29.  
26 Brubaker and Cooper, “Beyond Identity”, 29-35.  “This essay argues that the work 
done by ‘identity’ might better be done by several clusters of less congested terms: 
identification and categorization, self understanding and social location, commonality 
and connectedness.” Roger Brubaker, Ethnicity without groups (Cambridge, MA: Havard 
University Press, 2004), 4.  
27 Brubaker and Cooper, “Beyond Identity,” 41-43. On the subversive possibilities for the 
colonized and subjectified, see Homi K Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London: 
Routledge, 1994); Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin, The Empire Writes 
Back: Theory and Practice in Post-Colonial Literatures (2nd ed.; London: Routledge, 
2002). Drawing from such post-colonial theory, Drake illustrates how anti-Judaic rhetoric 
in the imperial context is never fully successful because it becomes the site of subversion 
and resistance; “the very centuries in which Christian preachers and bishops authorized 
anti-Jewish violence also witnessed the flourishing of several Jewish communities, the 
formation of rabbinic identities, the development of rabbinic exegetical practices, and the 
construction of several major synagogues throughout Palestine (this despite imperial 
legislation that restricted the building of new synagogues).” Drake, Slandering the Jew, 6.  
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Scholars have long recognized that identification of a group often relies on the 
construction of a rhetorical “Other.” This rhetorical “Other,” as Jonathan Z. Smith 
famously contended, is often the closest of neighbors, as it is the proximate other that 
most threatens, and thus, attracts the most violent assertions of difference.28 This insight 
has had particular importance for understanding rhetoric about Jews and Judaism in 
Christian discourse.29 When John himself points proudly to his city, Antioch, as the place 
where the moniker "Christian" is first attested,30 his boast references a complex history; 
this category developed in the context of negotiations between Paul and other leaders 
concerning the relationship of Gentile Christ believers to Jews and Jewish practices.31 
From such initial steps within a small intra-Jewish movement, until the prominent rise of 
“Christianity” as the official religion of the empire, diverse Christian communities 
necessarily defined their core practices, teachings, and texts with varying appeals to 
                                                
28 Jonathan Z. Smith, “What a Difference a Difference Makes,” in Relating Religion: 
Essays in the Study of Religion (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 253. 
29 Judith Lieu, Image and Reality; Miriam S.Taylor, Anti-Judaism and Early Christian 
Identity: A Critique of the Scholarly Consensus (Studia Post-Biblica, Leiden; New York: 
E.J. Brill, 1995); Andrew Jacobs, “Jews and Christians” in The Oxford handbook of early 
Christian studies (ed. Susan Ashbrook Harvey and David G. Hunter. Oxford; New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2008), 169-185. Karen King argues that the “single most 
important foci” in the categorization of Christianity is how Christians variously defined 
their relationship to Jews and Judaism. Karen L. King, “Which Early Christianity” in the 
Oxford Handbook of Early Christian Studies (eds. Susan Ashbrook Harvey and David G. 
Hunter; New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 77. 
30 For a discussion of how John constructs a Christian mythology for Antioch see Isabella 
Sandwell, Religious Identity in Late Antiquity: Greeks, Jews and Christians in Antioch 
(GCRM Cambridge, UK; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 133 – 134. 
31 Maia Kotrosits argues that the term “Christian,” rather than developing from intra-
Christian efforts at self-articulation, may have been used first by outsiders who intended 
to slander the community. Maia Kotrosits, Rethinking Early Christian Identity: Affect, 
Violence and Belonging (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2014).  
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Jewish antiquity (particularly Jewish scriptures) and varying disassociations from other 
marks of Jewishness (such as circumcision).   
John’s fourth century context was particularly crucial for the categorization of 
Christianity,32 and attests to a flourishing of Christian rhetoric about Jews.33 The pressure 
for consensus following the attraction of imperial patronage to the Christians underscored 
the diversity already inherent within Christianity, generating highly charged debates 
around the question “what is it to be a Christian?”34 Isabella Sandwell has persuasively 
demonstrated John’s preoccupation with answering this question,35 pointing to his 
                                                
32 Robert A. Markus, The End of Ancient Christianity (Cambridge [England]; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1993), 19. Markus describes Christians in this period as 
experiencing “a crisis of identity.” See also Sandwell, Religious Identity in Late 
Antiquity, 5-6. 
33 Fredriksen and Irshai note, “The intense and articulate anti-Judaism that had 
characterized orthodox Christian sensibility and rhetoric since the internal hermeneutical 
wars of the second century thereby found full expression in the commentaries, treatises, 
Church histories, and especially the sermons of fourth-century churchmen, the ideologues 
of imperial orthodoxy.” Fredriksen and Irshai, “Christian Anti-Judaism,” 1005. 
34 Markus, The End of Ancient Christianity, 19. For the full discussion, see 21-83. Part of 
the effort to answer this question were fervent attempts to identify heretics, with the 
rhetorical “Jew” serving as a constitutive “anti-Christian.” Fredriksen, “Roman 
Christianity and the Post-Roman West,” 253. Shepardson illustrates how the 
Cappadocians link their Christian opponents with Jews as a form of polemic. Christine 
Shepardson, “Defining the Boundaries of Orthodoxy: Eunomius in the Anti-Jewish 
Polemic of his Cappadocian Opponents,” Church History 76.4 (December 2007): 699-
723.   
35 Sandwell, Religious Identity in Late Antiquity. While events such as Constantine's 
conversion may appear to mark the beginning of a stable Christian orthodoxy, it was not 
as straightforward for Christians living in the late fourth century. Christian churches in 
late fourth century Antioch were deeply divided and the Nicene church did not yet have a 
clear victory as the “orthodox” church. Moreover, the pervasive influence of paganism in 
Antioch remained a challenge for Christian leaders like John - Sandwell demonstrates 
that central features of daily life in Antioch, such as education, social custom, literature, 
art, architecture, legends, and myths remained fairly uninfluenced by Christianity during 
this period. Sandwell argues that John worked to present these pagan social “givens” as 
choices, urging his hearers to recast every day life practices with Christ at the center in 
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sermons against the Judaizers as exemplary of his pressing concern to define Christianity 
as utterly opposed to Judaism.36 As John himself summarizes, “In a word, if you admire 
the Jewish way of life, what do you have in common with us? If the Jewish rites are holy 
and venerable, our way of life must be false. But if our way is true, as indeed it is, theirs 
is fraudulent."37 Building on Sandwell’s observations, other scholars have revisited the 
categorization efforts inherent to John’s homilies against the Judaizers, further illustrating 
specific ways that John’s rhetoric functions to define Christianity as utterly anti-Judaic. 
Shepardson, for example, calls attention to John’s use of spatial rhetoric, which maps 
Christian places as utterly distinct from Jewish ones.38 Drake explores John’s use of 
sexual slander to mark Jews as licentious and entirely distinct from his community of 
                                                                                                                                            
order to manifest one's identification as a Christian. On the divided nature of Christianity 
and the pervasive force of paganism in fourth century Antioch, see also Wilken, John 
Chrysostom and the Jews, 10-26. 
36 Sandwell, Religious Identity in Late Antiquity, 82. John’s pressing concern with 
Judaism emerges from a context in which many from his congregations participated in 
the synagogue and Jewish festivals, a situation that was problematic for John especially 
in light of the recent history of Emperor Julian’s program to restore the temple and its 
sacrifices and return the city of Jerusalem to Jews. Julian’s program had aimed to re-
legitimate Jewish observances and thus prove that Christ’s prophecy, and therefore 
Christianity as well, was illegitimate. Even though Julian’s project failed (reconstruction 
of the temple in Jerusalem began in 363 CE but a fire and Julian’s death prevented its 
progress), this development alarmed Christians and reignited a conflict between 
Christians and Jews over the legitimacy of Jewish law. Wilken thus cites Julian as a “a 
third partner” in John’s Adversus Iudaeos homilies, as John works to demonstrate the 
illegitimacy of the Temple and ongoing law observance and thus the legitimacy of a 
Christianity entirely severed from Judaism. For a discussion of Julian’s temple program 
as a challenge to Christianity and as context for John’s concerns with Judaism, see 
Wilken, John Chrysostom and the Jews, 138-148. 
37 Adv. Iud. 1.6.5 (PG 48:852.28-31). 
38 Christine Shepardson, “Controlling Contested Places: John Chrysostom’s Adversus 
Iudaeos Homilies and the Spatial Politics of Religious Controversy,” JECS 15.4 
(December 2007): 483-516; Christine Shepardson, Controlling Contested Places: Late 
Antique Antioch and the Spatial Politics of Religious Controversy (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 2014), especially 98-116. 
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(sexually) pure Christians.39 These scholars understand John’s hostile rhetoric about Jews 
in the homilies against the Judaizers as integral to his broader imperial project of defining 
orthodox Christianity. Thus, it seems imperative to broaden investigations into John’s 
anti-Judaism beyond the very limited seven homilies against the Judaizers.40 John’s 
interpretations of Paul are prime sites for such expansion, as Paul serves both as a site for 
negotiating the boundaries between Jews and Christians and as John’s most beloved 
apostle and orthodox exemplar. 
 
1.2 Paul -  troubling the boundaries between Christians and Jews 
During the fourth century, Paul’s epistles receive unprecedented literary attention,41 and 
Paul himself is given a new role as an early Christian hero by means of burgeoning 
martyr cults in both the Latin West and the Greek East. As the fourth century progressed, 
Christians show exceeding interest in the lives and relics of the apostle Paul,42 and of the 
                                                
39 Drake, “Slandering the Jew,” 78-98.  
40 One notable exception is a recent article that looks at John’s interpretation of Jesus’ 
Jewishness not only in the homilies on the Judaizers but also in his homilies on Matthew 
and John. Joshua Garroway, “The Law-Observant Lord: John Chrysostom's Engagement 
with the Jewishness of Christ,” JECS 8.14 (Winter 2010), 591-615. 
41 Andrew. S. Jacobs, “A Jew's Jew: Paul and the Early Christian Problem of Jewish 
Origins,” Journal of Religion 86 (2006), 262. Margaret M. Mitchell, The Heavenly 
Trumpet: John Chrysostom and the Art of Pauline Interpretation (Louisville, Ky.: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 2002), 66. 
42 Jacobs, “A Jew's Jew,” 263-63; David Eastman, Paul the Martyr: The Cult of the 
Apostle in the Latin West, (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2011); David Eastman, 
The Death of the Apostles: Ancient Accounts of the Martyrdoms of Peter and Paul (Latin, 
Greek, Syriac), (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2015); Harry W. Tajra, The 
Martyrdom of St. Paul: Historical and Judicial Context, Traditions, and Legends 
(Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1994). 
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saints more broadly,43 a preoccupation that significantly influences hermeneutical praxis, 
as many late fourth century Christians came to understand scripture as the remains of 
these “holy ones, the exemplars of virtue.”44 The scriptural text and the author were thus 
perceived as wholly entangled, and so the practices of reading and interpreting scripture 
became encounters and conversations with the holy authors of the documents.45 Within 
this period of extreme interest in the apostle, John emerged as one of the most active 
commentators on the Pauline letters, and a devoted admirer of the figure of Paul 
himself.46 John’s deep affection for Paul pervades his homilies, as Margaret Mitchell in 
particular has noted. In her 2000 monograph, The Heavenly Trumpet: John Chrysostom 
                                                
43 Wendy Mayer, St John Chrysostom: The Cult of the Saints, (Crestwood: St Vladimir's 
Seminary Press, 2006); Peter Robert Lamont Brown, The Cult of the Saints: Its Rise and 
Function in Latin Christianity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981). 
44 Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 43. 
45 Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 434. Mitchell notes further that although committed 
to the historical figure of Paul, Chrysostom nonetheless saw it "as his duty to constitute 
and recompose his author time and time again. His Paul was not dead, but alive.” John’s 
homilies on the epistles often read as such vivid encounters, with John frequently 
addressing Paul with queries, using classic prosopopeia in order to offer his hero’s 
imagined response. This way of depicting Paul allows John to appropriate Paul’s 
authority for his own perspective, a central operation of the genre of the commentary – 
“In commentary writing, the critical distance between “text” and “meaning” is glossed 
over but cannot be completely effaced. Ostensibly, meaning is anchored by the text: 
God’s scriptural truth acts as surety against the wobbly and tendentious opinions of a 
fallible humanity. But the very operations of commentary undermine this surety: 
‘claiming merely to repeat the original text, commentary presents itself as a repetition of 
“sameness” when it fact it operates differently’ as Elizabeth Clark reminds us (Reading 
Renunciation, 8).  In this different repetition of sameness we see not the failure of but the 
power of commentary writing to craft Christian identity. Commentary writing confronted 
and channeled the multiplicity of scriptural meanings, so that even the “contradictory 
meanings” of Jews and heretics might be made to speak in an orthodox Christian voice.” 
(Jacobs, Christ Circumcised, 120). 
46 Mitchell contends that John “has a strong claim to be the most ardent admirer of Paul in 
the early church.” Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 5. 
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and the Art of Pauline Interpretation,47 Mitchell demonstrates that John's devotion to the 
person of Paul looms large not only explicitly in extended praises of his hero, but also 
implicitly behind his exegetical decisions.48 Thus, as Mitchell notes, "one cannot 
adequately comprehend John’s exegetical work without paying direct attention to his 
devotion to his subject [Paul]."49  
Importantly, John’s exegesis was not limited to a private encounter with Paul; 
rather, John strives in the proclamation of his homilies to parade Paul before the eyes of 
his congregants as the most important archetype of Christian orthodoxy.50 In John’s 
homilies against the Judaizers, he mobilizes Paul as the principal authority against the 
“half-Christians” he censures,51 but outside of these limited seven homilies he presents a 
more complex engagement with Paul, wrestling with Paul’s own claims of Jewish as 
opposed to Christian categories. Paul’s letters include explicit instructions regarding 
which element of Judaism are required for Gentile Christ-followers (e.g., Gal 2:11-14), 
he self-identifies both as an Israelite (e.g., Rom 9:3-4, 11:1) and as the apostle to the 
                                                
47 Mitchell's book is focused specifically on the translation and exegesis of Chrysostom's 
seven homilies de laudibus sancti Pauli. She offers a thorough literature review of 
scholarly attention to Chrysostom’s praise of Paul - Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 8-
18.  
48 Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 21.  
49 Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 21. 
50 Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 22 -43, 65, 339. John’s portrayal of Paul served as "a 
powerful vehicle for Christian meaning-making and society-formation in the later fourth 
century." Building on Mitchell’s work, Andreas Heiser offers an exhaustive discussion of 
the epithets John uses to portray Paul - Die Paulusinszenierung des Johannes 
Chrysostomus. Epitheta und ihre Vorgeschichte, STAC 70 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck 
2012). David Rylaarsdam also expands on John’s use of Paul as a model – John 
Chrysostom on Divine Pedagogy, chapter 4. 
51 Mitchell notes John’s use of Paul as an authority in these homilies. Mitchell, The 
Heavenly Trumpet, 233.  
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Gentiles (e.g., Gal 1:15-16), and he cries out for the salvation of all Israel (Romans 
11:26). The author of Acts uses the figure of Paul to move the narrative of Christ 
followers from a story of Jews following the resurrected Messiah in Jerusalem to that of 
Gentiles residing in Rome, and yet even in Acts, Paul is depicted as preaching primarily 
in synagogues and continuing to participate in various Jewish practices. Given this 
“double-natured” identity, Paul was frequently and fruitfully employed by later Christian 
writers in their attempts to negotiate the boundaries between Jews and Gentiles,52 and 
eventually, between Judaism and Christianity.53  
                                                
52 The impact of Paul’s legacy on the categorization of Christianity is being increasingly 
recognized as research continues to show the far-reaching influence of Paul beyond his 
own lifetime. See Maurice Wiles, The Divine Apostle: The Interpretation of St. Paul's 
Epistles in the Early Church (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967); Albert E 
Barnett, "Pauline Controversies in the Post-Pauline Period," NTS 20 (1974): 229-45; 
Elaine H. Pagels, The Gnostic Paul: Gnostic Exegesis of the Pauline Letters, 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1975); Andreas Lindemann, Paulus Im altesten 
Christentum. Das Bild des Apostels und die Rezeption der paulinischen Theologie in der 
fruhchristlichen Literatur bis Marcion, (BHT 58. Tubingen: J.C B. Mohr, 1979); David 
K. Rensberger, As the Apostle Teaches: The Development of the Use of Paul's Letters in 
Second-Century Christianity (PhD diss., Yale University, 1981); Ernst Dassman, Paulus 
in Fruhchristlicher Frommigkeit Und Kunst, (Opladen: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1982); 
Gerd Luedemann, Opposition to Paul in Jewish Christianity (Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press, 1989); William S. Babcock, ed., Paul and the Legacies of Paul, (Dallas: 
Southwestern Methodist University, 1990); Victor Paul Furnish, "On Putting Paul in His 
Place," Journal of Biblical Literature 113.1 (1994): 3-17;  Bruce J. Malina and Jerome H. 
Neyrey, Portraits of Paul: An Archaeology of Ancient Personality (Louisville: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 1996); Christopher Mount, Pauline Christianity: Luke-
Acts and Legacy of Paul (Leiden: Brill, 2002); J. Albert Harrill, Paul the Apostle: His 
Life and Legacy in their Roman Context (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012); 
Jacobs, “A Jew’s Jew,” 258-86.   
53 This is not only true of the 2nd-5th centuries, but of our contemporary context as well. 
As Pamela Eisenbaum aptly summarizes, “the debates surrounding the contemporary 
study of Paul are emblematic of the ongoing attempt by Christians to define their 
religious identity vis-à-vis Judaism.” Pamela Eisenbaum, “Paul, Polemics, and the 
Problem of Essentialism,” Biblical Interpretation 13.3 (2005): 224-38.  Indeed, the so-
called “New Paul perspective” can be roughly characterized as a post-holocaust attempt 
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Mitchell notes that attestations to Paul’s own Jewishness are an especially “thorny 
issue” for John,54 and she illustrates various ways John manages this facet of his “beloved 
apostle,” at times severing Paul from his Jewishness entirely, and other times making use 
of Paul’s Judaism in order to render other Jews inferior.55 Andrew Jacobs demonstrates 
this latter technique in his examination of John’s exegesis of Philippians 3:5 specifically, 
where John elevates Paul’s Jewishness to a degree so superlative that all contemporary 
Jews are seen as utterly inadequate in comparison.56 As these studies suggest, John’s 
production of difference does not always employ explicit invective, or the construction of 
firm boundaries. 57 Rather, just as discourses of imperial power considered the edges of 
the empire not as boundaries but as frontiers, “sites for the negotiation and management 
of difference,” so too John appears to use Paul’s Jewishness as a frontier for 
                                                                                                                                            
to re-define Paul’s relationship to Judaism and thus, Christianity’s relationship to 
Judaism. Foundational works within this perspective include: Krister Stendahl, Paul 
among Jews and Gentiles, and Other Essays (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1976); E. P. 
Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism: A Comparison of Patterns of Religion, (1st 
American ed. Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1977); Stanley Stowers, A Rereading of 
Romans: Justice, Jews, and Gentiles, (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
1994); John G. Gager, Reinventing Paul (Oxford University Press, 2002); Caroline 
Johnson Hodge, If Sons, Then Heirs: A Study of Kinship and Ethnicity in the Letters of 
Paul, (Oxford University Press, 2007).  
54 Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 227. 
55 Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 226-234.  
56 Jacobs, “A Jew’s Jew,” 268-273.   
57 Garroway’s study on John’s reading of Jesus’ Jewishness similarly notes that the 
homilies on Matthew and John demonstrate a more “sophisticated” strategy for handling 
Jesus’ Jewishness than found in the homilies against the Judaizers. Garroway, “The Law-
Observant Lord”. Scholars have recently been nuancing the scholarly narrative that 
Christian identity is forged only out of exclusion, conflict, and boundaries, noting that a 
focus on such exclusion privileges the narrative of the Adversus Iudaeos preachers 
themselves. Erich S. Gruen, Rethinking the Other in Antiquity, (Princeton/Oxford: 
Princeton University Press, 2011); Natalie B. Dohrman and Annette Yoshiko Reed, eds. 
Jews, Christians, and the Roman Empire: The Poetics of Power in Late Antiquity 
(Philadelphia, PA, USA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013). 
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appropriating, controlling and repudiating Jewishness.58 John’s interpretations of Paul’s 
relationship to Judaism, particularly in his homilies on Acts, Romans, Galatians and 1 
Corinthians, offer further insight into the multiple ways that John uses Paul’s Jewishness 
in order to articulate his thoroughly anti-Judaic Christian orthodoxy.  
 
2. Rhetoric as Therapy for the Soul 
Scholars have demonstrated the necessity and productivity of situating both John’s anti-
Judaic rhetoric and his interpretations of Paul in the context of classical rhetoric.59 My 
own lens for reading John’s interpretation of Paul’s preaching narrows John’s rhetorical 
context to a specific trajectory of moral philosophy wherein rhetoric was perceived as 
philosophical therapy for the soul. This perspective is supported by recent observations 
made by David Rylaarsdam and Wendy Mayer.60 Rylaarsdam grounds John’s theology in 
                                                
58 Jacobs, Christ Circumcised, 33. Jacobs notes that the Roman ideology of power was 
not interested in the complete erasure or rejection of difference, since difference “must 
remain visible in order to support the logic of Roman domination” (40). Jacobs contends 
that this is the strategy of difference taken up by many Christian authors, notably with 
respect to Jesus’ circumcision, which stands as a visible mark of the simultaneous 
Christian appropriation and repudiation of Jewishness.  
59 Whether John’s use of invective, in the case of the homilies against the Judaizers 
(Wilken), or the encomium in the case of his portrayals of Paul (Mitchell). For a brief 
literature review on scholarship situating John in his classical context beyond these two 
examples, see Mayer, “Progress in the Field,” 21.  
60 Rylaarsdam produced an unpublished dissertation with initial observations in this 
regard, but his more substantial work developed in parallel with my own. David 
Rylaardsam, John Chrysostom on Divine Pedagogy: The Coherence of his Theology and 
Preaching, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014). Throughout the remainder of the 
dissertation, when I reference Rylaarsdam it will be from his unpublished dissertation. 
David Rylaarsdam, “The Adaptability of Divine Pedagogy: συγκατάβασις in the 
Theology and Rhetoric of John Chrysostom” (PhD diss., University of Notre Dame, 
1999). Wendy Mayer’s work also developed in parallel with, and moreover, was 
influenced by (and directly cites), early drafts of this dissertation. Wendy Mayer, 
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classical pyschagogy,61 illustrating John’s depiction of God as a philosophical teacher, a 
persuasive guide of souls whose defining pedagogy is divine adaptability.62 Rylaarsdam 
contends that such divine adaptability is integral to every major area of John’s thought, 
and, on this basis, demonstrates coherence to John’s (often dismissed) theology.63 
Building on Rylaardam’s observations, Wendy Mayer makes one important distinction; 
she contends that the pervasive psychagogy informing John’s homilies positions him not 
within the traditions of systematic theology, as Rylaarsdam argues, but within a specific 
trajectory of moral philosophy she coins “medico-philosophical psychic therapy.”64 In her 
                                                                                                                                            
“Medicine in transition: Christian adaptation in the later fourth-century East,” in Shifting 
Genres in Late Antiquity (eds. G. Greatrex and H. Elton; Farnham: Ashgate, 2015), 11-
26; “Madness in the works of John Chrysostom: A snapshot from Late Antiquity,” in The 
concept of Madness from Homer to Byzantium: History and aspects (ed. Perdicoyianni-
Paléologou; Amsterdam: Adolf M. Hakkert, forthcoming); “The persistence in Late 
Antiquity of medico-philosophical psychic therapy,” Journal of Late Antiquity 8 (2015), 
eds H. Marx-Wolf and K. Upson-Saia, forthcoming; “Shaping the sick soul: Reshaping 
the identity of John Chrysostom,” in Christians Shaping Identity from the Roman Empire 
to Byzantium: Studies inspired by Pauline Allen, Supplements to Vigiliae Christianae 13 
(eds. G.D. Dunn and W. Mayer; Leiden: Brill, 2015), 140-164. 
61 David Rylaarsdam, "Painful Preaching: John Chrysostom and the Philosophic Tradition 
of Guiding Souls," in Studia Patristica ed. M. Edwards F. Young, P Parvis (Leuven, 
Paris, Dudley, MA: Peeters). This context will be more fully explored in Chapter 1. 
Rylaarsdam is not the first to situate Christian preachers in this context; see especially 
Paul R Kolbet, Augustine and the Cure of Souls: Revising a Classical Ideal  (Notre 
Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press); Clarence E. Glad, Paul and Philodemus : 
Adaptability in Epicurean and Early Christian Psychagogy, Supplements to Novum 
Testamentum, (Leiden ; New York: E.J. Brill).  
62 Rylaardsam, John Chrysostom on Divine Pedagogy. 
63 Rylaardsam, John Chrysostom on Divine Pedagogy, 10. Rylaarsdam orients his project 
around John’s negative reputation as a theologian and uses his observations on divine 
adaptability as a “key theological principle” that demonstrates he is a unique theologian 
in his own right. 
64 See especially, Mayer, “The persistence in Late Antiquity of medico-philosophical 
psychic therapy.” Mayer notes that these ideas were anticipated in part by the works of 
Anne-Marie Malingrey, Martin Ritter and Giovani Viansino, each of whom demonstrated 
John’s indebtedness to Greek philosophers, although notably they maintain the 
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depiction of this trajectory, Mayer draws on broad scholarly efforts to dismantle the 
artificial boundaries between ancient medicine and philosophy, and between doctors and 
philosophers.65 As these scholars recognize, in a context in which the mind/soul was 
perceived as fully embodied, there was no firm boundary between the health (or sickness) 
of the soul and that of the body.66 John’s homilies reflect this context, as the body and 
                                                                                                                                            
perspective that his philosophical ideas can’t be separated from his theology. Anne-Marie 
Malingrey,“Philosophia”: Étude d’un groupe de mots dans la littérature grecque, des 
Présocratiques au IVe siècle après J.C. (Paris: Librairie C. Klincksieck, 1961), esp. 263-
288; “Résonances stoïciennes dans l’oeuvre de Jean Chrysostomem,” Diotima. Revue de 
recherche philosophique 7 (1979): 116-121; and “Saint Jean Chrysostome moraliste?,” in 
Valeurs dans le stoïcisme: du Portique à nos jours. Textes rassemblés en hommage à 
Michel Spanneut, ed. M. Soetard (Lille: Presses Universitaires de France, 1993), 171-
179; Adolf Martin Ritter, “Zwischen ‘Gottesherrschaft’ und ‘einfachem Leben’ Dio 
Chrysostomus, Johannes Chrysostomus und das Problem der Humanisierung der 
Gesellschaft,” Jarhbuch für Antike und Christentum 31 (1988): 127-143; and updated 
discussion, id., Studia Chrysostomica. Aufsätze zu Weg, Werk und Wirkung des Johannes 
Chrysostomos (ca. 349–407), STAC 71 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck 2012), 56-66; 
Giovanni Viansino, “Aspetti dell’opera di Giovanni Crisostomo,” Koinonia 25 (2001): 
137-205. Mayer also notes that her observations align with Elm’s recent argument that 
the emperor Julian and Gregory of Nazianzus ultimately share in the same intellectual 
and cultural milieu, seeking true philosophy, making preachers in this period as much 
“sons of Hellenism” as “fathers of the church.” Susanna Elm, Sons of Hellenism, Fathers 
of the Church: Emperor Julian, Gregory of Nazianzus, and the Vision of Rome (Berkeley: 
UC Press, 2012).  
65 Philip J Van Der Eijk, Medicine and Philosophy in Classical Antiquity: Doctors and 
Philosophers on Nature, Soul, Health, and Disease (Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 2005).  As Ven Der Eijk summarizes in his introduction, “Ancient medicine and 
ancient philosophy, rather than being separate disciplines, interacted and overlapped in a 
number of ways” (29). He notes that philosophers were engaged in practical matters, 
including the provision of health and healing, and notes Galen’s perspective that the “best 
doctor is, or should be, at the same time a philosopher” (11). Others have also pointed to 
Galen’s work as illustrating the interconnectedness of medicine and philosophy. See 
especially John T. Fitzgerald, “Galen’s De indolentia in the Context of Greco-Roman 
Medicine, Moral Philosophy, and Physiognomy,” in Galen’s De indolentia: Essays on a 
Newly Discovered Letter, (eds. C.K. Rothschild and T.W. Thompson; Tübingen: Mohr 
Siebeck, 2014), 203-220. 
66 Mayer, “Shaping the Sick Soul,” 10-13. For a perspective on how ancient ascetics 
understood the health of the body as reflecting the health of the soul, see also A. Crislip, 
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soul are vitally interconnected in John’s preaching,67 where he positions psychic sickness 
as “a medical issue requiring therapy.”68 Furthermore, he identifies preachers as the 
providers of such medico-philosophical therapy, standing in the tradition of many 
Hellenistic philosophical schools who widely held that philosophical argumentation was 
an ideal therapeutic tool in the healing of the soul, able to strategically diagnose, modify 
and sometimes eradicate pathe (emotions) and thus guide the soul toward virtue, balance, 
and health.69 According to Mayer’s reading, John’s homilies serve not as “Christian 
moral theology illustrated by medical metaphors” but “a Christianised form of both 
medical treatise and medicinal therapy.”70 I argue that this framework of medico-
philosophical psychic therapy is a vital lens to illumine John’s interpretations of Paul’s 
                                                                                                                                            
Thorns in the flesh: illness and sanctity in late ancient Christianity (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013). 
67 See especially, Mayer, “Madness in the works of John Chrysostom.” 
68 Mayer, “Medicine in transition,” 3.  
69 The literature on the therapy of the emotions (pathe) is substantial. See Martha C. 
Nussbaum, The Therapy of Desire: Theory and Practice in Hellenistic Ethics (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1994); Jacques Brunschwig and Martha C. Nussbaum, eds., 
Passions & Perceptions: Studies in Hellenistic Philosophy of Mind (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1993); Richard Sorabji, Emotion and Peace of Mind: From 
Stoic Agitation to Christian Temptation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000); 
Christopher Gill, “Philosophical Therapy as Preventive Psychological Medicine,” in 
Mental Disorders in the Classical World (ed. W.V. Harris; Leiden-Boston: Brill, 2013), 
339-360. Underlying the substantial work done on the philosophical therapy of emotions 
(pathe) is the assumption that passions (fear, anger, grief, etc.), are “intelligent and 
discriminating elements of the personality that are very closely linked to beliefs, and are 
modified by the modification of belief.” Yet there was also an understanding that “the 
polite surface exchanges of dialectic may not be enough to deal sufficiently with either 
emotions or other beliefs” and so there were other strategies that developed in order to 
modify and guide the pathe (Nussbaum, The Therapy of Desire, 38-42). 
70 Wendy Mayer, “Medicine in transition,” 2. See also, “The Persistence in Late Antiquity 
of Medico-Philosophical Psychic Therapy” where Mayer demonstrates that two of John’s 
latest treatises, Scand. and Nemo, which have proven difficult to classify, are integral 
parts of a psycho-therapeutic strategy that draws on long-standing Greek tradition.  
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complex identity as a Jew and his varied teachings on Judaism. In his exegesis of Paul’s 
homilies, John characterizes Paul as an exemplary psychic therapist, framing Paul’s 
persistent participation in Jewish places and practices and his amiable rhetoric about Jews 
and Judaism as didactic deceits deployed in order to strategically manage Jewish pathe 
and thus more effectively guide Jewish souls out of Judaism. John’s framing of Paul’s 
Jewishness as a strategic therapy for weak Jewish souls thus bolsters his characterization 
both of Jews as diseased and of Paul as an exemplary model of non-Jewish Christian 
orthodoxy.  
This dissertation brings together three areas of Chrysostom studies previously 
studied in isolation to one another  – John’s anti-Judaic rhetoric, his portrayal of Paul, 
and the interpretative framework of medico-philosophical psychic therapy. Each element 
significantly informs the other and together they attest to the more insidious anti-Judaism 
of John’s homilies on Acts and Paul’s letters. In this way, the significance of the project 
extends beyond the study of Chrysostom and ancient Christianity in particular, as it 
contributes to broader questions about religiously inflected hatred and violence. How do 
hostile biases become embedded in the fabric of religious identities, concealed within 
encomiums of the “most beloved apostle Paul” or exhortations to the health of the 
Christian soul?  By examining how John’s rhetoric about Jews informs his project of 
Christian self-definition, this project aims to contribute to the ongoing task of 
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interrogating the process by which religious rhetoric and the articulation of Christian 
orthodoxy have fostered oppression and violence.71   
To keep this study within reasonable limits,72 I have focused my attention largely 
on the sections of John’s homilies where John’s portrayal of Paul and his teachings 
intersect most significantly with his rhetoric about Jews and Judaism: the homilies on the 
Pauline passages where statements of Paul’s relationship to the Jews and Judaism are 
paramount (such as Romans 9-11, Galatians 2, 1 Cor 9) and the homilies on the passages 
of Acts that explicitly construct a portrait of Paul (such as Acts 9, 22, 26).73 Attention to 
                                                
71 See, for example, David Frankfurter, “Jews or Not?  Reconstructing the 'Other' in Rev 
2:9 and 3:9,” HTR 94.4 (2001): 403-25; David A. Bernat and Jonathan Klawans, eds., 
Religion and Violence: The Biblical Heritage (Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix Press Ltd, 
2008). 
72 The genuine Chrysostom homilies amount to more than 800. For an index to the 
Chrysostom corpus see Geerard, Clavis Patrum Graecorum (CPG 4317-4472). The 
boundaries of this genuine corpus remain a matter of some dispute. Wendy Mayer, The 
Homilies of St John Chrysostom: Provenance. Reshaping the foundations (Orientalia 
Christiana Analecta 273. Rome: Institutum Patristicum Orientalium Studiorum, 2005), 
26. For a discussion of the limits of the genuine corpus, see S.J Voicu, “Pseudo-Giovanni 
Crisostomo: I confini del corpus,” Jahrbuch für Antike und Christentum 39 (1996) 105-
115.  
73 Chapter 1 is an exception, as my approach to John’s reading of Paul is informed by a 
much broader reading of all of the homilies on Acts, Romans, Galatians, 1 Corinthians 
and On the Priesthood. All citations for On the Priesthood (Sur le sacerdoce) are taken 
from the SC edition edited by Anne-Marie Malingrey, Jean Chrysostome. Sur le 
sacerdoce (Dialogue et Homélie) (SC 272, Paris: Les Éditions du CERF, 1980). For all 
other homilies, I have used the Migne editions as accessed by Thesaurus Linguae 
Graecae. http://www.tlg.uci.edu/. As for translations, for On the Priesthood, I have used 
the English translation provided by G. Neville, Saint John Chrysostom: Six Books on the 
Priesthood (St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, Crestwood, NY 1984). For the Homilies 
against the Judaizers, I have used the translations in Philip W. Harkins, Saint John 
Chrysostom: Discourses Against Judaizing Christians. Fathers of the Church 68. 
(Washington, DC: Catholic University of America Press, 1979).  For the remainder of the 
homilies, I have modernized the translations of Philip Schaff and H. Wace, eds. A Select 
Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church. (Buffalo and New 
York, 1886-1900; reprinted: Grand Rapids, 1952ff), unless otherwise noted. 
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other materials, including the pastoral letters and Hebrews, which John considers Pauline, 
would prove useful but are beyond the scope of this project. A second consideration is the 
condition of the textual tradition, since the manuscript tradition of only a few of John’s 
homilies has been subjected to rigorous study.74 Many manuscripts exhibit both “rough” 
and “smooth” recensions, and it has been shown that modern editions present a mixture 
of the two readings.75 This makes it difficult to determine whether our texts display 
John’s notes prior to the delivery of the sermon, an edited version post-proclamation, or 
even a version edited by a stenographer or later collector.76 Although work on a new 
edition of John’s homilies on Acts is well underway,77 it has not yet been completed, and 
the sizeable Pauline corpus also awaits rigorous examination. As Mayer notes, “without 
scientifically edited, authenticated texts to work with, all of the secondary scholarship 
about Chrysostom’s theology, rhetorical skill, life or influence remains conditional.”78 A 
final issue of qualification is the current unknowns concerning the provenance and 
                                                
74 Mayer, Homilies of St John Chrysostom, 27; Mayer, "Progress in the Field,” 10-17.  
75 Mayer, Homilies of St John Chrysostom, 28.  See also B. Goodall, The Homilies of St. 
John Chrysostom on the Letters of St. Paul to Titus and Philemon (Berkeley-Los 
Angeles-London: University of California Press, 1979). 
76 Mayer, “Homiletics”. This problem extends to questions of chronology and provenance. 
Mayer has demonstrated that although our editions display John’s homilies in series form, 
the lectionary style would not have allowed for this format, and so we must assume that 
these series do not necessarily reflect the order in which the homilies were initially 
preached.  Since series order has been one of the central ways that chronology and 
provenance have been assessed, Mayer contends that chronology and provenance must be 
re-evaluated with attention to internal evidence. Mayer, The Homilies of St John 
Chrysostom, 21-31.  
77 F.T. Gignac, “The text of Acts in Chrysostom’s homilies,” Traditio 26 (1970) 308-315; 
F.T Gignac, “The new critical edition of Chrysostom’s Homilies on Acts: A progress 
report,” in Texte und Textkritik. Eine Aufsatzsammlung (ed. J. Dummer, J. Irmscher, F. 
Paschke and K. Treu; Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1987), pp.165-168. 
78 Mayer, “Progress in the field of Chrysostom studies,” 17. 
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chronology of John’s homilies. Wendy Mayer has demonstrated that many of the 
established criteria for determining provenance and chronology are unreliable,79 and 
while her work has significantly improved our understanding of both elements, more 
work is still to be done in this arena. Until that time, it is not possible to offer a careful 
exploration of the progression of John’s preaching on Jews and Judaism.80 Such difficult 
constraints have contributed to Chrysostom studies being “understaffed, under-resourced 
and undervalued,”81 and I hope that, while contingent, my observations will help advance 
the study of these important yet under-represented homilies. 
 
3. Chapter Outline  
Chapter 1 sets the framework for the remainder of my dissertation, arguing for the 
centrality and significance of John’s interpretation of Paul as a persuasive psychagogue. 
First, John’s attentive praise of Paul’s persuasive rhetoric enables him to position Paul as 
an exemplary philosophic soul worthy of imitation by John’s fourth-century Christians. 
Second, John’s attention to Paul’s therapeutic management and healing of his own mid-
                                                
79 Mayer, The Homilies of St John Chrysostom. Two other studies in the early 1990s 
offered chronological revisions to elements of John’s corpus. See R. Delmaire, “Les 
Lettres d’exil de Jean Chrysostome etudes de chronologie et de prosopographie” in 
Recherches Augustiniennes 25 (1991), 71-180 and F. van de Paverd, St. John 
Chrysostom, The Homilies on the Statues. An Introduction (Roma: Orientalia Christiana 
Analecta 239, 1991).  
80 Given that the seven homilies against the Judaizers were delivered at the very 
beginning of his preaching career, John’s preaching on Paul’s rhetoric about Jews in his 
homilies on Acts and the Pauline epistles most likely reflects a position that he held 
subsequent to that highly explicit anti-Judaic material. Fredriksen’s Augustine and the 
Jews stands as an example of the productivity of attending to chronology and the 
progression of a figure’s writing on the topic of Jews and Judaism.  
81 Mayer, “Progress in the Field of Studies,” 10, 13. 
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century audience further enables John to construct the souls of Paul’s putative hearers. 
John’s psychagogic reading of Paul’s rhetoric thus offers a new lens to consider John’s 
delineation of biblical characters, a perspective that proves vital to John’s interpretation 
of Paul’s complex relationship to Jews and Judaism.  
John presents Paul’s virtuous soul as a model for his congregants to seek and 
imitate, and yet, by doing so, he is confronted with Paul’s spoken and performed 
affiliations with the perilous “other” of Judaism. In chapter 2, I examine how John 
responds to scriptural attestations to Paul’s own Jewishness, especially as presented in the 
Acts of the Apostles: Acts describes Paul’s life in Judaism prior to his encounter with the 
resurrected Christ, his decision to prioritize Jewish places as the setting for his Christian 
preaching, and his continued observance of the Law. John responds by rendering Paul as 
a model of a diseased soul that willingly accepts treatment, making him a model for all 
ailing Jewish souls. John then frames Paul’s persistent participation in Jewish places and 
practices even after his transformation in Christ as well intentioned pedagogical deceits 
deployed in order to guide Jewish souls out of Judaism. John’s psychagogic framing of 
Paul, first as patient and then as physician, simultaneously appropriates and repudiates 
Paul’s Jewishness in a way that serves to bolster his construction of Paul as an exemplary 
model of non-Jewish Christian orthodoxy. 
In chapter 3, I turn from John’s response to Paul’s own Jewishness to his 
interpretations of Paul’s rhetoric about Jews and Judaism. Throughout his Pauline 
exegesis, John describes Paul’s as a gentle speaker, a depiction that resonates with the 
philosophical expectation that gentleness will display a speaker’s self control. Paul’s 
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gentleness, John claims, also demonstrates his psychagogic skill; according to John, 
gentle exhortation is especially effective in the correction of psychically weak hearers. 
This identification of Paul as a gentle orator significantly informs John’s interpretation of 
Paul’s rhetoric concerning Jews; John classifies Paul’s most affirming teachings 
concerning law observance and Jewish kinship, election and honor as the strategic use of 
gentle exhortation to guide contentious Jewish souls more effectively to condemnation 
and correction. In this way, John appropriates Paul’s most affirming teachings about Jews 
and Judaism in order to construct Paul as an anti-Judaic exemplar. 
John’s depictions of Paul’s pedagogical strategies are premised on his portraits of 
Paul’s psychically weak Jewish hearers. Chapter 4 brings these portraits to the forefront, 
offering a more focused discussion of John’s delineation of the souls both of Paul’s 
putative Jewish hearers and of Jewish souls more universally. I frame the analysis using a 
concept vital to John’s psychagogic reading of Paul – the γνώμη (mindset/intention/will). 
For John, the γνώμη is the control center of the psyche and thus the site of persuasion. 
Throughout his homilies on Romans, John constructs a shared Jewish γνώμη that freely 
chooses to respond with apathy (ῥᾳθυμία) towards the Law and contentiousness 
(φιλονεικίας) towards God and his gospel, choices that, John claims, have become 
habituated so that Jewish souls are now collectively hardened, perhaps permanently, 
against healing. While John’s depiction of a collective Jewish γνώμη thus serves to 
wholly differentiate chronically ill Jews from healthy Christians, it also retains Jews as a 
constant threat to be perpetually controlled – their ailment is both difficult to cure and 
dangerously easy to contract. 
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CHAPTER 1.  
Paul’s Rhetoric as Therapy for the Soul:  
Chrysostom’s construction of the souls of scriptural speakers and hearers 
 
Just as Chrysostom’s explicitly anti-Judaic homilies have been helpfully situated in the 
context of classical rhetoric, so too, John’s preaching on Paul’s relationship to Judaism 
must be grounded in the realm of fourth century oratory. Whereas in the former case, the 
classification of John’s own use of classical invective illumined his vitriol, it is John’s 
depiction of Paul as a preeminent orator, or more particularly, as a persuasive 
psychagogue, that illumines a more insidious anti-Judaism throughout John’s homilies on 
Acts and the Pauline letters. In this chapter, I set the framework for this argument. 
Employing a full arsenal of rhetorical tropes in the service of Christian self-definition, 
John’s attentive praise of Paul’s own persuasive rhetoric enables him to position Paul as 
an exemplary philosophic soul worthy of imitation by John’s fourth-century Christians 
(Section 1). Furthermore, John’s depiction of Paul’s rhetoric as philosophical psychic 
therapy for his own mid-century audience enables John to construct the souls of Paul’s 
putative hearers (Section 2).  John’s pyschagogic framing of Paul and of Paul’s putative 
hearers will be the central lens for examining John’s interpretation of Paul’s relationship 
to Jews and Judaism; John interprets Paul’s Jewishness as a strategic therapy for weak 
Jewish souls thus bolstering his characterization both of Jews as diseased and of Paul as 
an exemplary model of non-Jewish Christian orthodoxy. 
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1.1   Rhetoric and the souls of speakers 
Preaching during a period in which the craft of the Christian sermon soared to its so-
called “Golden age,” John Chrysostom became known by the enduring epithet “Golden 
Mouth.”82 In his fourth-century homilies, this Golden Mouth lavishes similar titles of 
honor on the apostle Paul, calling him variously the “tongue which shone forth above the 
sun,”83 the “mouth sufficing for a world,”84 the “voice of the Gospel”85 and “the heavenly 
trumpet.”86 In this section, I explore John’s depiction of Paul as a persuasive speaker par 
excellence, grounding the discussion in John’s own fourth-century context,87 where 
                                                
82 Maxwell notes the surge in the quality and quantity of fourth-century Christian sermons 
as forming the handbooks for “future generations of preachers in both the Latin and 
Greek traditions.” Jaclyn L. Maxwell, Christianization and Communication in Late 
Antiquity: John Chrysostom and His Congregation in Antioch  (Cambridge, UK ; New 
York: Cambridge University Press), 2. 
83 On Rom. Hom. Argument (PG 60:392). 
84 De Laz. 6 (PG 48:1041).  
85 On Acts hom. 25 (PG 60:191). 
86 On Acts hom. 25 (PG 60:191). See also, Ad pop. Antioch 1 (PG 49:15); De mutatione 
nominum 3 (PG 51:139). Other titles, such as “the one on whose tongue Christ sat” On 
Romans hom. 32 (PG 60:679) and “the lyre of the Spirit” De Laz.6 (PG 48:1041) affirm 
John’s attribution of Paul’s verbal inspiration to Christ. See Margaret M. Mitchell, "The 
Archetypal Image: John Chrysostom's Portraits of Paul," The Journal of Religion 75, no. 
1 (1995). Building on Mitchell’s work, Andreas Heiser offers an exhaustive discussion of 
John’s use of epithets for Paul, arguing that these epithets contribute to his staging of 
Paul as an ascetic exemplar. Andreas Heiser, Die Paulusinszenierung des Johannes 
Chrysostomus. Epitheta und ihre Vorgeschichte, STAC 70 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck 
2012). For John, the ideals of asceticism are, in effect, the ideals of true philosophia 
(simple living, the proper balance of the pathe, etc.); John’s staging of Paul as an ascetic 
exemplar (Heiser) can also be understood as his staging of Paul as an ideal philosopher.   
87 My focus in this chapter is not the question of whether John considered Paul to be a 
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preaching and public rhetoric were inextricably tied to negotiations of identity and 
power.88  
1.1.1 Preaching and Public Rhetoric in Late Antiquity 
John Chrysostom delivered his homilies in the Roman Empire of the late fourth century, 
a period in which the practice and prestige of public rhetoric permeated urban centers.89   
                                                                                                                                            
rhetorically trained speaker in the first century; rather, I consider the import of his 
characterization of Paul in John’s fourth century context. A hint that John’s rhetorical 
portrait tells us more about John’s own context than that of the historical Paul can be 
found in John’s similar rhetorical depiction of biblical figures for whom John would be 
unlikely to attribute any real training, such as the prophets Isaiah and Amos. Ryan 
Schellenberg, “τὸ ἐν λόγῳ ἰδιωτικὸν τοῦ Ἀποστόλου: Revisiting Patristic Testimony on 
Paul’s Rhetorical Education,” Novum Testamentum 54 (2012), 367. For more on John’s 
treatment of Old Testament exemplars, see Pak-Wah Lai, “John Chrysostom and the 
hermeneutics of exemplar portraits”, Doctoral thesis, Durham University, 2010, 
especially Chapter 2; Demetrios E. Tonias, Abraham in the Works of John Chrysostom 
(Emerging Scholars series; Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2014). 
88 Power and identity formation are inseparable. See, for example, the application of 
Foucault’s work on power as applied to the writings of John Chrysostom, Chris L. de 
Wet, "The Priestly Body: Power-Discourse and Identity in John Chrysostom's De 
Sacerdotio," Religion and Theology 18 (2011). Also, a foundational work on the topic 
more broadly, Peter Brown, Power and Persuasion in Late Antiquity: Towards a 
Christian Empire, Curti Lectures (Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin Press, 1992). 
89 The period from the second to the fourth centuries is often referred to as the Second 
Sophistic, with salient features such as mimetic style and the epideictic genre 
distinguishing it from the classical period of ancient rhetoric. The numerous political, 
social and especially religious changes that characterize John’s fourth-century context 
had a sufficient enough influence on the culture of rhetoric to cause some scholars to 
suggest a classification distinction, offering a new title of “the Third Sophistic.” This 
move towards new classification has developed into a contested debate that I do not plan 
to enter into here; for our purposes, it is sufficient to observe that during the fourth 
century, rhetoric was central to the dynamic negotiations for privilege and political 
influence among Christians, pagans, and other educated members of the elite. For work 
on the Second Sophistic, see for example Tim Whitmarsh, The Second Sophistic (Greece 
& Rome, Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005); Robert J. Penella, Greek 
Philosophers and Sophists in the Fourth Century A.D.: Studies in Eunapius of Sardis, 
Arca (Leeds, Great Britain: F. Cairns), 1990; G. Anderson, The Second Sophistic: A 
Cultural Phenomenon in the Roman Empire (London, 1993); G.W Bowerstock, Greek 
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The priests and bishops who delivered homilies in urban churches wore the same honored 
mantel of public speaker that adorned other elite figures throughout the empire - sophists, 
philosophers, legal advocates, imperial officers, and many who might be found in more 
than one of those often overlapping categories.90 Like other public figures, urban 
preachers received the rhetorical training that was an integral component of the common 
culture shared among the elites of the Empire.91 Such training was an education in public 
                                                                                                                                            
Sophists in the Roman Empire (Oxford, 1969); Richard Lim, Public Disputation, Power, 
and Social Order in Late Antiquity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995). Most 
recently, Lieve Van Hoof, "Performing paideia: Greek culture as an instrument for social 
promotion in the fourth century A.D.," The Classical Quarterly 63.1 (2013) 387-406.  
Van Hoof challenges the categorization of a Third Sophistic in “Greek Rhetoric and the 
Later Roman Empire. The Bubble of the ‘Third Sophistic’,” Antiquité Tardive 18 (2010) 
211-224. For work on developing the category of the Third Sophistic, see for example 
Alberto Quiroga, "From Sophistopolis to Episcopolis: The Case for a Third Sophistic," 
Journal for Late Antique Religion and Culture 1(2007). Eugenio Amato, Approches de la 
troisieme sophistique: hommages a Jacques Schamp (Bruxelles: Editions Latomus, 
2006); P.L Malosse and B. Schouler, “Qu'est-ce que la troisieme sophistique?” Lalies 29: 
157-224 (2009); Gregory Nagy, Greek Literature, 9 vols. (New York: Routledge, 2001). 
90 Maxwell, Christianization and Communication, 40. Distinctions between these 
categories are often overdrawn, as public figures often shared many of the same 
responsibilities. The differences between philosophers and sophists are especially 
difficult to discern, as there was a polemical edge to the differentiations; Maxwell notes, 
one observer’s “popular philosopher” is another person’s “sham philosopher” or 
“sophist.” Furthermore, Maxwell contends that one of the “defining characteristics” of 
the second sophistic “was its double focus on philosophical content and rhetorical form.  
This combination led philosophers to larger audiences and sophists to more serious 
content, making it difficult – for both contemporary commentators and modern scholars – 
to draw a definitive line between the two groups.” Maxwell, Christianization and 
Communication, 15. For more on the relationship between philosophers and sophists see 
Jay Bregman, Synesius of Cyrene, Philosopher-Bishop (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1982), 138-141. Frances M. Young, Biblical Exegesis and the 
Formation of Christian Culture (Cambridge England; New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1997), 169-170.  
91 Brown, Power and Persuasion, 39 notes how this common culture “provided a 
language that enabled members of the educated classes from as far apart as Arles and 
Arabia to meet as equal devotees of Greek rhetoric.” See also, Averil Cameron, 
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performance, with the skills of mastering correct language and achieving a command of 
particular classical texts directed towards the larger purpose of mastering the persuasive 
skills of composition and speech.92 A rhetorical teacher was tasked with reining in the 
student’s tongue, training it to produce the precise words, rhythms and speeches of the 
ancients. As a student’s tongue joined in one elite sound, his speeches came to display 
status and authority. Furthermore, control of the tongue, in principle, led to control over 
the soul,93 and a student’s speeches came to display self-control and decorum.94 
                                                                                                                                            
Christianity and the Rhetoric of Empire: The Development of Christian Discourse, Sather 
Classical Lectures (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 76-79. 
92 Brown, Power and Persuasion, 43; Robert A. Kaster, Guardians of Language: The 
Grammarian and Society in Late Antiquity (The Transformation of the Classical 
Heritage; Berkeley: University of California Press), 11. Whitney Shiner, "Applause and 
Applause Lines in the Gospel of Mark," in Rhetorics and Hermeneutics: Wilhelm 
Wuellner and His Influence (ed. James D. Hester and David Hester; London: T&T Clark 
International), 129-30. The performative aspect of rhetoric is further evident in the fact 
that actors and orators so closely resembled one another in antiquity, the primary 
difference being that actors rehearsed whereas orators spoke extemporaneously. See for 
example Blake Leyerle, Theatrical Shows and Ascetic Lives: John Chrysostom's Atack on 
Spiritual Marriage (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), 60-74.  
93 Jeremy Hultin draws on a range of ancient texts to demonstrate a widespread 
agreement in the ancient world that speech was connected to moral character, noting “the 
tongue had come to be listed, alongside the belly and the genitals, as one of the body 
parts that had to be restrained to achieve enkrateia, self-mastery.” Jeremy Hultin, Watch 
Your Mouth: The Ethics of Obscene Speech in Early Christianity and Its 
Environment (Ph.D. dissertation; Yale University, 2003), viii.  
94 Sara Rappe, "The New Math: On Adding and Subtracting Pagan Elements in Christian 
Education," in Education in Greek and Roman Antiquity, ed. Yun Lee Too 
(Leiden;Boston;Koln: Brill), 406. Rappe notes, “an elite education afforded its 
beneficiary the sense of shared belonging to a modus vivendi that emphasized values of 
politeness, of mutual diplomacy, of social collaboration.” Also, Knust, Abandoned to 
Lust, 24. Knust notes, “assertions regarding the control of self and others served to define 
and justify elite privilege.”  
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Rhetorical performance was thus integral to self-presentation,95 as one’s speech, gestures 
and manner displayed the authority and virtue required for civic leadership.96  
Chrysostom’s home of Antioch was one of the rhetorical centers of the Greek East, 
rivaled only by Athens,97 and it is there that he received an education in such public 
performance. He briefly refers to his rhetorical teacher as a “world-famous scholar,”98 a 
figure whom ancient biographers and hagiographers usually identify as Libanius (314-
393CE),99 the official sophist of Antioch from 354-393.100 By John’s time, the 
                                                
95 See most notably Maud W. Gleason, Making Men: Sophists and Self-Presentation in 
Ancient Rome (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2008). Gleason demonstrates 
that among the educated upper classes of the empire, a masculine identity was a state 
achieved through paideia, rhetorical display and public demeanor.  
96 That rhetorical education was seen as preparation for public life is evident in the fact 
that Libanius’ classrooms were located in the bouleuterion of the city. See Raffaella 
Cribiore, The School of Libanius in Late Antique Antioch  (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2007), 97;  Shepardson, Controlling Contested Places, 31-50. 
97 Cribiore, The School of Libanius, 80-82. Young elite men began their education at the 
feet of a grammarian before moving on to study with a rhetorician, often travelling long 
distances in order to learn from the esteemed teachers found in the major urban centers. 
See P. Petit, Les Etudiants de Libanius (Paris: Nouvelles Éditions Latines; 1956), 112-35; 
Kaster, Guardians of Language, 26-27; Penella, Greek Philosophers and Sophists in the 
Fourth Century A.D, 2-5.  
98 Hagit Amirav, Rhetoric and Tradition: John Chrysostom on Noah and the Flood, 
Traditio Exegetica Graeca (Lovanii ; Dudley, MA: In Aedibus Peeters), 11. Chrysostom, 
Ad viduam iuniorem 2, ed. G. H. Ettlinger and B. Grillet, SC 138 (Paris 1968), 120.   
99 See Socrates, Historia Ecclesiastica 6.3, ed. R. Hussey (Oxford, 1853), 660. Notably, 
John does not name his teacher directly, and while most scholars identify Libanius to be 
his teacher, the debate over this relationship is ongoing. See Pierre-Louis Malosse, “Jean 
Chrysostome a-t-il été l’élève de Libanios?” Phoenix 62 (2008) 273-280; R.E. Carter, 
“The Chronology of Sain John Chrysostom’s Early Life,” Traditio 18 (1962), 357-64; 
Petit, Les Etudiants De Libanius, 40-41; David Hunter, Libanius and John Chrysostom: 
New Thoughts on an Old Problem, (Studia Patristica 22; Louvain: Peeters), 129-35. Jorit 
Wintjes, Das Leben des Libanios (Historische Studien der Universität Würzburg, Bd 2), 
Rahden, Westfalen: Verlag Marie Leidorf, 2005; Sever Voicu, “L’immagine di 
Crisostomo negli spuri,” in Chrysostomosbilder in 1600 Jahren: Facetten der 
Wirkungsgeschichte eines Kirchenvaters (eds. M. Wallraff and R. Brändle; Arbeiten zur 
Kirchengeschichte 105; Berlin-New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2008), 61-96.   
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participation of Christian elites in public rhetorical education was so firmly established 
that the few official attempts to distance Christians from participation, such as the 
Emperor Julian’s dictate in 362 forbidding Christians from teaching rhetoric, were not 
well received and had little effect.101 Even Libanius, a vocal champion of Julian and an 
ardent supporter of the traditional Greco-Roman gods, does not appear concerned with 
the religious loyalties of his students; Libanius’ student roster included pagans, Christians 
and Jews and his voluminous extant correspondence demonstrates that he wrote to at 
least 76 Christians.102 Furthermore, Libanius’ surviving letter collections demonstrate that 
concerns about rhetoric were shared by pagans and Christians alike, whether political 
figures, such as Julian, philosopher orators, such as Themistius, or bishops, such as 
Basil.103 John himself attests that the general populace perceived preachers as public 
speakers, expecting them to demonstrate rhetorical competence equal to that of their 
pagan counterparts.104 Emphasizing the competitive nature of this rhetorical landscape in 
his homilies, John represents pastoral eloquence as a necessary tool in the fight for the 
                                                                                                                                            
100 Libanius studied rhetoric in Athens from 336-340, and taught in Constantinople and 
Nicomedia before settling in his native city of Antioch in 354. Cribiore, The School of 
Libanius, 15. As the “official sophist”, Libanius held the publicly funded teaching chair 
of the city, with his student population ranging from 15-80 throughout his career. 
Sandwell, Religious Identity, 49. For more on Libanius’ school, see Cribiore, The School 
of Libanius, 30-37. 
101 Kaster, Guardians of Language, 72. 
102 Maxwell, Christianization and Communication, 60; Sandwell, Religious Identity in 
Late Antiquity, 53; Kaster, Guardians of Language, 72. 
103 Maxwell, Christianization and Communication, 39. 
104 De sacer 5.8 (SC 272.302.49-52). “Do you not know what a passion for oratory has 
recently infatuated Christians? Do you not know that its exponents are respected above 
everyone else, not just by outsiders, but by those of the household of faith?”  
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souls of the populace.105 Rhetorical display was therefore a critical battlefield for John’s 
own status negotiations, as he worked to position Christian speakers as supremely 
persuasive and thus Christian identity as supremely powerful in the public sphere.106 As 
such, John participated in the transformation of the classical notion, in Cato’s words, of 
vir bonus dicendi peritus (good man skilled in speaking) to vir sanctus dicendi peritus 
(holy man, skilled in speaking).107 John expected holy men to be skilled speakers108 and 
demanded in turn that their speech reflect the gleaming virtue of their souls.109 For John, 
this classical relationship between speech and soul is essential to positioning the 
preacher, and thus Christian orthodoxy more broadly, as exemplary. 
 
                                                
105 John contends that the competing schools of religious thought are all rhetorically 
armed, wielding words that, in his opinion, threaten violence to the souls of the Christian 
flock. In such an environment, John suggests, the preacher must be equally well armed 
with rhetorical weaponry. De sacer 4.4 (SC 272.252-54). 
106 Tina Shepherdson contextualizes John’s writing “On Babylas” within John’s attempt 
to establish Christian authority in the Empire, using the negative example of Julian and 
the powerlessness of the gods to ensure imperial respect for the Christian God and his 
bishops. Christine Shepardson, "Rewriting Julian's Legacy: John Chrysostom's on 
Babylas and Libanius' Orations 24," Journal of Late Antiquity 2, no. 1.  
107 Quiroga, "From Sophistopolis to Episcopolis: The Case for a Third Sophistic," 40. 
108 John declares that for preachers to protect their congregants’ souls they must be skilled 
in argumentation. See especially, De sacer 4.5-4.9 (SC 272.262-280). 
109 John emphasizes that because the populace views priests as exemplars to imitate and 
their lives are displayed publically, it is especially imperative for them to display 
exceeding virtue. For example, “The priest’s shortcomings simply cannot be concealed. 
On the contrary, even the most trivial soon get known… when they [priests] are brought 
into public life, they are compelled to strip off their retirement like a garment and to show 
everyone their naked souls by their outward movements….Therefore the beauty of his 
soul must shine out brightly all round, to be able to gladden and enlighten the souls of 
those who see.” De sacer 3.10 (SC 272.180.190-200).  
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1.1.2 The supreme rhetoric and souls of the apostles, especially Paul   
In what has variously been described as a “paradox,”110 a “deep ambiguity and 
uncertainty”111 or a “rhetorical ambivalence,”112 Christian elites like John used their 
classically trained tongues in order to celebrate the untrained speech of biblical 
characters.113 Whereas John’s own education and status were inextricably connected to 
his identity as a public speaker,114 he accentuated the lack of training and the lowly status 
of the preachers in the early church.115 While critics mocked “vulgar” Christian texts for 
their appeal among the ignorant masses, Christian writers from the second century 
onward reconfigured this perceived weakness as “a mark of unique and divine power.”116 
They exalted the uneducated apostles as superior to the elite men who dominated the 
empire, for the persuasiveness of their message did not rely on human paideia, but rather 
                                                
110 Rappe, "The New Math," 407. 
111 Cameron, Christianity and the Rhetoric of Empire, 85. 
112 Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 282. 
113 Auksi, The Christian Plain Style, 146, 70.   
114 John reflects on the paradox between his own training and the celebrated simplicity of 
the apostles when imagining the responses of others upon hearing that he had been 
appointed as priest - “Christ called fishermen, tentmakers, and tax collectors to this 
office. But these people scorn men who live by their daily toil and accept and admire 
anyone who devotes himself to secular studies and lives at leisure. Why else did they pass 
over those who have undertaken innumerable hard tasks to meet the ends of the Church? 
Why else did they suddently drag into this dignity a man who had never tasted that kind 
of hard work but had spent his youth in the vanity of secular studies?” De sacer 2.8 (SC 
272.132.49). 
115 Cameron, Christianity and the Rhetoric of Empire, 85. Rappe, "The New Math," 407. 
Margaret Mitchell, “Reading rhetoric with patristic exegetes. John Chrysostom on 
Galatians” in Antiquity and Humanity: Essays on Ancient Religion and Philosophy: 
Presented to Hans Dieter Betz on His 70th Birthday (ed. Hans Dieter Betz, Adela Yarbro 
Collins, and Margaret Mary Mitchell; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2001), 344.   
116 Schellenberg, "τὸ ἐν λόγῳ ἰδιωτικὸν τοῦ Ἀποστόλου," 363. 
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on divine power.117 Furthermore, apologists suggested that such successful preaching 
made it evident that philosophia and virtue, long available only for the elite, was now 
available for the masses.118 Throughout his homilies, John perpetuates and builds upon 
this earlier view, pointing out that the apostles, including Paul, were of low status and 
education while simultaneously praising their supremely persuasive speech. In his second 
homily on Romans, for example, John contrasts the status of the lowly gospel preachers 
with their elite Roman audience, arguing that such a chasm in status failed to hinder the 
success of their teaching because “so great was the power of the crucified as to carry the 
word round everywhere.”119 In his homilies on Acts, John frequently contends that, 
thanks to divine guidance, unlearned apostles easily defeated their classical peers with 
their persuasive rhetoric.120 In his depiction of their rhetorical conquests, John thoroughly 
                                                
117 Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 243; Auksi, The Christian Plain Style, 138. Judith 
Perkins demonstrates this trope in the Infancy Gospel of Thomas, noting how the 
author(s) celebrate Jesus’ absence of education as a sign of his supreme power. Judith 
Perkins, “Jesus Was No Sophist: Education in Christian Fiction” in The Ancient Novel 
and Early Christian and Jewish Narrative: Fictional Intersections (eds., Marilia P. Fure 
Pinheiro, Judith Perkins and Richard Pervo; Groningen: Barkhuis Publishing/Groningen 
University Library, 2012), 109-132.  
118 Brown, Power and Persuasion, 73; Schellenberg, "Τὸ ἘΝ Λόγῳ ἸΔιωτικὸΝ Τοῦ 
ἈΠοστόλου," 365; Auksi, The Christian Plain Style, 163. Even elite Christian leaders of 
the third and fourth centuries, like John, who were increasingly steeped in the rhetorical 
conventions and cultural norms of paideia perpetuated this celebration of Christian 
apaideia, as it remained a powerful rhetorical trope that lent “a sense of concreteness to 
the grandiose outlines of the Christian image of a church empowered, by God’s 
providence, to absorb all levels of Roman society.” Brown, Power and Persuasion, 76. 
119 John uses Paul’s claim that the Romans’ faith “is spoken of throughout the whole 
world” to review the expansive power of Christian preaching, noting “how in a short time 
by means of publicans and fishermen it took hold upon the very head of all cities and 
Syrians became the teachers and guides of Romans.” On Rom hom. 2 (PG 60:401.34-42). 
120 See especially On Acts hom.10: PG 60.87-88. “The two unlearned men beat down with 
their rhetoric…for it was not they that spoke, but the grace of the Spirit (PG 60:87.13-15) 
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characterizes the apostles as bold public speakers, not only through attention to their 
words but also by means of “their gesture… and their look and voice, and in short, by 
everything about them.”121 John attributes apostolic success and power to rhetorical 
performances, contending that Peter’s persuasion of the crowd in Acts 11:18 (“Do you 
mark that it all came of Peter’s discourse, by his admirably skillful way of relating the 
facts?")122 and the defining legacy of Stephen’s speech in the Temple (“The man who has 
prevailed over all in speech, the man who can hold such discourse!”) prove their 
rhetorical prowess.123 Indeed, according to John, the apostles’ persuasive performances 
terrify their opponents because, although the apostles were uneducated, they were 
superior to all wise men.124  
John paints idealized rhetorical portraits of all of the apostles in Acts, but his 
construction of Paul’s soul as extraordinarily persuasive is particularly striking; while 
John describes Paul as rhetorically untrained,125 he persistently observes, analyzes, and 
esteems Paul’s rhetorical supremacy. In De sacer Book 4, for example, John argues that 
Paul’s apaideia should not be equated with a lack of rhetorical competence. Responding 
                                                                                                                                            
…Even in the use of words they were becoming expert by practice, and henceforth they 
were not to be beaten down (PG 60:88.51-53).” 
121 On Acts hom.10 (PG 60:89.35-38).  
122 On Acts hom. 23 (PG 60:186.53-55). 
123 On Acts hom.18 (PG 60:142.49-51). 
124 For a broader discussion of how John attempted to establish a distinct rhetorical 
mission and motive for Christians versus that of pagan orators as a strategy to make 
Christianity intellectuallly and socially plasusible, see Jutta Tloka, Griechische Christen 
– christliche Griechen. Plausibilierungsstrategien des antiken Christentums bei Origenes 
und Johannes Chrysostomos (STAC 30; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2005), 125-246, 
125 See for example, Hom. 1 Cor. 3.4 (PG 61:27); 15.5 (PG 61:128); Hom. Heb. 1.2 (PG 
63:16); Hom. 2 Tim. 4.3 (PG 62:622); 5.2 (PG 62:626). See also Mitchell, The Heavenly 
Trumpet, 241-245. 
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to the argument that it is necessary for a priest to study and practice the art of rhetorical 
argumentation, John’s correspondent, Basil, offered up Paul as a potential refutation of 
this point, noting: 
Why, then, was not Paul eager to attain perfection in this quality? He is not 
ashamed of his poverty of speech but expressly confesses that he is inexpert at it. 
And he says this when writing to the Corinthians who were admired for their 
eloquence and prided themselves on it.126 
John attempts to salvage Paul’s reputation as the principal exemplar of effective rhetoric 
by refuting the very notion that Paul is unskilled in the way people like Basil attest.127 
John agrees that Paul is not skilled in the “tricks” of oratory but asserts that the apostle is 
skilled in presenting a persuasive argument on behalf of the faith.128 As proof of Paul’s 
persuasive skill, John offers a long series of examples of the various audiences who were 
persuaded by, and admirers of, Paul’s power of speech, concluding, “But when he 
obviously made much use of argument, both before working miracles and after, how can 
anyone dare to call him inexpert at speaking – the man who won everyone’s admiration 
above all by his disputations and public speeches?”129  
                                                
126 De sacer 4.6 (SC 272.262.2-8). 
127 With the first argument, John contends that Paul cannot be used as an excuse because 
he had the gifts of miracles for persuasion, and it is simply impossible to compare oneself 
to Paul in this regard. For an extended discussion of this proof, which is not vital to our 
concerns here, see Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 284-86. Mitchell’s entire discussion 
of De sacerdotia, Book 4 can be found on pps 282-291. 
128 De sacer 4.6 (SC 272.262-270). 
129 De sacer 4.7 (SC 272.272.25-28). Even with the numerous examples provided, John 
notes it could be much longer – “If I wanted to tell all, my account would stretch to an 
excessive length.” (SC 272.272.23-24). John further contends that Paul is exemplary for 
John’s fellow priests in the fact that his persuasive speech serves to overthrow false 
doctrines and to help others towards virtue - “Such is the quality and such strength of the 
medicines left us by this man who was inexpert at speaking! … These facts are enough to 
show that he took great pains over this part of his work.” (SC 272.275.56-59). 
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John frequently argues, throughout his homilies on Acts in particular, that Paul’s 
preaching is not subordinate to his miracle working.130 An example of this emphasis is 
John’s exegesis of Acts 20:1-16 when Paul’s nightlong preaching causes a young man to 
fall to his death, requiring Paul to respond with a miracle. Even in this scene that 
culminates in Paul raising a man from the dead, John’s emphasis remains on Paul’s 
persuasive power. According to John, Paul’s incessant nocturnal proclamations 
demonstrate his preeminent commitment to preaching (“See how everything was 
subordinate to the preaching!”),131 and the windowsill crowded with attentive listeners 
demonstrates the apostle’s ability to attract an eager audience  (“Such was their eagerness 
to hear him!”).132 John even offers this story as a rebuke to audiences of lesser 
enthusiasm. The young man may have fallen asleep, John observes, but his desire to hear 
Paul at any cost shames all those who are careless of the word (“he whose death was 
caused by nothing less than this, that he wished to hear Paul.”).133 Urging his own 
congregants to imagine the scene, John paints a vivid picture of Paul as a beloved public 
speaker: “Picture to yourselves, I implore you, that house with its lights, with its crowd, 
with Paul in the midst, discoursing, with even the windows occupied by many: what a 
thing it was to see, and to hear that trumpet and to behold that gracious countenance!”134 
Even following Paul’s miraculous healing of this eager pupil, it is Paul’s speaking power 
that John emphasizes in the summary of his exegesis - “Observe how we everywhere find 
                                                
130 On Acts hom.37 (PG 60:265.8-9): And on many occasions we find (Paul) to have 
convinced men simply by force of teaching (διδασκαλίας)… 
131 On Acts hom. 43 (PG 60:303.32-33). 
132 On Acts hom. 43 (PG 60:303.56). 
133 On Acts hom. 43 (PG 60:305.24-25). 
134 On Acts hom. 43 (PG 60:305.11-17). 
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him accomplishing all by means of preaching, not by miracles.”135 
John’s effusive praise of the persuasive power of Paul’s preaching is also 
paramount throughout his homilies on the Pauline epistles. He opens his homily on 
Romans by declaring: 
Let us hold our eyes open to the bright shining of the apostle’s words; for this 
man’s tongue shone forth above the sun and abounded more than all the rest in the 
word of doctrine…And this I constantly affirm, not only from the Epistles but 
also from the Acts. For if there were anywhere a season for oratory, to him men 
everywhere gave place. Where also he was thought by the unbelievers to be 
Hermes, because he took the lead in speech.136 
 
John frequently affirms Paul’s persuasive power in relation to that of his rhetorical 
competitors, presenting the apostle as “the man more philosophical than philosophers, 
more sweet-voiced than rhetoricians”137 and the one who was “more successful in this art 
than all people – the art, I mean, of persuasion.”138 This depiction of Paul as persuasive 
speaker par excellence contributes to John’s broader portrait of Paul as “religious 
champion of the entire world,”139 as John frequently contrasts the apostle with Emperor 
Julian, the figure he identifies as the pillar of paganism, and Plato, who is described as 
the most important exemplar of Greek philosophy and education. Contrasting Paul with 
these two (alleged) models of pagan and philosophical learning, John asserts Pauline 
supremacy over both realms.140 
                                                
135 On Acts hom. 43 (PG 60:304.53-54). 
136 On Roms. Hom. argument 
137 Laz 6.9 (PG 48:1041). As quoted by Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 270. 
138 Virg 49.3 (SC 125.276-78).  
139 Laud Paul 1.5 
140 See Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 274.  
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 In one such comparison, John openly declares that his depiction of Paul as untrained 
in the rhetorical arts is in fact an effective way to emphasize the divine source of Paul’s 
persuasive power,141 and thus to position Paul above his pagan competitors.142 Similarly, 
John claims that the apostle’s uneducated audience, rather than undermining Paul’s status 
as an orator, further demonstrates his uniquely powerful rhetoric (“the less understanding 
the person may have, if nevertheless he is persuaded to things to which even philosophers 
were unable to persuade their fellow-philosophers, the greater the wonder.”)143 By 
persuasively bringing philosophy to the uneducated masses,144 John claims, Paul, “the 
                                                
141 Throughout his exegesis, John contends that it is not paideia that controls Paul’s 
tongue, but Christ and the Spirit of God. John calls Paul “the tongue on which Christ sat.” 
On Romans hom. 32 (PG 60:679), “lyre of the Spirit” De Laz 6 (PG 48:1041) and 
declaring that when Paul speaks “it is not Paul who spoke, but Christ who moved Paul’s 
soul Ad Jud 2. (PG 48:858). For more references to Paul’s verbal inspiration from Christ 
see Mitchell, "The Archetypal Image," 31. It is a divine power that controls Paul’s soul 
and tongue and makes him a supremely persuasive speaker. 
142 On 1 Cor hom. 3.4 (PG 61:27) Mitchell characterizes this strategy more broadly 
elsewhere - Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 202. See also Auksi, The Christian Plain 
Style, 141.   
143 On Acts hom. 36 (PG.260:53-58). John uses Paul’s persuasion of the jailer in Acts 19 
to contend that someone’s ability to persuade a person of lowly wisdom is a superb 
demonstration of his rhetorical prowess.  
144 “For the disciples had come into the place of teachers, by their boldness of speech 
instructing all, and drawing them to themselves. For the preaching came not anywhere to 
a stand, but went over the whole world more rapidly than fire.” On Romans hom. 2 (PG 
402:6-9)… “But this tentmaker ran over not Sicily alone, or Italy but the whole 
world…but this man even Barbarians attend to, and even foolish and ignorant men. For 
his preaching is set forth to all alike, it knows no distinction of rank, no preeminence of 
nation, no other thing of the sort…Wherefore it is most worthy of admiration not only 
because it is profitable and saving but that it is readily admissible and easy and 
comprehensible to all.” On Romans hom. 2 (PG 60:407.17-34). 
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mouth sufficing for the world,”145 was able to do what classical orators had never 
accomplished.146 
Throughout his homilies on Acts and the Pauline epistles, John depicts Paul as a 
persuasive public speaker, a portrait that resituates both the apostle Paul and Christian 
rhetoric within John’s own highly competitive fourth century context. By lauding Paul as 
a supreme orator who demolishes pagan verbal competitors with his “untrained” rhetoric, 
John represents Paul as the pre-eminent source of philosophy, virtue, and authority and 
thus as exemplary for imitation by his own audiences.  
 
1.2 Rhetoric and the souls of hearers 
The influence of rhetorical performance was not limited to the elites who were trained to 
display it, as the task of persuasion is always audience-oriented. 147 According to John, 
just as the soul of the preacher is on display before the eyes of his congregants, so too, a 
preacher must have “a thousand eyes” to examine the souls of his congregants.148 John 
identifies Paul’s persuasive oratory in particular as a vital tool in his more primary 
mission to heal the souls of his hearers. John’s interpretation of Paul’s rhetoric as therapy 
                                                
145On Acts hom. 25 (PG 60:192.36-37). 
146 “Paul turned around the whole world, and proved stronger even than Plato and all the 
others?” On Titus hom. 2.2. 
147 Rhetorical theories both ancient and contemporary always look to the effect produced 
in the audience, as rhetoric is only successful if it secures the adherence of those to whom 
it is addressed. See for example Chaèim Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca, The New 
Rhetoric: A Treatise on Argumentation  (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame 
Press), 19. Young, Biblical Exegesis, 81. Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 28. 
148 De sacer 2.4 (SC 272.114.29-30). 
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for the soul offers glimpses into John’s construction of the souls of the apostle’s putative 
hearers.  
1.2.1 Rhetoric as therapeutic care for the soul 
Audiences were active participants in the ancient culture of public rhetoric.149 As 
speakers utilized their bodies and their voices in rhetorical performance, so too, audiences 
responded with a variety of gestures and sounds, from subtle nods and murmurs, to foot 
stomps, acclamations, and boisterous applause. John’s homilies suggest that the 
congregations of fourth-century churches were no different. He recounts the jeers that 
preachers feared, the applause that they sought, and the silences that brought dejection 
and disgrace.150 John’s advice to priests on the preparations necessary for a homily 
highlights the significant role of the audience in a pastoral performance, as his primary 
focus is on the management of congregations. John centers his instruction on a critique of 
what he laments is the typical relationship between preacher and hearer, one where the 
preacher aims to satisfy his hearers’ desire for eloquent oratory so that he can receive 
their enthusiastic praise.151 Given the public’s love for oratory, he asks “How, then, can 
anyone endure the deep disgrace of having his sermon received with blank silence and 
                                                
149 The numerous public spaces of urban centers available for gatherings created a 
“rhetorical infrastructure” that highlights the central social role of oratorical 
performances. Maxwell highlights the presence and significance of the public during the 
delivery of speeches in these public spaces – including festivals, courts, theatre, riots. 
Maxwell, Christianization and Communication, 54-58. 
150 De sacer 5.5 (SC 272.290-94). On acclamations and preaching more broadly, see 
Brent  Shaw, Sacred Violence: African Christians and Sectarian Hatred in the Age of 
Augustine (Cambridge-New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), chapters 9 and 10. 
For a study of acclamations in the Gospels see Shiner, "Applause and Applause Lines in 
the Gospel of Mark," 133. 
151 De sacer 5.2-3 (SC 272.284-88).  
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feelings of boredom?”152 In the culture of public oratory, an audience’s silence was 
indeed so feared that it was used as a curse against enemies,153 while applause was 
deemed so essential that performers routinely paid professionals, the hired claque, to lead 
their audiences’ applause.154 The tradition of applause was so deeply ingrained in John’s 
own congregations that when he attempted to implement a rule (“a discipline of 
philosophy”) that would require his hearers to listen in silence, they show their support 
by bursting into applause! 155   
 While John admits to his own delight in receiving applause,156 and at times seems 
to raise the emotional pitch of his homilies to elicit such a response,157 he instructs 
preachers to resist their own expectation for applause and to lead their congregations to a 
                                                
152 De sacer 5.8 (SC 272.203.52-57). 
153 Maxwell, Christianization and Communication, 51. Maxwell points to an inscription 
as evidence, described in Charlotte Roueche, Performers and Partisans at Aphrodisias in 
the Roman and Late Roman Periods  (London: Society for the Promotion of Roman 
Studies), 28. 
154 Shiner, "Applause and Applause Lines in the Gospel of Mark," 132. Maxwell, 
Christianization and Communication, 57; Charlotte Roueche, "Acclamations in the Later 
Roman Empire: New Evidence from Aphrodisias," JRS 74; J.H.W.G Liebeschuetz, 
Anitoch: City and Imperial Administration in the Later Roman Empire  (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press), 212-17. There is evidence that even bishops participated in this 
tradition. Maxwell, Christianization and Communication, 61. Liebeschuetz, Anitoch: City 
and Imperial Administration in the Later Roman Empire, 217-18. 
155 On Acts hom. 30 (PG 60:226.27-37). “Often have I thought to make a rule which 
should prevent all applauding and persuade you to listen with silence and becoming 
orderliness... What is that noise? I am laying down a rule against this very thing and you 
don’t the patience even to hear me!” Leyerle offers a helpful discussion and bibliography 
on John’s complaints concerning applause. Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 63. Adv. Jud. 7.1 
(PG 48.1045); Daem.non gub 1.1 (PG 49.245-6); De Laz 2.3 (PG 48.985); De sacer 
5.2.10-20 (SC 272.284-6); De stat 2.4, 5.7, 7.5 (PG 49.38, 79, 97); De in comp 3.32, 3.42 
(SC 28.192-94m 204). 
156 On Acts hom. 30 (PG 60:226.17-26). 
157 Wilken, John Chrysostom and the Jews, 105. 
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“more useful way of hearing.”158 Entertainment and delight are purposes befitting the 
theatre,159 John declares, whereas moral education and the reform of the soul are the 
purposes befitting the church as a “spiritual school.”160 While John frequently presents 
the moral aim of Christian rhetoric as a distinguishing feature, one that differentiates it 
from a vain pagan oratory that seeks only to entertain, this goal was widely shared by 
Christian and pagan orators alike. The pedagogical perspective he outlines fits nicely 
within the psychagogic trajectory of classical oratory.161 Generations of philosophers 
                                                
158 John’s homilies reveal his own attempts to manage his audience’s attention in order to 
lead them to useful hearing. John openly chides his audience for chatter, and occasional 
open laughter. (Wendy Mayer, "The Dynamics of Liturgical Space. Aspects of the 
Interaction between John Chrysostom and His Audiences," Ephemerides Liturgicae 111: 
113-14). Maxwell notes that the length of John’s sermons seem based on the limits of an 
audience’s attention span, as he often claims to end his sermons sooner than he would 
have liked for the sake of his hearers’ comfort and uses basic rhetorical devices to keep 
the attention of his congregation. (Maxwell, Christianization and Communication, 92-
105.) Cunningham argues that John’s rhetoric was delivered in a style accessible to his 
congregants, whatever their educational background, using rhetorical devices in order to 
help ordinary people comprehend his sermons. Mary B. Cunningham, "Preaching and 
Community," in Church and People in Byzantium (ed. R. Morris; Birmingham, 1990), 
46. 
159 John’s complaints about the theatre are numerous. Antioch was especially famous for 
its theatre and accordingly, its enthusiastic and intimidating audiences. (Leyerle, 
Theatrical Shows, 15,16. Also Maxwell, Christianization and Communication, 55.)  
160 de Wet, "The Priestly Body," 12. Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 66. Maxwell, 
Christianization and Communication, 89. This perspective is well summarized by John 
during his lament of the damage caused to an audience when a preacher strives for 
entertainment and not education, “When we idly busy ourselves about beautiful 
expressions and the composition and harmony of our sentences in order that we may 
please, not profit; when we make it our aim to be admired, not to instruct; to delight, not 
to prick the heart; to be applauded and depart with praise, not to correct men’s manners!” 
On Acts hom. 30 (PG 60:226.10-16).  
161 The use of rhetoric in the task of guiding the soul leads back to Plato’s Phaedrus, 
where Socrates offers a definition of rhetoric, “As a whole, the rhetorical art is a kind of 
guidance of souls by means of words” (Phaedrus 261a-b). Greek and Roman 
philosophical schools continued this discussion of the way in which the philosopher 
could use rhetoric to guide students in a particular way of life, a tradition that scholars 
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represented rhetoric as a tool in the task of guiding the soul in a particular way of life, 
serving both to prevent and to treat psychic distress.162 John frequently uses medical 
imagery ubiquitous among such philosophers to describe his own homiletic task,163 
depicting himself as a physician who could heal the pervasive ailments of the soul.164 
Throughout his homilies, John names the soul’s health as his primary objective,165 and 
declares preaching as his primary tool of care:166 
                                                                                                                                            
have since classified as “psychagogy.” David Rylaarsdam has begun the work of 
situating John Chrysostom’s homilies in this context. David Rylaarsdam, "Painful 
Preaching: John Chrysostom and the Philosophic Tradition of Guiding Souls," in Studia 
Patristica (eds. M. Edwards F. Young, and P Parvis; Leuven, Paris, Dudley, MA: 
Peeters). Similarly important work has been done to situate Augustine and Paul in 
relation to the psychagogic tradition. See especially Paul R Kolbet, Augustine and the 
Cure of Souls: Revising a Classical Ideal  (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame 
Press); Clarence E. Glad, Paul and Philodemus: Adaptability in Epicurean and Early 
Christian Psychagogy (Supplements to Novum Testamentum; Leiden; New York: Brill, 
1995).   
162 Christopher Gill, “Philosophical Therapy as Preventive Psychological Medicine,” in 
Mental Disorders in the Classical World (ed. W.V Harris; Leiden: Brill, 2013), 339-362. 
Gill notes that an underlying assumption to philosophical therapy is that human distress is 
produced by beliefs and thus promoting a particular way of life can prevent distress. He 
compares such preventative approaches to consolatory writings that are directed to treat 
those already distressed. 
163 For a discussion of use of medical analogy within philosophical therapy, see Martha 
Craven Nussbaum, The Therapy of Desire: Theory and Practice in Hellenistic Ethics, 
Martin Classical Lectures (Princeton, N.J.; Princeton University Press), 13-14. See also 
Gill, Philosophical Therapy, 343-347. Wendy Mayer argues that John’s medical imagery 
should not be understood as mere metaphor, as he considered psychic suffering as a 
genuine medical problem requiring medicinal philosophical therapy. Wendy Mayer, 
“Shaping the sick soul: Reshaping the identity of John Chrysostom,” in Christians 
Shaping Identity from the Roman Empire to Byzantium: Studies inspired by Pauline 
Allen, (eds. G.D. Dunn and W. Mayer; Leiden: Brill, forthcoming). 
164 Adv.Iud 1.1.6 (PG 48.845). 
165 Healing the soul is such a weighty task, John contends, because care of the soul is also 
the care of Christ’s body - “Our present inquiry is not about dealings in wheat and barley, 
or oxen and sheep, or anything else of the kind. It concerns the very Body of Jesus. For 
the Church of Christ is Christ’s own Body, according to Paul, and the man who is 
entrusted with it must train it to perfect health and incredible beauty… People who are 
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This is the best instrument, the best diet, and the best climate. It takes the place of 
medicine and cautery and surgery…By it we rouse the soul’s lethargy or reduce 
its inflammation, we remove excrescences and supply defects, and, in short, do 
everything which contributes to its health.167 
 
Rhetoric is critical to this healing task, John contends, because any Christian who aims to 
correct the life of another must not do so by compulsion; rather “it is necessary to make a 
man better not by force but by persuasion.”168 For John, it was essential that the hearer 
willingly submit to treatment,169 a persuasive task requiring nuanced and strategic 
engagement with the patient throughout the delivery of the homily.170 Since the hearers’ 
own flawed beliefs and practices are the cause of their ailments, the preacher cannot 
                                                                                                                                            
keen for athletic fitness need doctors and trainers and a careful diet and continual exercise 
and any amount of other precautions. …Then what about those whose vocation is to look 
after this Body which has to contend, not against flesh and blood, but against the unseen 
powers? How can they keep it spotless and sound, unless they possess superhuman 
wisdom and fully understand the treatment suitable for the soul? Or do you not realize 
that the Body is liable to more diseases and attacks than this flesh of ours and is infected 
more quickly and cured more slowly?” In De sacer 4.2-3 (SC 272.246.96-248.5).  
166 Citing earlier drafts of this dissertation chapter, Wendy Mayer’s recent work has 
demonstrated how thoroughly John Chrysostom's own homilies can be classified within 
the trajectory of classical medico-philosophical psychic therapy. Wendy Mayer, 
“Medicine in transition: Christian adaptation in the later fourth-century East,” in Shifting 
Genres in Late Antiquity (eds. G. Greatrex and H. Elton; Farnham: Ashgate, 2015), 11-
26; Wendy Mayer, “The persistence in Late Antiquity of medico-philosophical psychic 
therapy,” Journal of Late Antiquity 8 (2015), special issue, eds H. Marx-Wolf and K. 
Upson-Saia, forthcoming.    
167 De sacer 4.3 (SC 272.250.13-20). 
168 De sacer 2.3 (SC 272.112.63-66). Also, later, “For the man does not exist who can by 
compulsion cure someone else against his will.” ὁ γὰρ καταναγκάζων καὶ ἄκοντα 
θεραπεῦσαι δυνάμενος οὐκ ἔστι. (SC 272.112.73-74). 
169 Gill contends that one of the central tenets of ancient philosophical therapies broadly is 
that making progress towards happiness and virtue depends crucially on the person’s own 
agency rather than on external factors. Gill, “Philosophical Therapy,” 349, 355-356. 
170 Nussbaum notes among those philosophers concerned with a therapeutic rhetoric, “all 
can agree that a precise, logically rigorous argument that is not well suited to the need of 
its hearers, an argument that is simply and entirely academic and unable to engage its 
audience in a practical way, is to that extent a defective philosophical argument.” 
Nussbaum, The Therapy of Desire, 15. 
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simply point them out overtly and expect change, but must subtly, gradually and 
sometimes deceptively,171 prepare the hearer to receive treatment.172 As John contends, “a 
lot of tact is needed, so that the sick may be persuaded of their own accord to submit to 
treatment of the priests, and not only that, but be grateful to them for their cure.”173 
According to John, Paul exemplifies this skill; each word Paul speaks shares the 
consistent pedagogical aim of strategically engaging his hearers so as to heal their souls. 
 
1.2.2 Paul as Therapist of the Soul  
Throughout John’s interpretation of Paul in Acts and the epistles, he claims to reveal the 
central intention that motivated Paul’s diverse words and actions.174 John offers an 
explicit reflection on the importance of attending to Paul’s intention (γνώμη):  
                                                
171 John presents deceit as a vital pedagogical tool, contending that the moral value of 
deception is not absolute but “becomes good or bad according to the intention of those 
who practice it”. Just as doctors must use infinite tricks to heal the body of their patients, 
preachers too must use strategic and deceitful remedies to fulfill their good intention to 
treat the ailments of souls. John goes on to suggest that if deceit is used with the right 
intention, it “should not even be called deceit, but good management (οἰκονομίαν), tact 
and skill (σοφίαν καὶ τέχνην), enough to find many ways through an impasse and to 
correct the faults of the soul (πλημμελείας ἐπανορθῶσαι ψυχῆς).” De sacer 1.7 (SC 
272.98.50-54). The role of deception (ἀπάτη) will figure prominently in John’s 
interpretation of Paul’s relationship to Judaism (Chapter 2). 
172 As to the “subtle” nature of such persuasion, Chris de Wet applies a Foucaultian 
approach and identifies such corrective education in De sacer as “an excellent example of 
quiet coercion and normalization.” de Wet, "The Priestly Body," 15. For a discussion of 
the significance of the gradual element of John’s analysis of Pauline pedagogy, see 
Rylaarsdam, The Adaptability of Divine Pedagogy, 285-90. 
173 De sacer 2.3 (SC 272.112.66-69). 
174 To emphasize the necessity of identifying the intention behind rhetoric, John uses a 
medical analogy - “For surgeons often cut and break certain of the bones; so do robbers; 
yet it would be miserable indeed not to be able to distinguish one from the 
other.”Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:629.8-9).  
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It is not the right course to weigh the mere words, nor examine the language by 
itself, as many errors will be the consequence... if we go about to scrutinize the 
bare facts, without taking into account the intention (γνώμη) of the agents. Let us 
then enquire into the purpose of Paul in thus writing, let us consider his aim.175 
 
John repeatedly returns to this trope that he can reveal the essential purpose behind the 
plain sense of Paul’s words in order to defend the apostle’s consistent pedagogy; all of 
Paul’s words, John insists, serve the unitary goal of meeting the needs of his hearers, of 
guiding their souls to virtue and health.176 Paul thus makes rhetorical choices based on 
“human considerations,”177 John argues, choosing words, arrangements, tones and 
gestures that are contextually appropriate for the particular needs of the relevant 
audience. As a skilled psychagogue, John suggests, Paul was able to discern these needs 
before preaching, diagnosing the condition of his hearers’ souls in order to offer the 
appropriate treatment.  
The need to diagnose the souls of one’s audience was deeply rooted in a premise 
shared by ancient philosophers, moralists, and orators alike, each of whom presupposed 
that different types of souls were persuaded by different types of speech and that a skilled 
                                                
175 Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:629.1-23). 
176 “Paul wishes by these words to correct their course of life.” Commentary on Galatians 
5 (PG 61:666.41-42); “So that in all things he [Paul] looked to what was profitable: he 
did nothing upon his own preference.”On Acts hom. 34 (PG 60:247.48-49);“For they had 
learnt that one should study not so much to say something worthy of God, as to say what 
is profitable to the hearers.”On Acts hom. 31 (PG 60:227.57-59). 
177 On Acts hom 37 (PG 60:236.56-58). This is a general principle John relates to the 
apostles more broadly throughout his interpreation of the speeches of Acts. For example, 
“So neither does Peter relate the whole matter, but everywhere, the narratives are in part 
only, for the purpose of making the hearers apply their minds to what is said.” On Acts 
hom. 22 (PG 60:174.19-21).  
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speaker must thus be able to adapt his words to a variety of human dispositions.178 Plato 
had argued that a student of rhetoric must study how many kinds of souls there are, the 
different types of souls, the corresponding characters of said souls, and the types of 
speech which each would find persuasive.179 Aristotle similarly asserted that the efficacy 
of rhetoric depends on the orator’s knowledge of his audience, with his speech genres 
premised on soul types.180 This basic premise undergirded numerous rhetorical exercises, 
teaching students that different words and tones were more or less effective depending on 
the hearers’ character, ethnicity, gender and disposition; thus a skilled speaker would 
adapt to the particular needs of his audience.181  
David Rylaarsdam has demonstrated how this pervasive theme of rhetorical 
adaptation is a significant theological and rhetorical concept for John, reflected in John’s 
concept of συγκατάβασις.182 Rylaarsdam notes that the term συγκατάβασις is 
essentially a Christian one, and that John is its primary user; the term occurs in his corpus 
as often as in all other Greek literature combined.183 John depicts συγκατάβασις as 
                                                
178 Clarence Glad, Paul and Philodemus: Adaptability in Epicurean and Early Christian 
Psychagogy (Leiden; New York: E.J. Brill, 1995). 
179 Plato, Phaedrus, 270-271D as cited by Glad, Paul and Philodemus, 47. 
180 Aristotle, rhetoric 1390a, 1377b24-27, 1388b32-1389a2 cited by Glad, Paul and 
Philodemus, 47. 
181 Glad, Paul and Philodemus, 48. 
182 Rylaarsdam offers “adaptation” as the best translation for συγκατάβασις, although he 
notes “a variety of other translations will be used occasionally, including “coming down 
to the level of, “concession”, “allowance”, “restraint”, “moderation”, appropriate 
adaptation” and “moderate adaptation.” Rylaarsdam, Adaptability of Divine Pedagogy, 
19-20. 
183 Rylaarsdam, Adaptability of Divine Pedagogy, 31. The term appears 450 times in 
Chrysostom’s corpus, compared to 41 times in the next most frequent witness, Origen. 
He notes also that Athanasius and Didymus come next with 32 and 31 respectively, and 
the Cappadocians and Theodoret behind in the teens. Moreover, Rylaarsdam contends 
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God’s own pedagogical method of leading humanity to greater faith and virtue by 
adapting his revelation to human capacities.184 John contends that such adaptability is 
vital to the work of a preacher, asserting in De sacer 6.4 that one who is called to this 
profession, “should be a many sided man …for it is impossible to treat all his people in 
one way, any more than it would be right for the doctors to deal with all their patients 
alike.”185 John’s homilies assume that factors of ethnicity, gender, status, disposition and 
spiritual state must be taken into account so that the preacher can adapt his teaching to the 
particular characters in his audience. Preachers are expected to identify the character and 
spiritual state of their hearers, to attend to the dispositions of several groups of people 
that might be encountered, and to manage them appropriately.186 This task may be 
difficult, as a priest needs “a thousand eyes to examine the soul’s condition from every 
angle” but it is also essential to the cure of souls.187 For the preacher to administer 
appropriately a remedy that is unperceived, John suggests, he must be all-perceiving. 
                                                                                                                                            
that John appears to use the term more consistently and thoroughly than his predecessors, 
serving as a “constitutive principle affecting every major area of his theology.” (24, 351) 
184 Rylaarsdam, Adaptability of Divine Pedagogy, 352. 
185 De sacer 6.4 (SC 272.320.75-81). John shows awareness the “many-sided” man is at 
risk of being perceived as a flatterer, adding the immediate qualification – “I say many-
sided – not a charlatan, a flatterer, or a hypocrite; but absolutely open and frank of 
speech, able to adapt to good purpose, whenever the situation requires, and to be alike 
kindly or severe.” (SC 272.320.75-79). I have altered Neville’s translation from 
“condescend” to “adapt” in order to better reflect the Greek. See Chapter 3 for further 
discussion of John’s understanding of an appropriately frank speaker and its implications 
for his interpretation of Paul. 
186 De sacer 3.12-13 (SC 272.200-218). See discussion in Rylaarsdam, Adaptability of 
Divine Pedagogy, 300. 
187  De sacer 2.4 (SC 272.114.29-30). Such examination and knowledge of a hearer’s soul 
is crucial in offering effective treatment, as John reminds priests that an appraisal must be 
made about the disposition of the sinners “for fear that when you want to stitch up what is 
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As Rylaarsdam has shown, John depicts Paul “as the premier example” 188 of a 
preacher able to discern and adapt to the psychic needs of his pupils: “As the best 
physicians always take great pains to discover the source of diseases … so does the 
blessed Paul also.”189 At times John is explicit concerning Paul’s power to make such 
diagnoses; for example, he explains that Paul knew that a crippled man in Lystra was 
ready to receive his healing because he had discerned that the man had a philosophic 
mind (Acts 14:8-9). John declares, “It seems to me, that Paul saw into his soul.”190 John 
frequently identifies Paul’s adaptations to the more discernable qualities of the characters 
in his various audiences, including the care with which the apostle addresses the 
ethnicity, status and gender of his hearers. He observes, for example, that Paul makes a 
point of identifying his audience in Galatians as Gentiles because  “it was necessary to 
preach differently to the Jews and to the Greeks."191 John also calls attention to Paul’s 
                                                                                                                                            
torn, you make the tear worse, and in your eagerness to help the fallen, you should cause 
a worse fall.” De sacer 2.4 (SC 272.114.11-16). 
188 Rylaarsdam, Adaptability and Divine Pedagogy, 244-254. “The goals and 
characteristics of Pauline συγκατάβασις are similar but not identical to those of Christ: 
both model virtue, for example, but as we will see, Paul is more imitable than Christ.”  
John’s own reflections on Paul’s imitation of Christ’s συγκατάβασις is especially 
prominent in In Principium Actorum hom. 4 (PG 51:103.2). “Consider the example of 
Paul’s master, who “although he was in the form of God, did not consider equality with 
God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself and took the form of a servant … In just 
the same way Paul, although he was free of all, enslaved himself to all, so that he might 
gain all.” John also interprets Paul’s adaptation through the lens of 1 Cor 9:19-23, where 
Paul’s goal was “to win as many as possible” by “becoming all things to all people.” John 
claims that no one was willing to adapt himself as thoroughly as Paul was, and thus Paul 
is “above all in perfection.” (Rylaarsdam, Adaptability and Divine Pedagogy, 245-253). 
189 On Rom Hom. 10 (PG 60:473.50-53). Καθάπερ οἱ τῶν ἰατρῶν ἄριστοι τὴν ῥίζαν 
ἀεὶ πολυπραγμονοῦσι τῶν νοσημάτων, καὶ ἐπ’ αὐτὴν ἔρχονται τὴν πηγὴν τοῦ 
κακοῦ· οὕτω καὶ ὁ μακάριος Παῦλος. 
190 On Acts hom. 30 (PG 60:223.24-25). 
191 Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:628.34-36). 
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discernment of the less visible qualities of character; Paul is able to discern whether his 
audience is proud or humble, hopeful or despairing, or weak or strong in faith. According 
to John, the apostle’s “virtual omniscience” concerning his audience is crucial to his 
success at effectively initiating therapy of the soul. 
 A psychagogue’s first encounter with a pupil is a crucial strategic moment,192 
Greek orators assumed, as the psychagogue must covertly introduce the medicine of 
correction in a way that will be well received. John’s attention to this strategy is 
especially prominent in his analyses of Paul’s exordia, the section of a speech in which 
the speaker seeks the close attention of his audience. As John interprets the exordia in 
Paul’s letters and in his speeches in Acts, he often illustrates the way Paul “prepares 
(προοδοποιεῖ) the way beforehand for his discourse."193 In his first Homily on Romans, 
for example, John asserts that Paul cannot explicitly state the disciplinary and corrective 
reason for his visit because such an introduction would offend an audience of strangers. 
John thus reads Romans 1:11-12 as an attempt to soften the fact that his real desire is to 
correct the Romans’ faults. First, John notes that Paul makes subtle word choices in these 
                                                
192 Gill, “Philosophical Therapy,” 351. Gill identifies the third strategy of philosophical 
therapy to be “the formulation of the message in a form that engages effectively with the 
concerns of the persons involved and his or her state of mind at the start of therapy.” 
193 On Acts hom. 29 (PG 60:113.35-36). In this specific example in Acts Paul prepares the 
way by greatly honoring his audience in his address and avoiding a discussion of their 
sins. John notes how this approach to limit his initial contact and speak only selectively 
about his addresses demonstrates Paul’s success at engaging his hearers: “Do you mark 
Paul’s wisdom? He not only gained admiration at the time, but put into them a longing 
desire for a second hearing, while in what he said he dropped some seeds as it were, and 
forbore to solve or to follow out the subject to its conclusion, his plan being to interest 
them and engage their good will to himself, and not make them listless and indifferent by 
casting all at once into the souls of those (who first heard him).” On Acts hom. 30 (PG 
60:221.4-9). 
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verses, words that avoid implying the great need of his audience and only covertly shows 
that they are in need of correction. John suggests a more incisive correction would have 
shocked them, so “in another way he hints to them the same thing, though in a subdued 
tone.” In John’s estimation, even Paul’s subdued tone and implicit message could 
nevertheless be considered "heavy and irksome” to his hearers and so, with vs. 12, Paul 
“pares down what is galling in this also, smoothing his speech on every side and 
rendering it easy of acceptance.”194 Thus, John painstakingly breaks down Paul’s address 
to the Romans, depicting each word as an element in Paul’s strategic softening, careful 
hinting, and thoughtful anticipation of the imagined emotions and responses of his 
audience. Such careful rhetorical preparation earns John's praise, as he introduces this 
interpretation by calling attention to the “the wisdom of the teacher.”195 
John’s praise of Paul’s pedagogical wisdom continues throughout his exegesis of 
Paul’s letters broadly, as he calls attention to the way that every element in Paul’s 
rhetorical performance serves to modify the pathe of his hearers and thus guide their 
souls toward virtue and health. In John’s various depictions of the souls of Paul’s putative 
hearers, he suggests that the readiness of a soul to hear in a way that leads to correction 
hinges on the condition of the soul’s pathe, its passions or emotions. Again and again, he 
                                                
194 On Romans hom. 2 (PG 60:404.58-405.3). 
195 On Romans hom. 2 (PG 60:404.58). John makes a note of how Paul’s careful 
engagement with his hearers in the exordia differs from letter to letter as Paul strives to 
meet the particular and unique needs of each audience. In this example from Romans, 
Paul must adopt a friendly mode because he has to gain the trust of a group of strangers, 
but John contends that Paul does not include his name in the letter to the Hebrews, “for 
since they felt prejudiced against him, lest on hearing the name at the outset they should 
stop up all admission to his discourse, he subtly won their attention by concealing the 
name.” On Romans hom. 1 (PG 60:395.14-19). 
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explains that those who control their passions live virtuously and therefore readily receive 
Paul’s word, whereas those without the necessary control and corresponding virtue 
require preparation and management. In his discussion of Acts 17:32-18:18, for example, 
John comments “For those who were careful of right living, quickly received the word; 
but the others not so."196 In the case of the former “right living” Jews, Paul quickly 
converts them, in the case of the latter, “it seemed to Paul sufficient to have cast the seeds 
of the doctrines.”197 According to John, a soul that easily responds to the message of the 
gospel is a soul already “acceptable,”198 but in the case of weaker hearers, those souls 
more distracted and flustered by pathe,199 the task of the preacher is to manage their 
passions so as to bring them gradually to a condition prime for hearing and healing.200  
                                                
196On Acts hom. 39 (PG 60:275.49-51).  
197On Acts hom. 39 (PG 60:275.51-52). 
198On Acts hom. 23 (PG 60:180.15-16). John makes this statement in regard to the 
depiction of Cornelius in Acts 10, “See how this man was acceptable (δεκτός): see how, 
as soon as he heard, he was persuaded.”  
199John frequently depicts the passionate soul as chaotic and frenzied whereas the 
controlled soul resembles a quiet haven. See, for example, his comparison between a 
gentle soul that resembles a tranquil retreat and an impassioned soul that resembles a 
tumultuous marketplace in On Acts hom. 6 (PG 60:60.61-61.50). This lengthy metaphor 
begins, “For to what sort do you take the passionate man to belong, and to what the 
forbearing and meek? Does not the soul of the one seem to be in a kind of solitary retreat, 
enjoying exceeding quiet while that of the other is like a market-place and tumult and the 
midst of cities, where great is the clamor of those going out…” (PG 60.60.61-67)  
200 John contends that the passions themselves are not sin, but when they are uncontrolled 
they produce the effect of sin. John contends that in order to prevent an unrestrained 
flood of passions, “a great deal of philosophy” is required. On Romans Hom. 13 (PG 
60:507.53-60). On the philosopher’s task of regulating the passions of hearers, see 
Nussbaum, The Therapy of Desire. For more on the place of the emotions, or passions, in 
theories of rhetoric, see William E. Lyons, Emotion (Cambridge Studies in Philosophy; 
Cambridge Eng.; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1980); William W. 
Fortenbaugh, Aristotle on Emotion: A Contribution to Philosophical Psychology, 
Rhetoric, Poetics, Politics, and Ethics (New York: Barnes & Noble Books, 2002); Gisela  
Striker, "Emotions in Context: Aristotle's Treatment of the Passions in the Rhetoric and 
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Urging his congregants to “observe Paul's careful choice of expressions” (2:12), 
John frequently describes these choices according to their imagined effect on his hearers’ 
pathe, stating for example, “see how he terrifies them.”201 One of the central 
managements of the pathe that John identifies in Paul’s preaching is the rousing of the 
soul from a state of apathy (ῥᾳθυμία). John contends that apathetic souls “seem to suffer 
annoyance from the speaker, but when they are in affliction and distress, they fall into a 
real longing for the hearing.”202 For this reason, John suggests, an afflicted soul is in a 
primed condition for listening: “nothing is so seasonable for us teachers in order that the 
things said by us may be heard.”203 When Paul is addressing an apathetic soul, John 
                                                                                                                                            
His Moral Psychology," in Aristotle's Rhetoric (ed. Amelie Oksenberg Rorty; Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1996); Stephen R Leighton, "Aristotle and the Emotions," 
in Aristotle's Rhetoric (ed. Amelie Oksenberg Rorty; Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1996); Martha Craven Nussbaum, "Aristotle on Emotions and Rational 
Persuasion," in Aristotle's Rhetoric (ed. Amelie Oksenberg Rorty; Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1996).  
201 Commentary on Galatians 5 (PG 61:666.55) Paul makes rhetorical choices that were 
“more likely to affect” his audience. See a discussion in Lauri Thurén, “John Chrysostom 
as a Rhetorical Critic: the Hermeneutics of an Early Father,” Biblical Interpretation 9.2 
(2001): 190. For a similar discussion by on how John’s hermeneutic resembles that of a 
modern rhetorician, see Lauri Thurén, "John Chrysostom as a Modern Rhetorician," in 
Rhetorics and Hermeneutics: Wilhelm Wuellner and His influence (ed. James D. Hester 
and David Hester; New York: T&T Clark International, 2004), 218-240.  
202 God afflicts souls, claims John, which “stirs up and awakens the disciples and makes 
them more energetic…Nothing so makes friends, and rivets them so firmly, as affliction: 
nothing so fastens and compacts the souls of believers: nothing is so seasonable for us 
teachers in order that the things said by us may be heard. For the hearer when he is in 
ease is listless and indolent, and seems to suffer annoyance from the speaker: but when he 
is in affliction and distress, he falls into a great longing for the hearing.” On Acts hom. 42 
(PG 60:300.24-30). 
203 Ibid. To illustrate this point John contrasts a house of mourning versus a house of 
marriage, and a prison versus a theatre, contending that it is those in the seemingly more 
discontented situation whose souls show the seriousness of philosophy, the potential for 
reception, and thus virtue, whereas those at a wedding and in the theatre are full of vice. 
Just as John suggests that God allows affliction to energize a listless soul, so too John 
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contends, he chooses topics such as the severe punishments that follow sin in order to 
“alarm” or “rouse” the passions of his hearers,204 making them attentive and alert to their 
need for correction. 
John also draws attention to Paul’s sensitivity toward the potential for the 
passions of hearers to become inflamed or excited, a condition equally unsuitable for the 
reception of teaching.205 In such instances, Paul chooses words and tones that will subdue 
these passions and render the hearer soft and receptive to correction, John argues,206 
identifying numerous strategies Paul employed to subdue the passions of an inflamed 
group. Paul, John states, used subtle words that covertly clothed harsh correction, and 
                                                                                                                                            
suggests that the speakers utilize their words to move the emotions of their hearers, to 
rouse them from a state of listlessness to one of attention.  
204 For example, John notes that since Paul has discussed the subject of grace, he must 
insert more fearful language about death to rouse his hearers’ attention - “That these 
things might not both make them rather listless, he inserted the part about strictness of 
life, using every opportunity for rousing the hearer to the practice of virtue. For when he 
calls death the wages of sin, he alarms them again and secures them against dangers to 
come.” On Romans hom. 12 (PG 60:496.17-24). In his 14th homily on Romans, John 
comments - “He [Paul] first uses the pains and ills that come of living after the flesh, to 
put them in fear, in the following words: “for if you live after the flesh you shall die”, so 
intimating to us that deathless death, punishment and vengeance in hell.” On Romans 
hom. 14 (PG 60:524.56-525.3). 
205 John often describes the crowds in Acts as those who become easily inflamed. For 
example, commenting on the crowds depicted as rushing in confusion in Acts 19:29, John  
writes “Such is the way with vulgar minds, any trivial occasion shall hurry them away 
and inflame their passions.” On Acts hom. 42 (PG 60:297.61-62). 
206 Commenting on Peter’s speech in Acts 2:14, for example, John offers various 
interpretations of the way that Peter’s address works to manage the disposition of his 
hearers, including langauge that relaxes, rouses and agitates. On Acts hom.6 (PG 60:56-
60). In his interpretation of Peter’s second speech, in Acts 3, John affirms Peter’s ability 
to discern his audience’s needs before speaking, as he contends that Peter does not need 
to rouse his hearers in this instance because they were already brought to attention by a 
miracle “…there is no need of this preparation (κατασκευῆς). For his hearers were not 
in a state of indifference (ἐῤῥᾳθύμουν). The miracle had aroused them all; they were 
full of fear and amazement.” On Acts hom. 9 9 (PG 60:75.26-29). 
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feigned to offer a correction to a third party rather than the target “since this does not 
permit the person rebuked to fly into a passion and introduces the medicine of correction 
unperceived.”207 John’s analysis of Paul’s purposeful modification of the passions 
extends well beyond this general rousing of sleeping souls and subduing of inflamed 
ones. Paul’s rhetoric, according to John, works to subtly manipulate a variety of pathe in 
his audience -- shame, fear ,208 perplexity,209 -- all of which lead a soul on the gradual path 
to correction. For example, he frequently calls attention to Paul’s use of shame, noting, 
for example, that Paul uses the address "the Churches of Galatia," rather than a name of 
affection or respect “in order to shame them and reduce them to unity."210 John regularly 
                                                
207 “For the kind of correction (διόρθωσις) most likely to be less burdensome 
(ἀνεπαχθεστέρα) is, when a person addresses someone else while he is striking a blow 
at a different person, since this does not permit the person rebuked to fly into a passion 
(θυμὸν), and introduces the medicine of correction unperceived.” On Romans hom.25 
(PG 60:628.52-56).The use of gentle speech and the redirection of harsh speech to a third 
party to disarm an impassioned soul will be more fully explored in chapter 3. 
208For example, “[He said] ‘Take heed’, frightening them, and making them ashamed, and 
leading them to disavow any such conduct.” On 1 Cor hom. 20 (PG 61:166.48-49); “Do 
you not see how he made their souls quake and melt within them, and turned their 
laughter into pleading for acquittal? But it was necessary” On Acts hom. 5 (PG 60:51.13-
15).  
209 “For the soul accepts the solution with ease when it has first been in perplexity 
(ἀπορίᾳ)” On Acts hom.22 (PG 60:173.34-35). Also, regarding Romans 9:32, “This is 
the clearest answer in the passage but if he had said it immediately upon starting, he 
would not have gained so easy a hearing. But since it is after many perplexities and 
preparations and demonstrations that he sets it down and after using countless preparatory 
steps, he has at least made it more intelligible and easily admitted.” On Romans hom. 16 
(PG 60:563.46-564.3). 
210 “Thus it appears, that the flame of error had spread over not one or two cities merely, 
but the whole Galatian people. Consider too the grave indignation contained in the 
phrase, ‘unto the Churches of Galatian’: he does not say, ‘to the beloved’ or ‘to the 
sanctified,’ and this omission of all names of affection or respect, and this speaking to 
them as a society merely, without the addition of Churches of God, is strongly expressive 
of deep concern and sorrow. Here at the outset, as well as elsewhere, he attacks their 
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portrays Paul’s rhetorical choices as strategic efforts to affect the pathe of his hearers (in 
this case, causing shame), in order to lead them towards correction (in this case, from 
disunity to unity). 
In addition to calling attention to Paul’s use of words, arrangements and tones to 
affect the pathe of his hearers, John notes the rhetorical effect of the emotions encoded in 
Paul’s own delivery. For example, in his commentary on the fourth chapter of Galatians, 
John urges his congregants to “Observe his [Paul’s] perplexity and perturbation 
…Observe his despondency …Observe what a wail he utters…Observe his warmth, his 
inability to refrain himself, and to conceal these feelings.”211 John attributes such 
emotional displays to Paul’s intentions as a psychagogue, as such weeping, for example, 
“softened and powerfully engaged” his hearers. Similarly, in Acts 20:31, when Paul 
displays tears, John suggests that he did so in order to soften his hearers: “when the sick 
see their physician partaking of food, they are also incited to do the same. So likewise 
here, when they see him weeping, they are softened.”212 According to John, Paul’s visible 
display of pathe is not a reflection of the condition of his own soul; rather, the apostle 
offers a performance of pathe in order to move his hearers toward correction.213 At 
                                                                                                                                            
irregularities, and therefore gives them the name of ‘churches’ in order to shame them, 
and reduces them to unity.” Commentary On Galatians 1 (PG 61:616.40-53). 
211Commentary on Galatians 4 (PG 61.660.28, 31-32, 49-52). 
212 On Acts hom. 44 (PG 60.311.20-23). John also notes the persuasive power of Paul’s 
weeping with respect to Gal 4:20, where such weeping is not explicitly mentioned in 
Paul’s epistle – “Having thus softened and powerfully engaged their hearts by his tears, 
he again advances to the contest, and lays down a larger proposition…” See a discussion 
of this latter passage in Thurén, "John Chrysostom as a Modern Rhetorician," 200. 
213John praises Paul for nimbly using a series of diverse strategies in a single verse or 
letter, noting in his commentary on Galatians 4, for example, “Paul admonished them 
sharply, and endeavored to shame them, then in turn soothed them, and lastly, he wept. 
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virtually every verse and in the broad scope of each chapter, John urges his hearers to 
observe the nuances of Paul’s rhetorical performance, to appreciate how the apostle 
carefully chooses words, varies his tones, and performs pathe in order to affect his 
hearers’ own passions -- to rouse them from indifference, to subdue their anger, to draw 
out their shame, to instill fear and perplexity -- all with the goal of persuading them 
towards the useful hearing that leads to correction and healing. 
 
1.3 Conclusions 
John portrays Paul as a persuasive orator, a characterization that is revelatory of the 
bishop’s construction of Paul’s soul as philosophic, virtuous and thus exemplary for 
imitation. John also specifically depicts oratory as a tool in Paul’s psychagogic task of 
guiding souls, a characterization that simultaneously constructs the souls of Paul’s 
putative hearers, who are characterized by means of their varying dispositions, the 
condition of their pathe, and their readiness and response to Paul’s rhetoric. Both of these 
avenues of identity construction are vital to John’s use of Paul’s teaching to establish 
Christian identity as utterly severed from Judaism. As the remainder of this dissertation 
shows, John’s portrayal of Paul as a strategic psychagogue serves to construct Jews as 
diseased souls who stubbornly refuse treatment and Paul as a restored soul whose spoken 
and performed affiliations with Judaism are pedagogical strategies deployed in order to 
                                                                                                                                            
“John praises Paul’s varied series of attempts to affect the pathe of his audience for its 
efficacy, identifying Paul’s skilled use of such a “mixed remedy” throughout his 
exegesis. John’s attention to Paul’s use of a mixed remedy will be the topic of discussion 
in Chapter 3.  
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guide Jewish souls out of Judaism, thus further establishing John’s beloved apostle as the 
exemplar of non-Jewish Christian orthodoxy. 
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CHAPTER 2. 
In Christ and Out of Judaism: 
Paul’s soul as a model of psychic transformation   
 
 
John presents Paul’s soul as a model for his congregants to seek and to imitate, and yet, 
by doing so, he is confronted with Paul’s spoken and performed affiliations with the 
perilous “other” of Judaism. In this chapter, I examine how John responds to scriptural 
attestations to Paul’s own Jewishness, especially as presented in Acts: Paul’s life in 
Judaism prior to his encounter with the resurrected Christ, his decision to prioritize 
Jewish places as the setting for his Christian preaching, and his continued observance of 
the Law. First, I will explore how John addresses Paul’s Jewishness in order to render 
him a model of a diseased soul that willingly accepts treatment from Christ, therefore 
serving as an exemplar for all ailing Jewish souls. I will then turn to John’s discussion of 
Paul’s persistent participation in Jewish places and practices after this transformation, 
exploring how John frames Paul’s activities as pedagogical deceits deployed in order to 
guide Jewish souls out of Judaism. John’s psychagogic framing of Paul, first as patient 
and then as physician, simultaneously appropriates and repudiates Paul’s Jewishness in a 
way that serves to bolster his construct of Paul as an exemplar of non-Jewish Christian 
orthodoxy.1  
                                                
1 I have borrowed the language of “simultaneous appropriation and repudiation” from 
Andrew Jacobs, who explores how early Christian exegetes used Paul’s Jewish and non-
Jewish voice “to articulate the perplexing religious boundaries of Judaism and 
Christianity.”  Jacob examines “how Christians engaged the anxiety of Jewish otherness 
at the heart of their own religious identity through deft gestures of simultaneous 
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2.1 Paul’s soul in Judaism 
2.1.1 Paul and the eunuch: a tale of two roadside conversions 
In his 19th Homily on the Book of Acts, John contextualizes Paul’s vision on the road to 
Damascus in Acts 9 by first recounting another traveler’s conversion, that of the 
Ethiopian eunuch in Acts 8. Through his interpretation of the eunuch’s response to 
scripture and to Philip’s teaching, John depicts the eunuch as an ideal student and an 
exemplary soul. He first draws attention to the eunuch’s earnest reading of the scriptures,2 
noting that such a sincere commitment to biblical study demonstrates the eunuch’s piety 
(εὐλάβειαν).3  The eunuch’s confession of ignorance concerning the scriptures (8:31), 
John contends, shows further that he was aware of his need for treatment– “He shows his 
hurt (τὸ τραῦμα) to the physician.”4 For John, the eunuch’s confession of his ailment 
and his request for a remedy reveals that his soul was free from pride (τὸ ἄτυφον) and is 
                                                                                                                                            
appropriation and repudiation.” Jacobs, “A Jew’s Jew: Paul and the Early Christian 
Problem of Jewish Origins” Journal of Religion 86 (2006), 263.  
2 On Acts hom.19 (PG 60:149.42). 
3 On Acts hom.19 (PG 60:149.49). 
4 On Acts hom.19 (PG 60:151.25-26). According to John, recognizing one has an ailment 
is a vital step towards correction “Well then, in the first place, if you persuade yourself 
that this disorder is a baneful one, you will have made a very good beginning towards 
correcting it. For when a man is sick, he speedily sends for the physician, if he be first 
made acquainted with the fact that he is sick.”On Rom. hom. 17 (PG 60:569.23-29). In 
this regard, John reflects a long-standing therapeutic approach to healing the soul. 
Christopher Gill identifies the recognition that one’s soul is sick as one of the four key 
elements in ancient medico-philosophical therapeutics broadly. Christopher Gill, 
“Philosophical therapy as preventive psychological medicine” in Mental Disorders in the 
Classical World (ed. William Harris; Boston: Brill, 2013). 
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therefore primed for correction.5 Indeed, once Philip responded to the eunuch’s request 
for illumination, the eunuch easily received the apostle’s teaching and immediately 
requested baptism.6  
John depicts the eunuch’s conversion as an ideal pedagogical encounter, elevating 
the eunuch as a passionless soul and model student who readily received Philip’s 
teaching.7 Such a characterization sets up what immediately follows in John’s homily: an 
introduction to Paul’s encounter with a message of resurrection during his travels. John 
draws explicit and implicit comparisons between these two roadside conversions, 
similarly describing Paul as a student of the psychagogic process. Unlike the gentile 
eunuch, however, Paul’s Jewish soul required drastic intervention in order to prepare it 
for correction.  
Having extolled the receptive soul of the eunuch, John then calls attention to a 
significant difference between the eunuch and Paul: whereas the eunuch required 
minimal intervention for his conversion, Paul required the appearance of the resurrected 
Christ himself. As John recounts, “Both this man is on the road, and Paul is on the road; 
                                                
5 On Acts hom.19 (PG 60:151.27-32). The eunuch’s readiness for correction is indicated 
by his eagerness and longing desire to give heed to the teacher’s words (PG 60:151.31-
32: Εἶδες τὴν σπουδήν; εἶδες τὸν πόθον). Even his selection of scripture is 
demonstrative for John of the eunuch’s elevated mind (PG 60:151.41: Καὶ τοῦτο αὐτοῦ 
δεῖγμα τῆς φιλομαθείας, τὸ τὸν προφήτην τοῦτον μετὰ χεῖρας ἔχειντῶν ἄλλων 
ὄντα ὑψηλότερον).  
6 The immediacy of the eunuch’s acceptance of Philip’s teaching earns John’s explicit 
praise - “Mark the eager desire (προθυμίαν), mark the exact knowledge (ἀκρίβειαν).” 
On Acts hom.19 (PG 60:150.28-29).  
7 John explicitly exhorts his own congregants to imitate the eunuch, particularly his eager 
study of scripture and urgent pursuit of baptism. On Acts hom. 19 (PG 60:154.29-36).  
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the latter no man draws, but Christ alone. This was too great a work for the Apostles.”8 
John notes with admiration that the eunuch believed Philip even though he did not see the 
miracle of Christ’s appearance,9 whereas Paul needed to see Christ himself because of the 
“hardness” (τὸ σκληρὸν) of his soul.10 Unlike the eunuch’s soul, says John, Paul’s soul 
required intervention before it was in a condition to be transformed by the gospel. 
The light that blinded Paul on the road to Damascus, John explains, served as one 
such intervention, instilling fear in Paul in order to extinguish his passions.11 
Furthermore, John emphasizes that Paul was neither given much information nor told to 
                                                
8 On Acts hom. 19 (PG 60:155.36-38).  
9 On Acts hom. 19 (PG 60:154.39-40): “No need he had of signs, no need of miracles: 
from the Prophet merely, he believed.” Also (PG 60:154.45-46): “He did not see Christ, 
he saw no miracle…he believed Philip. How came he to behave thus? His soul was 
earnest. Yet the thief had seen miracles: the wise men had seen a star: but this man, 
nothing of the kind.” 
10 On Acts hom. 19 (PG 60:155.7-8) John’s characterization of the “hardness” (τὸ 
σκληρὸν) of Paul’s soul reflects John’s broader use of this language to describe Jewish 
souls more universally and likely echoes Paul’s use of the term in Romans 9:18. See 
Chapter 4 for a fuller discussion of such a characterization.  
11 On Acts hom. 19 (PG 60:153.4). καὶ ἔσβεσεν αὐτοῦ τὸν θυμὸν τῷ φόβῳ, ὥστε 
αὐτὸν ἀκοῦσαι τὰ λεγόμενα. John frequently depicts impassioned souls with the 
imagery of disease, madness or beastliness, and this is true for his characterization of 
Paul’s soul prior to his encounter with Christ. See for example, On Acts hom. 52 (PG 
60:360.13-15): “And he lays the ground for this by (other) arguments relating accurately 
his former madness (μανίαν).” Also, On 1 Cor hom. 22 (PG 61:185.62-65). “He [Paul] 
entered the houses like a wild beast and no otherwise did he rush in, hauling, tearing men 
and women, filling all things with tumult and confusion and innumerable conflicts.” John 
suggests that Paul’s untamed soul was so notorious that even following his 
transformation the apostles were afraid to join him, and it took the “the ardor of Paul’s 
character” to demonstrate to them that “he was no longer a wild beast, but man mild and 
gentle!” On Acts hom. 21 (PG 60:164.31-32). Notably, the manuscript tradition is varied 
with respect to this text. Various traditions suggest Barnabas as the subject, rather than 
Paul. See Schaff, 135, n.1 for a fuller discussion. For our purposes, it is not in question 
that John perceived Paul as beastly prior to his call, and his depiction of Paul as gentle 
and mild following his conversion will be addressed in Chapter 3 of this project.  
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believe, in order to allow time for the softening of his mind.12 Whereas even prior to his 
conversion the eunuch was a “philosophic man,” free of haughtiness and full of piety, 
Paul’s soul, roiled by passions and hardened against hearing, could not easily receive the 
message of the gospel.  
According to John, Paul’s unphilosophic soul also prevented him from 
recognizing his own need for correction. Whereas the eunuch immediately “shows his 
hurt to the physician,” Paul required urgent intervention before he could recognize his 
more severe ailment: “Like a consummate physician, when the fever was at its height, 
Christ brought help to him [Paul]; for it was needful that he should be quelled in the 
midst of his frenzy.”13 While Acts itself is silent on whether Paul experienced a moment 
of self condemnation and repentance like that of the eunuch, John constructs such a scene 
by interpreting Paul’s fasting (Acts 9:9) as a form of penitent confession, declaring “he 
[Paul] condemned himself for the past, he confessed, prayed, besought God.”14  
For Paul to so suddenly transform from “the very height of his madness” to 
“complete sanity,” John contends, is evidence that it is the Risen Christ who serves as his 
psychagogue.15 Paul remained unconverted by his own learned reading of scriptures,16 
                                                
12 On Acts hom. 19 (PG 60:153.20-21). 
13 On Acts hom. 19 (PG 60:155.43-46). Καθάπερ ἰατρὸς ἄριστος, ἀκμάζοντος ἔτι τοῦ 
πυρετοῦ, τὸ βοήθημα αὐτῷ ἐπήγαγεν ὁ Χριστός μαινόμενον κατασχεθῆναι. 
14 On Acts hom. 19 (PG 60:154.7-9). Τίνος δὲ ἕνεκεν οὐκ ἔφαγεν, οὐδὲ ἔπιε; 
Κατεγίνωσκεν ἑαυτοῦ ἐπὶ τοῖς γινομένοις, ἐξωμολογεῖτο, ηὔχετο, παρεκάλει τὸν 
Θεόν. 
15 John uses this langague in recounting Paul’s conversion in his homily on Galatians 1. 
“And if he were asked for his proof that God himself thus immediately revealed to him 
these ineffable mysteries, he would instance his former manner of life, arguing that his 
conversion would not have been so sudden had it not been by Divine Revelation. For 
when men have been vehement and eager on the contrary side, their conviction, if it is 
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and by so many other earlier signs, because it was only the divine power of the 
resurrected Christ that could finally persuade him.17 Yet John is careful to balance his 
demonstration of Christ’s powerful intervention with an emphasis on Paul’s willing and 
zealous response to Christ’s teaching and correction. John interprets the same events that 
demonstrate the power of Christ’s resurrection, such as the earthquake at the Resurrection 
(Matt 28:2), the report of the soldiers regarding the empty tomb, and encounters with the 
risen Christ, as pedagogical tools designed not to compel belief but to “teach it.”18 The 
student’s willing response to such efforts is therefore vital. John makes Paul’s own 
zealous response explicit both with his construction of Paul’s self-condemnation and 
repentance, noted above, and his description of Paul’s baptism, when, according to John, 
Paul brought grace upon himself “by his zeal and exceeding earnestness” (τοῦ ζήλου 
καὶ τῆς προθυμίας τῆς πολλῆς).19 In John’s construction, while Paul’s soul was 
hardened and impassioned prior to his encounter with Christ, his zeal ultimately enabled 
complete healing and transformation. It is this exemplary zeal that distinguishes Paul 
                                                                                                                                            
effected by human means, requires much time and ingenuity (τῆς μηχανῆς). It is clear 
therefore, that he whose conversion is sudden (ὁ δὲ οὕτως ἀθρόον μεταστὰς), and who 
has been sobered in the very height of his madness (καὶ ἐν αὐτῇ τῇ τῆς μανίας ἀκμῇ 
καθαρῶς νήψας), must have been vouchsafed a Divine revelation and teaching and so 
have at once arrived at complete sanity (ἀθρόον πρὸς τὴν καθαρὰν ἐπανῆλθεν 
ὑγείαν).” Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:625.30-41). For similar depiction of how 
Paul’s severe ailment and radical correction indicates Divine revelation, see On Acts 
hom.19 (PG 60:153.40-49).   
16 On Acts hom.19 (PG 60:154.52). 
17 On Acts hom. 19 (PG 60:23-29).  
18 On Acts hom. 19 (PG 60:154.9-16). Ἀλλ’ οὐκ ἔστι ταῦτα ἀναγκαστικὰ, ἀλλὰ 
διδακτικά. 
19 On Acts hom. 20 (PG 60:157.44-46).  
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from apathetic Jews of “duller mind” 20 and establishes him as a model of psychic 
transformation for all such ailing Jewish souls. 
2.1.2 Paul’s zealous will – Paul as a model for psychic transformation 
Throughout his homilies, John emphasizes zeal, free will and the freedom to act as vital 
Pauline characteristics.21 Even prior to Paul’s encounter with Christ, John contends, Paul 
exemplified a man whose actions were the result of his own willing initiative and zealous 
character. 22 Referring to Acts 9:1-2, for example, John recounts Paul’s violent threats 
against Christian disciples as a demonstration that Paul’s zeal (τοῦ ζήλου) motivated his 
persecuting mission, distinguishing him from other, less zealous Jews.23 John similarly 
                                                
20 In his discussion of the pedagogical function of the resurrection, John specifies that it 
was calculated to attract Jews but causes offense to Jews of “duller minds” (τοὺς 
παχυτέρους). On Acts hom.19 (PG 60:154.52-58): Ἀλλ’ ἐμοὶ δοκεῖ οὗτος ἐπίτηδες 
ἀναβληθῆναι, δι’ ἅπερ εἶπον προλαβὼν πανταχόθεν βουλομένου ἐπισπάσασθαι 
τοὺς Ἰουδαίους τοῦ Χριστοῦ. Εἰ γὰρ νοῦν εἶχον, οὐδὲν αὐτοὺς οὕτως ὠφέλει ὡς 
τοῦτο. Τοῦτο γὰρ, καὶ σημείων μᾶλλον, καὶ πάντων, ἱκανὸν ἦν αὐτοὺς 
ἐφελκύσασθαι· ὥσπερ οὖν οὐδὲν οὕτω σκανδαλίζειν εἴωθε τοὺς παχυτέρους.  
21 Mitchell specifically notes that “free will and freedom to act” (proairesis and 
prothumia) are the “predominant colors of all John’s Pauline portraits.” Mitchell, The 
Heavenly Trumpet, 198. John’s 20th Homily on Acts also serves as an example of how 
thoroughly John characterizes Paul’s preaching by his zealous, fervent, and energetic 
character.   
22 On Acts hom. 20 (PG 60:162.14-17, 19-25): “From his first appearance at the very 
outset, the character of Paul declared itself; nay even before this, even in the things which 
he did ‘not according to knowledge’ (Rom 10:2), it was not by man’s reasoning that he 
was moved to act as he did…Many things Christ leaves to be done by (ordinary) human 
wisdom, that we may learn that (his disciples) were men, that it was not all everywhere to 
be done by grace: for otherwise they would have been motionless logs; but in many 
things they managed matters themselves.” See similarly, On Acts hom. 21 (PG 60:165.1-
4): “But observe, I pray you, how far it is from being the case that everything is done by 
grace, how on the contrary, God does in many things leave them to manage for 
themselves by their own wisdom and in a human way: so to cut off the excuse of idle 
people: for if it was so in the case of Paul, much more in theirs.”  
23 On Acts hom.19 (PG 60:152.19-21, 26-29): “He fitly mentions Paul’s zeal and shows 
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mobilizes Galatians 1:13 to claim that Paul himself emphasized his zealous life in 
Judaism, "not saying simply that he persecuted but ‘beyond measure,’ and only that he 
persecuted but that he ‘made havoc of it’ which signifies an attempt to extinguish, to pull 
down, to destroy, to annihilate the church.”24 For John, Paul’s zealous pursuit of Jewish 
tradition is critical to his subsequent identity as a Christian preacher: if in his error Paul 
was motivated by zeal, how much more so once his soul has been corrected.25 This 
principle becomes more explicit as John slips into his frequent technique of Pauline 
prosopopoeia, declaring: 
As soon as I passed over to the doctrines of the Church I shook off my Jewish 
prejudices, manifesting on that side a zeal still more ardent; and this is proof that 
my conversion is sincere and that the zeal which possesses me is from above. 
What other inducement could I have to make such a change…none surely but the 
love of truth.26 
 
According to John, the zealousness of Paul’s commitment to Judaism indexes the radical 
nature of his departure from those beloved Jewish customs and certified his arrival at an 
even more zealous embrace of Christ’s teaching and call.  
                                                                                                                                            
that in the very midst of his zeal he is drawn…He then in this wise did it, not as the Jews: 
God forbid! For that he did through zeal, is manifest from his going abroad even to 
strange cities; whereas they would not have cared even for those in Jerusalem; they were 
for one thing only, to enjoy honor.” John also uses the language of “strong desire (τὸν 
πόθον), vehemence (τὴν σφοδρότητα) and “eagerness” (ἀπὸ τῆς προθυμίας) to 
distinguish Paul’s persecuting mission in this homily. See for example, On Acts hom.19; 
PG 60.152.33, 51. 
24 Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:627.54-59). 
25 Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:627.4-16): “This is his argument – if my efforts 
against the church sprung not from motives, but from religious though mistaken zeal, 
why should I be actuated by vain-glory, now that I am contending for the Church, and 
have embraced the truth?  If it was not this motive, but a godly zeal, which possessed me 
when I was in error, much more now that I have come to know the truth, ought I to be 
free from such a suspicion.”  
26 Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:627.16-25).  
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In his exegesis of Acts 21, John further emphasizes how Paul’s zealous pursuit of 
the law measures his transformation out of Judaism.  Paul’s expertise in the law, John 
notes, signals that, 
He [Paul] would not have suddenly changed. For if indeed he had been one of the 
common order of men, it might have been reasonable to suspect this: but if he was 
of the number of those who were most of all bound by the law, it was not likely 
that he should change lightly, and without strong necessity.27  
 
While John acknowledges that Paul's declarations of his Jewish heritage may appear to 
support the Jews, it is “in fact told against them, since he, knowing the law, forsook it."28 
It is the appropriation of Paul’s zealous Jewishness that allows John to so boldly 
repudiate it; because Paul’s conversion is so radical, his former Jewishness makes him 
the most persuasive example against Judaism.  
 Elsewhere, John similarly emphasizes, even celebrates, Paul’s Jewish pedigree in 
order to underscore Paul’s putative repudiation of it.29 As John declares, citing Paul’s 
letter to the Philippians, “For he [Paul] could have been of Israel, but not a ‘Hebrew of 
Hebrews.’ For many of them became corrupted in this fashion, and they began to speak in 
                                                
27 On Acts hom. 47 (PG 60:327.45-50). John frequently cites the “sudden” nature of 
Paul’s conversion as a sign of the divine source of Paul’s transformation and the sincerity 
of his new Christian mission. For example, see On Acts hom. 19 (PG 60:154.19-21): “He 
was not inferior to them that preached the Resurrection, and was more credible, by being 
all at once converted (ἀθρόον μεταβεβλημένος).” See also, Commentary on Galatians 
1 (PG 61:625.45-626.3). 
28On Acts hom. 47 (PG 60:327.60-62). Ταῦτα δὲ δοκεῖ μὲν ὑπὲρ ἐκείνων λέγεσθαι, 
κατ’ ἐκείνων δὲ ἦν, εἴ γε καὶ εἰδὼς αὐτὸν εἴασεν. 
29 See Mitchell, who notes how John calls attention to Paul’s rightful share in the 
eugeneia of Israel in Phil 3:2-6 and 2 Cor 11:22. In the former example, Mitchell 
illustrates how John uses the terminology of epideictic theory to demonstrate that Paul is 
from a superior stock and superior among Jews, just as in the latter case of 2 Cor, John 
champions Paul’s lineage within the most prestigious branch of Hebrews, the Israelites. 
See Margaret Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 228-230. 
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profane languages, and mingled with other nations. But in this respect, he shows that he 
is of fully noble birth.”30 Indeed, as Andrew Jacobs has pointed out, John’s rhetoric 
makes Paul’s Jewishness so superlative that contemporary Jews in John’s own social 
setting in the diaspora are “less Jewish than Paul.”31 John’s encomiastic celebration of the 
exemplary Jewishness of Paul serves even more fully to demonstrate the superiority of 
Paul’s life in Christ, which caused him to reject these superlative achievements. As 
Margaret Mitchell has aptly stated, “Even Paul’s Jewish eugeneia serves for Chyrsostom 
to make him a more valuable witness against the Jewish faith.”32 
John’s depiction of Paul as a zealous Jew who even more zealously abandons 
Judaism is vital to his use of Paul as a model of psychic transformation. John censures his 
own congregants as having no excuse when they fail to pursue Christ, for, John points 
out, no one was more deeply mired in impieties than Paul, and yet Paul was fully 
transformed through the application of his will. Paul's former life in Judaism therefore 
serves for John as a superlative demonstration of the kind of transformation he seeks in 
his audience: 
On this account, you see, [Paul’s] former life was recorded, so contrary to this, 
that we may learn that the work is one of choice (προαιρέσεως), and that to the 
willing (βουλομένοις) all things are easy. Let us not then despair, but even if you 
are a reviler, or covetous or whatever you are, consider that Paul was “ a 
blasphemer, and persecutor, and injurious and the chief of sinners” (1 Tim 
1:13,16) and suddenly rose to the very summit of virtue and his former life proved 
no hindrance to him.33 
 
                                                
30 On Philippians hom.10.2 (PG 62:257-8). 
31 Jacobs, Christ Circumcised, 268.  
32 Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 230. 
33 On 1 Corinthians hom. 22 (PG 61:185.48-186.4). 
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According to John, Paul's zeal and will characterized the intensity of his impassioned 
beastly nature even as Paul’s sudden choice to be tamed made him an ideal model for the 
pursuit of correction. 
In John’s reading, Paul’s Jewish past makes him an especially useful model of 
imitation for Jewish souls in particular. John notes that people are "more readily 
influenced by that which is like their own case and they hold more firmly to that which 
they see done by others [like themselves]," making the apostle an especially relevant 
exemplar for Jews.34 John supports this claim by contending that Galatians 4:12  (“I plead 
with you brothers, be as I am; for I am as you are”) was directed towards “those from the 
Jews” (τοὺς ἐξ Ἰουδαίων) and that Paul used his own history to exhort members of his 
former community to abandon law observance.35 Once again using prosopopoeia, 
John/“Paul” declares, 
Gaze on me; I too was once in your state of mind, especially so; I had a burning 
zeal for the law, to withdraw from that rule of life. And this you know full well 
how obstinately I clung hold of Judaism and how with yet greater force I let it 
go.36 
 
Speaking as Paul, John invites other Jewish souls to mimic Paul’s transformation and 
thus to abandon Judaism. John uses this same verse of Galatians in his Homilies against 
the Judaizers in order to pass this invitation to imitation not only to Paul’s Jewish 
disciples, but also to the Judaizers in John’s own congregations.37 Using Paul’s voice, 
                                                
34 Commentary on Galatians 4 (PG 61:658.42-46). 
35 Commentary on Galatians 4 (PG 61:658.29-32). 
36 Commentary on Galatians 4 (PG 61:658.35-41). 
37 Adv.Iud. 3.2.2 (PG 48:863). As noted by Jacobs, Christ Circumcised, 271. 
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John explains Paul’s special authority to persuade others away from Judaism, including 
those non-Jewish Christians who have become caught up in its snares:  
For did I come from the Gentiles? he asks. Was I experienced with the legalistic 
community and the punishments determined for those who transgress the law? A 
Hebrew of Hebrews, according to the law a Pharisee, according to zeal a 
persecutor of the church. But even those things which were gain to me, I counted 
as loss because of Christ: that is, I stood apart from them entirely. So become like 
me, for I was once just like you!38 
 
As the model of a corrected Jewish soul - that is, now an anti-Jewish soul - Paul has 
sublime authority to offer correction to other Jewish souls. With Paul’s voice, John shares 
in that authority, speaking to his Judaizers as if he too wears the Jewish pedigree of 
Paul,39 demonstrating their need for correction and their lack of an excuse – they too can 
mimic Paul’s psychic transformation, turning away from Judaism and toward Christian 
virtue. 
 
 
                                                
38 Adv. Iud. hom. 3.3.1 (PG 48:864). Earlier (Adv. Iud. hom. 2.2.2), John similarly 
identifies Paul’s role as a Jew as part of his authority in bringing down Jewish customs. 
There, John is addressing Gal 5:2, and noting why Paul emphasizes, “I, Paul, say to you”.  
John contends that by drawing attention to himself, he wishes to call attention to his zeal 
for Judaism, “So he says, “If I were from the Gentiles, and did not know about Jewish 
matters, someone might plausibly argue that I don’t understand the effectiveness of 
circumcision because I have not partaken of the rites of this community, and that’s why I 
reject it from the church’s teachings.”  So he [Paul] establishes his name, as a reminder of 
the struggle he undertook for the law, saying all but: “I do this not out of enmity for 
circumcision, but in true knowledge of it. I, Paul, say this, Paul, who was circumcised on 
the eighth day, or Israelite birth, a Hebrew of Hebrews!” See also Jacobs’ analysis of this 
quote: Jacobs, Christ Circumcised, 271. 
39 Jacobs, Christ Circumcised, 270. 
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2.2 Paul’s soul in Christ  
John suggests throughout his Homilies against the Judaizers that any Christian who 
participates in Judaism remains diseased,40 frequently exhorting his congregants to 
abstain from Jewish practices and to “flee the gatherings and holy places of the Jews,” 
even if at the cost of their lives.41 To reject such advice carries even greater risk than 
physical death,42 John contends, as their souls will be destroyed “by constantly running 
off to the synagogue, by a conscience which is inclined toward Judaism, and by the 
untimely observance of the Jewish rites.”43 John depicts Paul’s Jewish soul as radically 
healed and transformed by Christ, and yet, such a portrait is complicated by the apostle’s 
                                                
40 Adv. Iud. hom. 4.3.5-6: “I will ask each one who is sick with this disease: Are you 
Christian?  Why, then, this zeal for Jewish practices?  Are you a Jew?  Why then, are you 
making trouble for the church?  Does not a Persian side with a Persian? Is not a barbarian 
eager for what concerns barbarians? The difference between the Jews and us is not a 
Small one, is it?  Is the dispute between us over ordinary, everyday matters so that you 
think the two religions are really one and the same? Why are you mixing what cannot be 
mixed? They crucified the Christ whom you adore as God.  Do you see how great the 
difference is? How is it, then, that you keep running to those who slew Christ when you 
saw that you worship him whom they crucified?” 
41 Adv. Iud. hom.1.5.8. John chastises his congregants for reverencing synagogues as 
sacred place of healing, for the taking of vows, and as housing scripture. John depicts the 
synagogue variously as a theatre, a brothel, a den of robbers, a lodging for wild beasts 
and a dwelling place for demons (1.2.6 – 1.8.1). See also Wayne A. Meeks et al., Jews 
and Christians in Antioch in the First Four Centuries of the Common Era (Sources for 
Biblical Study. No. 13, Missoula, Mont.: Published by Scholars Press for the Society of 
Biblical Literature, 1978), 94-101. 
42 By entering Jewish places and performing Jewish practices, John explains, Christians 
share in Jewish impiety and guilt, placing themselves in opposition to God and thus 
risking grave punishment. See, for example, Adv.Iud hom. 6.6.6: “Do you rush to their 
synagogues? Are you not afraid that a bolt of lightening may come down from above and 
consume your head?” Also, Adv.Iud. hom. 8.8.7: “But how will you go into the 
synagogue?...If you fail to sign your forehead, you will have immediately thrown away 
your weapon at the doors. Then the devil will lay hold of you, naked and unarmed as you 
are, and he will overwhelm you with 10 000 terrible wounds.” 
43 Adv. Iud. hom. 6.7.3.  
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ongoing presence in Jewish places and observance of Jewish practices, particularly as 
depicted in Acts.  
John’s exegetical confrontations with the troubling Jewishness of his beloved 
exemplar Paul results in a paradoxical position, best summarized in his homily on 
Romans 10: 
He [Paul] not only circumcised a person, but he even shaved himself and 
sacrificed and yet surely we do not therefore assert him to be a Jew, but upon this 
very score to be perfectly free from Judaizing, and clear of it, and a genuine 
worshipper of Christ. As then when you see him circumcising and sacrificing you 
do not therefore condemn him as Judaizing, but up on this very score have the 
best reason for crowning him as other to Judaism (ὡς ἀλλότριον ὄντα 
Ἰουδαϊσμοῦ).44 
 
John renders the visible markers of Paul’s participation in Judaism as the very signifiers 
of his complete alienation from Judaism. Such a paradox hinges, I argue, on John’s 
depiction of Paul as a psychagogue skilled in deceptive adaptation, a Christian exemplar 
who uses Jewish places and practices to disguise himself as a Jew in order to guide ailing 
Jewish souls out of Judaism.  
2.2.1 Preaching Christ in Jewish places 
In his homilies on Acts, John contends that following Paul’s vision of Christ, he 
immediately attempted to correct his misguided former community. This objective is 
                                                
44 On Rom. hom. 16 (PG 60:549.39-49): Οὐ περιέτεμε δὲ μόνον, ἀλλὰ καὶ ἐξυρᾶτο 
καὶ ἔθυσε· καὶ οὐ δήπου διὰ τοῦτο αὐτὸν Ἰουδαῖόν φαμεν εἶναι, ἀλλὰ δι’ αὐτὸ 
μὲν οὖν τοῦτο μάλιστα ἀπηλλάχθαιἸουδαϊσμοῦ καὶ καθαρεύειν καὶ γνήσιον εἶναι 
τοῦ. Ἰουδαϊσμοῦ καὶ καθαρεύειν καὶ γνήσιον εἶναι τοῦ Χριστοῦ θεραπευτήν. 
Ὥσπερ οὖν αὐτὸν περιτέμνοντα βλέπων καὶ θύοντα. οὐ διὰ τοῦτο αὐτὸν 
καταδικάζεις ὡς Ἰουδαΐζοντα, ἀλλὰ δι’ αὐτὸ μὲν οὖν τοῦτο μάλιστα στεφανοῖς, 
ὡς ἀλλότριον ὄντα Ἰουδαϊσμοῦ· 
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evident, John suggests, by Paul’s immediate move to teach in the synagogue.45 In John’s 
retelling, rather than reflecting Paul’s continuing participation in the Jewish way of life, 
the apostle’s teaching in the synagogue demonstrates his bold and unashamed repudiation 
of Judaism, his daring debut as the central verbal adversary against Jews.46 Paul’s 
knowledge of the law and his expertise stemming from his life in Judaism only amplifies 
his adversarial power, John proclaims, as with his inaugural address he “stopped their 
mouths, and suffered them not to speak.”47 Thus, John identifies the synagogue as the 
initial site of Paul’s transformation from apologist to adversary, from patient to physician, 
from student to psychagogue. 
 Paul’s persistent presence in Jewish assemblies throughout Acts, John maintains, 
demonstrates the apostle’s strategic pedagogical effort to manage Jewish hostility, garner 
Jewish acceptance, and thus, more effectively guide Jewish souls out of Judaism.48 
Beginning with the ordination of Paul and Barnabas in Acts 13, for example, John calls 
                                                
45 On Acts hom. 20 (PG 60:159.22): Ὅρα, εὐθέως διδάσκαλος ἦν ἐν ταῖς 
συναγωγαῖς. 
46 John notes in particular that Paul’s arrival as a new verbal adversary is particularly 
powerful because his opponents included those who, having killed Stephen, thought they 
were free of such disputation. On Acts hom. 20 (PG 60:159.38-40). 
47 On Acts hom. 20 (PG 60:159.37-38).  
48 John offers a similar explanation for the apostles more generally. As John follows the 
apostles through the book of Acts, he contends that the apostles’ persistent presence in 
the Temple and synagogues is not a mark of continuity with the Jewish way of life, but 
rather a demonstration of their skilled adaptation to their Jewish hearers. With reference 
to their presence in the Temple, John writes “For the apostles did not for the present 
pluck them away from this object, for fear of injuring them.” On Acts hom. 7 (PG 
60:64.60-61). John more explicitly disassociates the apostles’ attendance in Jewish places 
with their identification as Jews in reference to Peter and John going into the Temple in 
Acts 3:1, asking - “Why now did they go up to the temple? Did they still live as Jews? 
No, but for expediency (χρησίμως) On Acts hom. 8 (PG 60:69.41-42). According to 
John, the apostles go to the temple not because that is one of the normal rhythms of their 
life as Jews, but because it is what is most expedient for their pedagogical aims.   
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attention to the fact that, upon arriving in Cyprus, the apostles preached to the Jews first. 
John reasons that this choice was made in order to prevent the Jews from being “more 
contentious (φιλονεικοτέρους).”49 In other words, John interprets Paul’s choice to 
prioritize the Jews as a strategy to manage their difficult dispositions, not as a mark of 
their importance.50 As Paul and Barnabas continue on to Antioch, where once again they 
go into the synagogue on the Sabbath, John notes, “And here again they entered the 
synagogues, in the form (σχήματι) of the Jews, that they might not be treated as enemies 
(πολεμεῖσθαι), and be driven away.”51 John depicts Jewish hearers as a hostile audience 
who require careful management, with the location of their preaching -- the synagogue -- 
serving as one means for Paul and Barnabas to disguise themselves in the “form of the 
Jews” in order to gain a hearing.  
According to the author of Acts, as Paul’s mission continued, he made several 
declarations that he would no longer preach to the Jews, but rather, will turn to the 
Gentiles instead (Acts 13:46-47; Acts 18:6). Yet, as John points out, Paul again and again 
returned to preach in the synagogue. John interprets the apostle’s persistence in the face 
of repeated rejection as a demonstration of Paul’s laudable dedication as a pedagogue and 
as further evidence of the Jews’ dishonorable hostility as hearers. Paul’s first instance of 
returning to the synagogue after declaring his turn to the Gentiles (Acts 14:1), for 
                                                
49 On Acts hom. 28 (PG 60:210.30-32). Ὁρᾷς πᾶσαν σπουδὴν ποιουμένους αὐτοὺς 
ἐκείνοις καταγγέλλειν τὸν λόγον πρώτοις, ἵνα μὴ φιλονεικοτέρους ἐργάσωνται;  
50 Elsewhere John shows explicit concern that Paul’s preaching in the synagogue is 
perilously suggestive that he prioritizes the Jews above the Gentiles-  “How was it, you 
will ask, that he entered in the first place into the synagogues, as if this were his leading 
object?” On Acts hom. 37 (PG 60:264.29-30). 
51 On Acts hom. 28 (PG 60:210.42-44).  
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example, serves for the bishop as a demonstration of Paul’s courageous bold speech and 
dogged pedagogical pursuit of Jews despite their fervent efforts to drive him away.52 John 
depicts Paul’s return to the synagogue in Acts 17:1-3 as a further example of his 
tenacious pursuit of Jewish students: “Although he had said, ‘We turn to the Gentiles’ 
(Acts 13:46), he did not leave these men alone: such was the longing affection he had 
towards them.”53 John further emphasizes Paul’s purported tenderness by quoting the 
apostle’s own words in Romans, where he declares, “brethren, my heart’s desire and 
prayer to God for Israel is, that they might be saved” (Rom 10.1), and “I wished myself 
accursed from Christ as for my brethren” (9.3).  Since such statements appear to offer 
positive affirmations of Paul’s affections for the Jews,54 John reminds his audience that 
Paul immediately qualifies his initial tenderness; this approach is merely provisional, 
“because of God’s promise and the glory…that [the gospel] might not be a cause of 
offence to the Gentiles.”55 Furthermore, in his recapitulation of this verse, John contends 
that Paul went above and beyond his call by pursuing Jews when the Gentiles were his 
                                                
52 John had earlier argued that Paul’s and Barnabas’ decision to leave the Jews had not 
been made lightly, but had been forced upon them “because they were driven away by 
them [the Jews].”On Acts hom. 30 (PG 60:222.23-24). John then celebrates that such 
rejection from the Jews does not limit the disciples’ preaching; indeed, rather than 
hurting, it helped increase their boldness. On Acts hom. 30 (PG 60:222.24-25; PG 
60:221.33-34; PG 60:222.26-27). Thus, when John notes that Paul and the disciples enter 
synagogues after declaring they are going to the Gentiles, John emphasizes their courage 
and commitment in the face of continuing Jewish hostility, declaring, “see how far they 
were from becoming more timid (δειλότεροι)!” On Acts hom. 30 (PG 60:222.33). 
53 On Acts hom. 37 (PG 60:263.3-4). οὐκ ἠφίει τούτους· πολὺν γὰρ πρὸς αὐτοὺς εἶχε 
πόθον. 
54 Notably, John does not treat these statements as affectionately in his homilies on 
Romans, as his preaching on Romans 9-11 is considered among his most severe rhetoric 
against Jews and Judaism. Both Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation will return to John’s 
interpretations of these important chapters. 
55 On Acts hom. 37 (PG 60:263.8-10). 
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primary concern,56 noting that this secondary preaching further serves his priority of 
preaching to the Gentiles.57 Thus, even as John describes Paul’s tenacious return to the 
synagogue, he undermines the strength of the affection this return seems to imply, 
suggesting that Paul’s actions served merely as a prelude to Paul’s true priority, 
effectively preaching to the Gentiles. 
 John’s portrait of Paul’s persistence – and therefore also of Jewish intransigence- 
is tested in Acts 18:6, where the Apostle responds to the “abusive” opposition of the Jews 
with a more aggressive statement concerning his audience, “Your blood be on your own 
heads! I am innocent of it. From now on I will go to the Gentiles.” John addresses this 
apparent challenge to his own portrait of Paul by arguing that these strong words serve as 
a strategic means of rousing (διεγεῖραι) Jewish attention and do not imply that Paul 
neglected Jews in any way.58 According to John, terrifying Jews in both word and action 
was necessary for their psychic growth, as Paul well knew. Far from evincing neglect, 
then, Paul’s severity only further demonstrates his strategic efforts to maintain their 
attention despite their rejection of his words and his work. Paul even chose a home 
neighboring the local Roman synagogue as his subsequent preaching setting, John 
                                                
56 “The greater part of his work indeed was with the Gentiles. Still, he did not neglect 
(ἠμέλησεν) the Jews either, that they might not seem to be severed from them (ἵνα μὴ 
δόξωσι διεσχίσθαι).” On Acts hom. 37 (PG 60:264. 26-28). This point arises as John 
addresses the seeming inconsistency between Paul’s devotion and continuing preaching 
to the Jews and his declaration in Galatians 2:9 that other apostles are responsible for the 
circumcised and his mission is for the Gentiles. It is evident that John is disturbed by 
Paul’s persistent attention to an audience that is not stated to be his own. John argues that 
this is simply further evidence of how Paul always goes above and beyond his obligations 
On Acts hom. 37 (PG 60:264.19). 
57 On Acts hom. 37 (PG 60:264.29-32). 
58 On Acts hom. 39 (PG 60:276.37-39, 49-51). 
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contends, because its proximity to the Jews meant that he could continue to minister to 
them, if not in their synagogues, then through the process of making them jealous.59 As 
John summarizes: Paul “withdrew, by this expecting to draw them more.”60 Paul’s 
continued attendance in Jewish assemblies is for John evidence of Paul’s persistent 
pedagogical effort to guide Jewish souls out of Judaism, a goal that, in John’s estimation, 
also explains Paul’s continued observance of Jewish law. 
2.2.2 Paul’s participation in the practices of Jewish Law 
In his portrait of Paul as a model Christian teacher, John describes Paul as having used 
“every effort” to abolish the practices of the law.61 John explains that Paul preached so 
adamantly against circumcision in Galatians, for example, because even minimal 
participation in the law can subvert the entire Gospel (“this slight error, if not corrected, 
will have power to lead you into complete Judaism”).62 Yet, John encounters in Paul not 
only a fellow preacher warning against law observance, but also the Paul of Acts who 
himself enacts various practices of the law. For John, this tension is most glaring with 
respect to Paul’s circumcision of Timothy in Acts 16:3.63 When Paul denies that he 
preaches circumcision (Galatians 5:11), for example, John brings forth the circumcision 
                                                
59 On Acts hom. 39 (PG 60:276.51-277.1).   
60 On Acts hom. 39 (PG 60:278.4).  
61Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:623.42-45).  
62 Commentary on Galatians 5 (PG 61:666.58-667.2).  
63 Paul’s circumcision of Timothy in Acts 16:3 was received as one of the most difficult 
for patristic authors to reconcile as it appears to contradict the apostle’s teachings that 
Gentile converts should not be circumcised. For discussion and bibliography on the 
broader reception of this scene, see Margaret M. Mitchell, “Pauline Accommodation and 
‘Condescension’(συγκατάβασις): 1 Cor 9:19-23 and the History of Influence” in Paul 
Beyond the Judaism-Hellenism Divide (ed. Troels Engberg-Pederson; Louisville: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 2001), 197-214.   
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of Timothy as an imagined counter to Paul’s claim: “What then? Did he not preach 
circumcision?  Did he not circumcise Timothy? Truly he did. How then can he say, “ I 
preach it not?”64  John argues that Paul’s preaching against circumcision should neither 
be equated with nor undermined by his performance of circumcising. In fact, in his fuller 
defense of Paul’s circumcision of Timothy both in a homily on Acts 16:3 and in On the 
Beginning of Acts,65 John claims that Paul’s seemingly contradictory circumcising 
actually achieves the goal of his preaching against circumcision. As he writes in On the 
Beginning of Acts,  
The same Paul, therefore, who said “If you are circumcised Christ will profit you 
nothing” is also seen circumcising Timothy…Why are you doing this O blessed 
Paul?  You abolish circumcision by your words but confirm it through your 
deeds? “I do not confirm it,” he says, “rather, I abolish (ἀναιρῶ) it through my 
deeds.”66  
 
John goes on to explain that Paul’s “deeds,” including the act of circumcising Timothy, 
are adaptive pedagogical strategies that are necessarily deceptive.  
                                                
64 John similarly calls attention to the tension in his 34th homily on Acts: “He that has 
had so many battles about circumcision, he that moved all things to this end, and did not 
give over until he had carried his point, now that the decree is made sure, circumcises the 
disciples” On Acts hom. 34 (PG 60:247.43-47). 
65 Concerning the homilies entitled In Principium Actorum, or On the Beginning of Acts, I 
use the translation provided by Michael Compton in his 1996 dissertation. Michael Bruce 
Compton, Introducing the Acts of the Apostles: A study of John Chrysostom's “On the 
Beginning of Acts,” Unpublished PhD dissertation, University of Virginia, 1996, 
Appendix Three. 
66 In Principium Actorum hom. 4.4 (PG 51:102.22-24). See also, In Principium Actorum 
hom. 4.4 (PG 51:102.36-39): “This is also why he circumcised Timothy: so that he might 
abolish circumcision he therefore made use of circumcision in order to destroy 
circumcision.” Since, then, Paul was about to send Timothy out among the Jews as a 
teacher, he did not wish to send someone who was uncircumcised, lest from the 
beginning he immediately shut the doors with the word. Preparing beforehand, therefore, 
for the abolition of circumcision, and opening a way for the teaching of Timothy, he 
circumcised him, so that he might abolish circumcision.  
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Like any trained rhetor, John considers the ability of a speaker to diagnose and 
adapt to the weaknesses of his students to be a vital pedagogical skill.67 Lauding Paul as 
the prime apostolic exemplar of rhetorical adaptation (sunkatabasis), John views this 
strategy as a key to Paul’s approach to the Jews.68 John finds evidence of Paul’s 
adaptability in the apostle’s own words, "To the Jews I became like a Jew, to win the 
Jews. To those under the law I became like one under the law (though I myself am not 
under the law), so as to win those under the law" (1 Cor 9:19-23). In John’s exegesis of 
this verse, he links Paul’s profession of adaptability directly to his observance of the 
Jewish law in Acts. When Paul is in Judea, John contends, he appears as a Jew in order to 
adapt himself to the weakness of Jewish listeners.69 Such an appearance, John is anxious 
to emphasize, must be understood as distinct from, secondary to, and unlike his more 
essential identity: 
                                                
67 A more complete discussion of John’s attention to Pauline συγκατάβασις can be 
found in Chapter 1 of this dissertation. 
68 John notes with respect to Paul’s exclamation that he is going to preach to the Gentiles, 
for example, “And he says not merely, ‘others’ but ‘that I might preach Him among the 
Gentiles,’ thus touching beforehand on that great ground of his defense which lay in the 
respective characters of the disciples; for it was necessary to preach differently to the 
Jews and to the heathen.” Καὶ οὐκ εἶπεν ἄλλους ἁπλῶς, ἀλλ’ Ἵναεὐαγγελίζωμαι 
αὐτὸν ἐν τοῖς ἔθνεσιν, ἐντεῦθεν ἤδη προανακρουόμενος οὐ μικρὸν τῆς ἀπολογίας 
κεφάλαιον, ἀπὸ τοῦ τῶν μαθητῶν προσώπου. Οὐ γὰρ ὁμοίως Ἰουδαίοις καὶ τοῖς 
ἔθνεσι κηρύττειν ἀναγκαῖον ἦν. Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:628.31-36). 
69Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:613.16-2). Throughout his commentary on 
Galatians, John acknowledges adaptation as a significant practice for all of the apostles, 
using it to explain why Paul differs from his apostolic peers with respect to the 
maintenance of observances. John contends further that the “deceivers” in Galatia point 
to these differences between apostles, and also within Paul’s own preaching and 
practices, to mislead the simple ones by not acknowledging the use of adaptation. See 
Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:613.21-32). He later contends that the fact that the 
apostles preach “to the Jews in one way and to the Gentiles in another” is an indication 
that they are not vindicating the law, but “adapting to the weaknesses of Judaism.” 
Commentary on Galatians 2 (PG 61:635.27-31). 
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For that he might bring over to this faith those who were truly (ἀληθῶς ) Jews, he 
became such himself not truly, showing himself such only (ἐπιδεικνύμενος 
μόνον), but not such in fact (οὐκ ὢν δὲ), nor doing these things from a mind so 
disposed.70 
 
What Paul “shows himself to be” in order to achieve his psychagogic aims is not a 
sincere reflection of his identity, rather, it is a necessary deception. According to John, 
deception (ἀπάτη) is a vital pedagogical tool and Paul was a master of it. If deceit is used 
with good intentions, John argues elsewhere,71 it should not even be called deceit “but 
good management (οἰκονομίαν) and tact and skill (σοφίαν καὶ τέχνην) enough to find 
many ways through an impasse and to correct the faults of the soul.”72 John compares 
such pedagogical deceit, such “management” (οἰκονομίαν), to the work of medical 
                                                
70 On 1 Corinthians hom. 22 (PG  61.184.11-15). John appeals to Paul’s good intentions 
to defend against the suggestion that this performance of Jewishness is merely a 
hypocritical act, “as a physician rather, as a teacher, as a father, the one to the sick, the 
other to the disciples, the third to the sons, adapts for his correction, not for his hurt; so 
likewise did he.” On 1 Corinthians 22 (PG 61.185.28-36). John’s defense against Pauline 
hypocrisy by turning to his motive reflects a general argument within psychagogy more 
broadly that one was considered a guide of souls rather than a flatterer or hypocrite if he 
have “genuine care for others and be eager to save them.” (Rylaarsdam, The Adaptability 
of Divine Pedagogy, 277).  John frequently appeals to Paul’s motive of being eager for 
the salvation of others in order to defend against such charges. See for example, Mitchell, 
The Heavenly Trumpet, 105.   
71 De sacer 1.6 (SC 272.90.12-15) Defending himself against accusations of deceit, John 
contends that deception is not always harmful, noting ‘If it is not always harmful, if it is 
made bad or good by the intentions of those who use it, stop accusing me of deception.” 
72 De sacer 1.7 (SC 272.98.50-54). He repeats similar language concerning such “good 
management”, οἰκονομίαν, at the beginning of Book 2 (SC 272.100.1-8) Ὅτι μὲν οὖν 
ἔστι καὶ ἐπὶ καλῷ τῇ τῆς ἀπάτης κεχρῆσθαι δυνάμει, μᾶλλον δὲ ὅτι μηδὲ ἀπάτην 
δεῖ τὸ τοιοῦτον καλεῖν, ἀλλ’ οἰκονομίαν τινὰ θαυμαστήν, ἐνῆν μὲν καὶ πλείονα 
λέγειν· ἐπειδὴ δὲ καὶ τὰ εἰρημένα πρὸς ἀπόδειξιν ἱκανὰ γέγονε, φορτικὸν καὶ 
ἐπαχθὲς περιττὸν τῷ λόγῳ προστιθέναι μῆκος. 
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doctors who use infinite tricks to heal the body of their patients. 73 Preachers too must use 
strategic and deceitful remedies to fulfill their good intention to treat psychic ailments.74 
John offers Paul’s visible observances of the law as prime examples of such deceitful 
remedies:  
By this means Paul won over all those thousands of Jews (Acts 21:26). With this 
intention he circumcised Timothy, even though he wrote to the Galatians that 
Christ would not profit those who were circumcised. On this account he became 
subject to the law – he who reckoned the righteousness of the law but loss after 
finding faith in Christ.75 
 
Paul’s troubling enactments of the law seem at odds with his teaching concerning the 
law, John contends, because they are necessarily deceptive; Paul must conceal his 
genuine anti-Judaic mission with a Jewish disguise in order to “manage” weak Jewish 
souls. As John succinctly assures his audience with respect to Paul’s declaration “I 
became a Jew to the Jews” (1 Cor 9:20), “Paul did not say this so that he might become a 
Jew, but so that he might persuade those who remained Jews to be Jews no longer.”76 
                                                
73 John offers a lengthy discussion of a physician’s use of deceit in his practice of 
medicine, beginning “To discover how useful deceit is, not only to the deceivers but to 
the deceived, go to any doctor and inquire how they cure their patients of diseases. You 
will hear them say that they do not rely on their skill alone, but sometimes they resort to 
deceit (τὴν ἀπάτην), and with a tincture of its help they restore the sick man to health.” 
De sacer 1.7 (SC 272 94.6-12). This passage on a physician’s use of deceit continues on 
until SC 96.44. 
74 “Do you see the advantage of deception? If you were to collect all the tricks of doctors, 
the list would stretch interminably. And you will find that it is not only those who heal 
the body who constantly use this remedy, but those who treat the diseases of the soul, 
too.” De sacer 1.7 (SC 272.96.39-44). 
75 De sacer 1.7 (SC 272.96.44-98.49). “Do you see the advantage of deception? IF you 
were to collect all the tricks of doctors, the list would stretch interminably. And you will 
find that it is not only those who heal the body who constantly use this remedy, but those 
who treat the diseases of the soul, too.” De sacer 1.7 (SC 272.96.39-44). 
76 In Principium Actorum hom. 4.4 (PG 51:102.33-36). Διὰ τοῦτό φησιν, Ἐγενόμην 
τοῖς Ἰουδαίοις ὡς Ἰουδαῖος· οὐχ ἵνα Ἰουδαῖος γένηται, τοῦτο εἴρηκεν ὁ Παῦλος, 
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As John interprets Paul’s various Jewish practices in Acts, he works to reveal 
Paul’s deceptive pedagogy lest his congregants mistake the apostle’s “unreal” 
performance as a straightforward reflection of Jewish affiliation. In response to Paul’s 
participation in the shaving of his head and performing of sacrifices in the Temple (Acts 
21), for example, John calls attention to Jerusalem as the context of Paul’s preaching, 
asserting that given his Jewish audience “it was necessary to do this not upon principle, 
but that it was management (οἰκονομία) and adaptability (συγκατάβασις).”77 Similarly, 
John emphasizes that Paul circumcises Timothy not because it suits his own preference, 
but because it was profitable for his hearers.78 John calls attention to Paul’s preaching 
context, contending that the apostle was preparing to preach to Jews who "would not 
endure to hear the word from one uncircumcised."79 Paul thus circumcised Timothy in 
order to mark him as an acceptable speaker so that reluctant Jewish hearers would receive 
                                                                                                                                            
ἀλλ’ ἵνα τοὺς μένοντας Ἰουδαίους πείσῃ μηκέτι εἶναι Ἰουδαίους· 
77 On Acts hom. 46 (PG 60:323.26-28). In his exegesis of Galatians, John contends also 
that Paul’s observance of the law demonstrates his humility, using Paul’s actions in Acts 
21 as a defense against Paul’s apparent arrogance in Gal 1:16-17. He draws attention to 
the fact that the actions were opposed to the teachings in his letters and yet still he 
performed them out of humility: “he submits to his counsel and that counsel contrary to 
this epistle… Accordingly he shaves his head and observed all the Jewish ceremonies; for 
where the gospel was not affected he was the humblest of men, but where by such 
humility he saw any injured, he gave up that undue exercise of it, for that was no longer 
to be humble but to outrage and destroy the disciples.” Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 
61:631.58-632.8). Once again, John contends that Paul always does what is most 
expedient for the transmission of the Gospel - he is willing to submit humbly to his peers 
and to adapt to the weakness of his Jewish hearers through law observance in order to 
fulfill his higher intention to transmit the Gospel effectively. 
78 On Acts hom. 34 (PG 60:247.47-49): “So that in all things he looked to what was 
profitable: he did nothing upon his own preference.”  
79 On Acts hom. 34 (PG 60:247.51-54.)  
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his doctrine warmly and gradually abandon the Jewish way of life.80 This act is 
necessarily deceitful, John contends, because if Paul admitted to his hearers that the “very 
purpose of his circumcision was the abolition of the rite, they would never have listened 
to his preaching, and the whole benefit would have been lost.”81 While Paul’s various 
participations in Judaism seem to undermine his teaching against the law, John argues 
that they are deceptive adaptations that are essential to his pedagogy. 
One challenge to John’s pedagogical defense of Paul’s variable relationship to 
Judaism, however, is Galatians 2:11-14, where the apostle publicly criticizes Peter for his 
own inconsistency regarding law observance. Why would Paul accuse Peter of seemingly 
using the same adaptive pedagogy that he himself employs? According to John, Paul’s 
rebuke of Peter is actually a further example of his use of pedagogical deceit, of an 
οἰκονομία that serves the best interests of his hearers.82 As in the case of his own 
                                                
80 John explicitly notes Paul’s awareness of the possible response of his Jewish hearers as 
the reason for this act of circumcision –“Since therefore he was about to preach, that he 
might not smite the Jews a double blow, he circumcised Timothy.” (PG 60:249.31-32). 
See also, In Principium Actorum hom. 4.4 (PG 51:102.26-33).  
81 Commentary on Galatians 2 (PG 61:636.41-44). See also Commentary on Galatians 2 
(PG 61:636.49-53). John admits that this desired change in their practice “would not have 
happened had they known his reasons from the first; for they would have turned away 
from him, and being turned away would not have given him a hearing, and not hearing, 
would have continued in their former error.” John offers a full discussion of the deceit in 
Paul’s circumcision of Timothy within his commentary on Galatians 2 because he offers 
it as an example for why those who are meant to benefit from an oikonomia must be 
ignorant of it. 
82 John is not the first to interpret Galatians 2:11-14 this way. Early exegetes tended 
toward an apologetic harmonization in two directions; one attempt being to eliminate the 
problem by pretending that Cephas was not in fact Simon Peter, while another argued 
that Peter and Paul staged the event as an educational tool. Clement of Alexandria 
originated the notion that Cephas was not Peter, while Origen was the first to interpret the 
event as didactic. Chrysostom reflects Origen’s interpretation and passes it to all 
subsequent eastern exegetes. It is this interpretation that Jerome accepts and passes along 
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observance of the law in Acts, John contends, Paul must use deceit to treat those Jews in 
Antioch whom Paul discerned have both a “vehement attachment to the law” and low 
esteem of Paul. Thus, unable to correct them effectively through direct rebuke, Paul 
instead pretended to accuse Peter so that through Peter’s bluffed acceptance of the 
censure the Jewish hearers will be impassionately corrected alongside him.83 The apostles 
might appear to be at odds, but in John’s retelling they are both “in” on the ruse, 
harmoniously performing a complex didactic deceit that is necessary for the correction of 
impassioned Jewish hearers.   
Paul’s pedagogical approach to the Jews, John maintains, is a strategic, adaptive 
and deceptive means of gaining Jewish attention and trust so that eventually he might 
succeed at guiding their souls out of Judaism. John compares this type of deceptive 
adaptation to fishermen who do not immediately draw up their nets upon casting a hook, 
but wait until the hook is firmly stuck so that they can be certain of their catch. So too, 
John contends, when the hook of the teaching of the word is cast into Jewish souls, Paul 
persistently and patiently follows the Jews as they stubbornly resist his draw, 
circumcising and sacrificing alongside them until his hook is more firmly set. Only then 
                                                                                                                                            
to the Medieval West in his Commentary on Galatians, written in 386/7. Jerome receives 
a significant challenge from a young priest working on his own commentary on Galatians 
in 394/5, as Augustine of Hippo is dissatisfied enough with Jerome’s commentary to send 
a letter encouraging him to reconsider his interpretation. Augustine’s explanation of Gal 
2:11-14 prevailed and was almost unanimously accepted by the church. For an overview 
of this debate, see Caroline White, The Correspondence between Jerome and Augustine 
of Hippo (New York: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1990).  
83 According to John’s interpretation, if Paul reproved them outright “they would have 
spurned at it with indignation”, whereas “when they saw their teacher silent under rebuke 
they were unable to despise or resist Paul’s sentence.”(PG 61:641.50-642.1) Paul thus 
calls Peter’s actions hypocritical because he is attempting to conceal the true state for the 
purpose of correction (PG 61:641.47-50). 
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he “might be able with all certainty to drag your whole people from their former worship 
and way of life.” 84 Thus, we return to John’s confident declaration of the paradox of 
Paul’s Jewish actions quoted earlier: 
As then when you see him circumcising and sacrificing you do not therefore 
condemn him as Judaizing, but up on this very score have the best reason for 
crowning him as wholly other to Judaism (ὡς ἀλλότριον ὄντα Ἰουδαϊσμοῦ).85 
 
For John, Paul’s visible connections to Judaism are ideal indicators of the apostle’s total 
opposition to Judaism because they are his deceptive means of persuading “those (who) 
remained Jews to be Jews no longer ”; rather than serving as perilous markers of Paul’s 
Judaizing, they mark Paul as an exemplary de-Judaizer.  Throughout his homilies, John 
claims to have the special optical capacity to recognize Paul beneath this deceptive 
pedagogical display of Jewishness, revealing this “genuine” Paul to his own congregants, 
and thus rendering his beloved Apostle safe for imitation as the greatest exemplar of 
orthodox, that is non-Jewish, Christian virtue. 
 
2.3 Conclusions 
Both before and after his encounter with Christ, Paul’s complex relationship to Judaism, 
as depicted especially in Acts, upsets John’s straightfoward aim to demarcate firm 
boundaries between Jews and Christians. John’s psychagogic portraits of Paul, that of an 
ailing Jewish patient and exemplary Christian psychagogue, allow him to acknowledge 
the variability and inconsistency of Paul’s identity and at the same time, to affirm his 
                                                
84 In Principium Actorum hom. 4.4 (PG 51:102.33-36).  
85 On Romans hom.16 (PG 60:549.39-49). 
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more “essential” non-Jewish Christian orthodoxy. Depicting Paul’s roadway encounter 
with Christ as a psychagogic encounter, John constructs Paul’s Jewish soul as frenzied 
with illness, requiring the master physician, Christ, to intervene and guide him to 
complete sanity. Paul’s own zealous will mobilizes this radical transformation out of 
Jewish madness, anchoring Paul’s Jewish soul as a model of psychic transformation for 
all ailing Jews. John’s portrait of Paul as a student of the psychagogic process assumes an 
inherent psychic fluidity; a soul is malleable if only it is willing. Yet, John uses the 
language of disease and healing, of madness and sanity, to locate Jewish and Christian 
souls at opposite and mutually exclusive poles of such psychic transformation; according 
to John, Paul has completely and zealously transformed from an impassioned Jew to a 
philosophic Christian, a conversion that censures all Jews who resist Christ’s guidance. 
In John’s retelling, as Paul’s soul moves out of a state of Jewish frenzy and into 
one of Christian control, he transforms from a student of psychic transformation to a 
model psychagogue who strives to guide his former community out of Judaism. 
According to John, Paul’s troubling ongoing participations in Judaism serve this essential 
pedagogical mission to guide souls to Christ, as Paul enters Jewish places and performs 
Jewish practices in order to disguise himself as a Jew and thus garner Jewish reception 
and effect Jewish correction.86 John’s delineation of didactic deception marshals Paul’s 
                                                
86 The contemporary language of “passing” is often used in depictions of scenarios where 
an attempt is made to disguise a presumed “natural” identity in order to be recognized as 
something that one is “not”. The language of “passing” has been applied to depict the 
attempted disguises of a diverse range of elements of an individual’s presumed 
“essential” identity, including race, class, ethnicity, sexuality and gender and has since 
been brought to bear fruitfully on the realm of early Christian history by the work of 
Andrew Jacobs, Christ circumcised: A study in early Christian history and difference, 
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troubling variabilities and inconsistencies in support of his essential identity as a non-
Jewish Christian psychagogue.87 John claims to have special optical capacity to recognize 
and reveal this “essential self” concealed behind Paul’s Jewish display, 88 an imperative 
task given that his emphasis on deception challenges the connection between Paul’s 
exterior surface and interior essence, violating the fundamental tenets of imitation and 
challenging Paul’s role as an orthodox exemplar.89 John must unveil Paul’s ruse for his 
own hearers, lest they perilously imitate the “wrong” Paul, the Jewish Paul. As he offers 
                                                                                                                                            
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012), 180. In this case, John’s 
classification of Paul’s deceptive pedagogy could also be identified as Paul’s “pass” as a 
Jew. 
87 Even as John’s emphasis on deceptive adaptation evokes the variable and fictitious 
nature of identity, it paradoxically affirms the notion of Paul’s essential interior. Scholars 
on “passing” note how a “pass” both “necessitates and undermines the imposition of 
stable, mutually exclusive categories as the ability to ‘pass’ from one identity into another 
challenges the connection between one’s exterior surface and interior essence and at the 
very same time that interior essence is “paradoxically affirmed.” Jacobs, Christ 
circumcised, 180. Valerie Rohy concurs, “passing insists on the ‘truth’ of racial 
identity…framing its resistance to essentialism in the very rhetoric of essence and origin. 
Passing creates a situation in which the building blocks of identity are revealed to be a 
fantasy, constantly under invention but still powerful and even real in their way.” See 
Valerie Rohy, “Displacing Desire: Passing, Nostalgia, and Giovanni’s room” in Passing 
and the Fictions of Identity (ed. Elaine K. Ginsberg, Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 1996), 218-233. In the same collection, Elaine Ginsberg’s introduction 
affirms this point as well. Elaine K. Ginsberg, “Introduction: The Politics of Passing” in 
Passing and the Fictions of Identity (ed. Elaine K. Ginsberg, Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 1996), 1-18. 
88 Amy Robinson depicts three participants as appearing in most discursive accounts of 
passings – the passer, the dupe, and a representative of the “in-group”, which is someone 
representing the passer’s presumed “natural” identity. According to Robinson’s 
depiction, the in-group individual is usually depicted as having an “intuitive apparatus of 
recognition” as he is able to recognize the passer’s “true” identity because he recognizes 
the “codes of deception” in the pass. Robinson names this figure the “in-group 
clairvoyant”. Amy Robinson, “It Takes One to Know One: Passing and Communities of 
Common Interest,” Critical Inquiry 20.4 (1994), 721-722. 
89 Robinson keenly observes -“the pass violates the fundamental tenets of mimesis of 
insisting on the untruth of the relation between inside and outside.” Robinson, “It Takes 
One to Know One,” 728. 
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such insider revelations, John delineates Paul’s Jewish hearers as the blatant outsiders, for 
Paul’s successful pedagogy is premised on Jewish ignorance; unlike John and his own 
congregants, Jews are not privy to Paul’s true mission to abolish the Jewish way of life.90 
As John depicts Paul both as a diseased Jewish soul in need of Christ’s intervention and 
as a Christian psychagogue who deceptively guides Jewish souls out of Judaism, he 
mobilizes Paul’s troubling variability to support his own rigid correction of Jewish 
alterity and affirmation of non-Jewish Christian orthodoxy. 
                                                
90 As Robinson notes, the “in-group clairvoyant,” John in our case, is “literally 
constructing the duped as other by virtue of his or her lack of access to a subject’s 
prepassing identity.” Robinson, “It Takes One to Know One,” 720.  
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CHAPTER 3.  
Paul’s “gentle” condemnation of Jewish souls 
 
In chapter two, we explored the way that John identified Paul’s variable 
appearance and actions as a didactic deceit designed to adapt to the weaknesses of Jews 
and to guide them away from Judaism. In this chapter, we turn to John’s classification of 
another adaptive strategy of variability: Paul’s mixed use of harsh and gentle exhortation. 
The tone of a speaker’s exhortation reflected both on the speaker’s character and on his 
skill in adapting appropriately to the various needs of his pupils. Both John’s frequent 
identification of Paul’s use of mixed exhortation and his praise of Paul’s gentleness can 
be understood in this context. Moreover, John’s depiction of Paul as a gentle orator 
significantly informs his broader exegesis of Paul’s rhetoric concerning Jews and 
Judaism. John classifies Paul’s most amiable teachings concerning law observance and 
Jewish kinship and honor as gentle exhortation strategically applied to guide contentious 
Jewish souls. John thus appropriates even the most moderate elements of Paul’s writing 
on Judaism in order to construct the apostle as thoroughly anti-Judaic. 
 
3.1 Severe and gentle modes of exhortation  
3.1.1 Frank speech and the correction of souls 
At the center of longstanding discussions among ancient moralists, orators and 
philosophers concerning the appropriate tone of correction were distinctions between the 
frank speech (παῤῥησία) of a friend and philosopher and the ineffective speech of a 
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flatterer or abusive reviler. In an ancient Athenian context, παῤῥησία (frank or bold 
speech) was a political term referring to the speech of a free-born man, but eventually, 
the term came more generally to refer to “the correction of faults among friends in the 
improvement of character.”1 Thinkers as diverse as Plato, Plutarch, and Philodemus 
described frank speech as the well-intentioned effort to correct the error of a friend and 
thus to contribute to the guidance of his soul.2 Ancient writers thus elevated παῤῥησία as 
a defining quality of true friendship,3 and Hellenistic philosophical schools employed 
such frank speech as a vital therapeutic practice.4 In Christian contexts, the role of frank 
speech in psychagogic efforts stretched to include divine correction, as in Clement of 
Alexandria’s “The Pedagogue,” where he discusses the role of divine παῤῥησία in the 
healing of souls.5 
                                                
1 Clarence E. Glad, Paul and Philodemus: Adaptability in Epicurean and Early Christian 
Psychagogy (Supplements to Novum Testamentum; Leiden; New York: E.J. Brill, 1995), 
106.  
2 Glad, Paul and Philodemus, 108-9. Frank speech was a significant topic for many 
ancient writers, including Isocrates (436-338 BCE), Aristotle (384-322 BCE), Cicero 
(106 BC-43BCE), Seneca (4BC-65CE), Maximus of Tyre (late 2nd century CE), 
Themistius (~390CE). Konstan notes that discussions of the value of frankness beome 
especially prominent in the Hellenistic and Roman period. Konstan, David Konstan, 
Friendship in the Classical World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 15. 
3 For a discussion of how παῤῥησία figures prominently in ancient concepts of 
friendship, see David Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World, especially pps 103-
105, 112-113, 141-142. Also the essays in John T. Fitzgerald, ed., Friendship, Flattery, 
and Frankness of Speech: Studies on Friendship in the New Testament World (Atlanta, 
GA: Leiden, 1996). 
4 Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World, 112-113, 151. 
5 Glad, Paul and Philodemus, 106. For work on παῤῥησία in earlier Christian texts 
(Pauline epistles, Acts Hebrews and Johannine corpus), see Fitzgerald, Friendship, 
Flattery, and Frankness of Speech, 163-254. 
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Frequently contrasted with frank speech was the speech of the so-called flatterer.6 
While frank counselors were compared to physicians, with their aim of healing, 
sometimes with distasteful medicine, flatterers were often compared to cooks, with their 
desire only to please the palate.7 Moralists claimed that while flatterers aimed to please 
only for their own personal advantage, the true friend and frank philosopher used pain in 
addition to pleasure in order to affect correction for the benefit of the hearer.8 In his work 
How to tell a flatterer from a friend, Plutarch urges suspicion towards someone whose 
speech is “unmixed and without a sting.”9  While flatterers are recognized by their 
constant use of praise, the frank speaker mixes such gentle praise with the use of harsher 
blame in order to lay bare the pupil’s shortcomings and lead them to correction. The use 
of “beneficial harshness” was thus a significant marker identifying a frank philosopher.10 
Just as a physician was sometimes required to use severe medicines in order to heal a 
                                                
6 Paul contrasts flattery and frank speech as early as 1 Thess 2:2, 5. See a discussion in 
Glad, Paul and Philodemus,16. Konstan explores “the triad of friendship, flattery and 
frankness of speech,” drawing especially on 1-2nd century treatises framed explicitly on 
the topic, such as Plutarch’s How to tell a flatterer from a friend and Maximus of Tyre’s 
By what means one may separate a flatterer from a friend. Konstan, Friendship in the 
Classical World, 98-113. 
7  Glad, Paul and Philodemus, 7; Konstan, Friendship in the Classsical World, 100. 
Konstan distinguishes between so-called parisites who were a stock type in comedies 
with upper class flatterers, who were a genuine menance because they so closely 
resembled a true friend (98, 135). For more on the parasite “type,” see Cynthia Damon, 
The Mask of the Parasite: A Pathology of Roman Patronage (Anne Arbor, MI: 
University of Michigan Press, 1996).  
8  Glad, Paul and Philodemus, 23-24. 
9 Plutarch, How to tell a flatterer from a friend, 55SDE. Cited in Glad, Paul and 
Philodemus, 34. 
10 Ibid., 69, 87. 112  
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patient,11 so too, a teacher sometimes needed to use severe speech in order to correct a 
pupil.12  
 Yet, while saving a speaker from the polemical classification of “flatterer,” the 
use of beneficial harshness carried its own set of potential risks. In the early Empire, 
contrasting poles of harshness and gentleness were often used to contrast undesirable and 
desirable modes of power and social relations; good leaders were depicted as those who 
used severity sparingly, whereas the bad were depicted as harsh and savage.13 Gentleness 
was considered one of the hallmarks of a man of paideia,14 a man trained in virtue and 
capable of civic leadership. Harshness, on the other hand, was readily associated with 
anger or wrath, despised emotions exhibiting the soul’s lack of control.15 Given such 
associations, gentleness was frequently used to characterize and laud a “true” 
                                                
11 Plutarch offers a therapeutic metaphor to illumine the frank speaker’s task in using 
speech both gentle and harsh: “Like a physician, who, if it be for the good of the patient, 
administers saffron or spikenard, and indeed often times prescribes a grateful bath or 
generous diet, but there are cases where he lets all these go and drops in a dose of 
castor… or he compounds some hellebore and makes a man drink it down… endeavoring 
through either course to bring his patient to one state – that which is for his good.” 
Plutarch, How to tell a flatterer from a friend, 55AB. Cited in Glad, Paul and 
Philodemus, 34. 
12 In addition to the medicinal metaphor, metaphors of fathers and mothers and nurses 
were also commonly employed with respect to beneficial harshness. Ibid., 37.   
13 Ibid., 90. See also, Knust, Abandoned to Lust, 22-25. 
14 Petit, Libanius, 259. Glad, Paul and Philodemus, 45. 
15 While classical thinkers long considered anger a weighty passion that required control, 
there was a gradual development towards a more extreme denouncement of anger as a 
sickness that must be thoroughly abolished. By Chrysostom’s time, anger was typically 
depicted as the most hated vice. William V. Harris, Restraining Rage: The Ideology of 
Anger Control in Classical Antiquity (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001), 88-
126. See also David Konstan, The Emotions of the Ancient Greeks: Studies in Aristotle 
and Classical Literature (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2006), 41-76; Brown, 
Power and Persuasion, 51-55.  
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philosopher.16 Furthermore, the association between harsh speech and anger led to 
excessive harshness being perceived as potentially destructive to pupils. As Seneca 
reflects, “For what physician will show anger toward a patient?”17 Philodemus’ work on 
the same theme similarly identifies a teacher’s anger as a hindrance to his students’ 
progress, as it prevents them from being able to withstand criticism, and thus derails their 
moral progress.18 
The potentially destructive effect of harsh speech, especially when delivered in 
anger, is particularly perilous for hearers insecure in their psychic progress. It was thus 
the speaker’s task not only to administer frank criticism without wrath, but also with the 
appropriate degree of severity for the particular dispositions of the hearers he aimed to 
profit.19 Philosophers debated how to temper frank speech in order to avoid abuse, while 
a widespread gnomic statement clarified the difference between corrective admonition 
and abusive reviling: 
There is the greatest difference between admonition and reproach. For the former 
is gentle and amicable, the latter hard and outrageous; the former corrects those 
who err, the latter merely reproves them.20 
 
To appropriately administer harsh admonition, according to this pedagogy, one must 
display the amicable goal of correction and with a mild disposition. The speaker’s 
                                                
16 See Abraham Malherbe, Paul and the Popular Philosophers (Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press,1989), 42. 
17 Glad, Paul and Philodemus, 77. 
18 Ibid.,140-141. 
19 Philodemus, for example, notes that only “the sage will know how to be forthright in a 
way that is attuned to the individual nature of the student and is therefore neither too 
harsh nor too indulgent.” Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World, 112.  
20 Malherbe, Paul and the Popular Philosophers, 42. 
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exhortative task thus involved him in a careful balancing act. If he only praised, the 
charge of flattery could easily follow, and the speaker risked being accused of offering 
hollow pleasures for the hearer in order to benefit his own position. Yet, too much harsh 
rhetoric could lead to the speaker being labeled irascible and destructive rather than 
corrective in his rhetorical approach.21 A praiseworthy teacher in this mold uses frank 
speech that is appropriately balanced, skillfully mixing both praise and blame to meet the 
diverse needs of his various hearers and administering them both with good will and 
gentleness.22 Such longstanding discussions on the appropriate manner of correction are 
reflected throughout John’s homilies: the bishop frequently commends Paul for his use of 
a frank speech that is properly corrective, carefully mixing harsh and gentle medicines. 
 
3.1.2  John’s identification of Paul’s use of the mixed method  
Like most moralists, John understood harsh elements of frank speech to be necessary in 
the appropriate context, and he defends Paul’s severe rhetoric as just such a corrective 
remedy. This is especially apparent in his analysis of Galatians, an epistle he 
                                                
21Isocrates reflected on the fact that harsh speech made it difficult to discern between 
properly corrective philosophers and abusive revilers, noting “those who admonish and 
those who denounce cannot avoid using similar words, although their purposes are as 
opposite as they can be.” Glad, Paul and Philodemus, 318 n. 248. For more on Isocrates’ 
brief letter of recommendation, in which he praises his disciple Diodotus for using frank 
speech that is neither too harsh nor too flattering, see Konstan, “Friendship in the 
Classical World,” 93.  
22 Glad notes that Philodemus is the only known author to have used the term “mixed 
method” to depict the mixed use of harsh and gentle exhortation, but he documents it’s 
significance as an effective means of exhortation in Dio Chrysostom, Clement of 
Alexandria, Sextus Empiricus, Plutarch, Quintilian, Maximus of Tyre, Cicero, and 
Seneca. Ibid., 71.  
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characterizes as “vehement.”23 John defends the apostle’s tone by pointing out that 
severity (σφοδρότητος) rather than mildness (ἐπιεικείας) is sometimes necessary for a 
teacher.24 He offers Jesus’ teaching as an authoritative example of such severe speech, 
citing Paul’s own varied use of harsh and gentle tones as the apostle’s careful imitation of 
Christ’s therapeutic pedagogy: 
Thus taught, and walking in the steps of his Master, Paul has varied (ἐποίκιλε) his 
discourse, according to the need of his disciples, at one time using knife and 
cautery, at another, applying gentle remedies (προσηνῆ φάρμακα).25 
 
Throughout his homilies, John offers examples of a divine pedagogy that exemplifies this 
technique, pointing to scriptures that attest to God offering comfort in one instance and 
threats of judgment in another.26 John similarly recalls Jesus’ pedagogical efforts,27 noting 
that while offering harsh criticism toward his Jewish hearers, he also gently showed them 
                                                
23 The very first sentence of John’s commentary on Galatians makes note of Paul’s 
vehemence -“The exordium is full of a vehement and lofty spirit (Πολλοῦ τὸ προοίμιον 
γέμει θυμοῦ καὶ μεγάλου φρονήματος), and not the exordium only, but also, so to 
speak, the whole Epistle.” Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:611.13-15) “That this 
epistle is full of such anger (θυμοῦ) is obvious to every one even on the first reading; but 
I must explain the cause of his provocation against the disciples. Slight and unimportant 
it could not be, or he would not have used such vehemence.” Commentary on Galatians 1 
(PG 61:612.19-24).  
24 Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:611.15-18): “For always to address one’s disciples 
with mildness (ἐπιεικείας), even when they need severity (σφοδρότητος) is not the part 
of a teacher but it would be the part of a corrupter (λυμεῶνος) and enemy (πολεμίου).”  
25 Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:612.8-11). Also, a few sentences earlier in the 
homily, “Wherefore our Lord too, though he generally spoke gently (προσηνῶς) to His 
disciples, here and there uses sterner (αὐστηρότερον) language, and at one time 
pronounces a blessing, at another a rebuke.” (PG 61:611.18-21). 
26 Rylaarsdam points to examples in John’s exegesis of Genesis, In Gen. 45.15 (PG 
54:418), and concerning the prophets, for example Is.3.6 (SC 304.176). Rylaarsdam, The 
Adaptability of Divine Pedagogy, 112.  
27 John contends that Christ adapted to Jewish leaders who were suspicious of his claim 
of divine identity in the Gospel of John by both “instilling fear and announcing a 
reward.” In John.39 (PG 59:221-222). As cited in Rylaarsdam, The Adaptability of 
Divine Pedagogy, 215, n.127. 
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hope of eternal life: “Christ was attempting to persuade them by numerous words which 
were at once goading and indulgent.”28 
According to John, Paul’s imitation of the divine use of both severity and 
gentleness explains differences in the apostle’s tone between his letters, approaching the 
Corinthians with a gentle tone, for example, whereas he is severe in his address to the 
Galatians.29 Yet even within Paul’s more severe letters, John emphasizes the apostle’s 
careful balancing of such harsh speech with gentle words.30 John frequently presents 
Paul’s use of gentle speech as a soothing balm following a strong rebuke (“Paul has given 
a deep wound, and stricken them down, he again relaxes his treatment, like a wise 
physician, who applies soothing medicines (φάρμακα προσηνῆ)).31 Elsewhere, John 
notes how gentle exhortation precedes and prepares the hearers to receive a stronger 
rebuke: 
Observe the discretion (σύνεσιν) of Paul, how after encouraging by the gentler 
things, he turns his discourse to the more fearful… Paul thus varies his discourse, 
yet not in any way, but he sets first the good things, and after the evil…32 
                                                
28 In John. 45 (PG 59:251). As cited in Rylaarsdam, The Adaptbility of Divine Pedagogy, 
215, ft.127. 
29 Commentary on Galatians 1; PG 61.612.12-17. To the Corinthians he says, “What do 
you wish? Shall I come unto you a rod, or in love, and a spirit of gentleness 
(πραότητος)?” (1 Cor 4:21) but to the Galatians, “O foolish Galatians.”And not once 
only, but a second time also he employed this reproof, and towards the conclusion he 
says with a reproachful allusion to them, “let no one trouble me” (Gal 6:17). 
30 Commentary on Galatians 1; PG 61.612.17-19. Following his observation of Paul’s 
frequent reproofs to the Galatians, for example, John notes how “[the apostle] soothes 
them again with the words.” Καὶ θεραπεύει δὲ πάλιν, ὡς ὅταν λέγῃ... 
31 On Romans hom. 23; PG 60.616.30-33. See also, On Romans hom. 29; PG 60.653.63-
654.32. “Observe the lowly-mindedness of Paul, observe his wisdom, how he gave a 
deep cut (βαθεῖαν ἔδωκε τὴν τομὴν) in the former part, and then when he had 
succeeded in what he wished, how he uses much therapy next. (καὶ ἐπειδὴ κατώρθωσεν 
ὅπερ ἐβούλετο, πολλῇ κέχρηται τῇ θεραπείᾳ πάλιν).  
32 On Romans hom. 3; PG 60.411.5-19.  
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Innumerable examples could be cited to demonstrate John’s identification of Paul’s 
varied speech throughout the epistles,33 for, as he aptly summarizes in his 29th homily on 
Romans, “This in particular is a teacher’s duty, to give his address that variety 
(διαποικίλλειν) which is profitable (ὠφέλειαν) to the hearers.”34 
 
3.2 Gentle speech and the speaker’s soul  
3.2.1 John on the passion of wrath and the virtue of gentleness 
While John frequently affirms Paul’s use of both harsh and gentle tones, he foregrounds 
Paul’s gentle speech.35 It is evident that John, like many of his contemporaries, associated 
harsh speech with wrath and the perilous outpouring of an impassioned soul.36  In John’s 
exhortations in his homilies on Acts, he frequently offers contrasting depictions of a 
passionate soul and a controlled soul, with the former characterized by wrath and the 
                                                
33 “But there he frames his speech with more of sharpness, here with more of gentleness.” 
On Romans hom. 6 (PG 60:433.32-33). 
34 On Romans hom. 29 (PG 60: 654.61-63). 
35 John’s identification of Paul’s adaptations sometimes refers to this mixed method of 
exhortation broadly, thus including both harsh and gentle tones, but he often discusses 
rebuke as the opposite of adaptation. In such cases, adaptation is presented as the non-
offensive, gentle rhetoric that adapts to the hearer’s weakness and makes correction more 
readily acceptable. Rylaarsdam, The Adaptability of Divine Pedagogy, 279.  
36 John’s frequent preaching on wrath reflects the typical denouncement of anger found in 
the works of classical contemporaries like Libanius, as well as Chrisitan contemporaries. 
See Harris, Restraining Rage, 125-127, 397. In John’s homilies on Acts, John directly 
acknowledges that he frequently preaches on the topic of anger, noting “Yesterday also 
we discoursed about anger, but there is no reason why we should not today also; 
perchance a second exhortation coming directly after the first will effect somewhat. For 
indeed a medicine though of virtue to heal a wound, unless it be constantly renewed, 
mars all.” On Acts hom. 32 (PG 236:60-237.1).  
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latter with wrath’s opposite - gentleness.37 In the realm of the wild passions, John 
contends, there is “nothing worse than unseasonable wrath (ἀκαίρου θυμοῦ),” it is a 
“savage beast” that causes extreme suffering to the body, and more importantly, to the 
soul.38 When someone speaks with wrath, John contends, he thus reveals his soul’s 
condition as entirely disordered, whereas when someone responds to a wrathful display 
with gentle speech, he displays his soul’s condition as exemplary.39  Discussing a 
hypothetical exchange between an abusive speaker and his opponent, for example, John 
states: 
                                                
37 See especially John’s use of outdoor imagery to offer a lengthy comparison of such 
souls in On Acts hom. 6 (PG 60:60.61-61.50). A small excerpt - “For to what sort do you 
take the passionate man to belong, and to what the forbearing (τὸν ἀνεξίκακον) and 
gentle (πρᾶον)? Does not the soul of the one seem to be in a kind of solitary retreat, 
enjoying exceeding quiet while that of the other is like a market-place and tumult and the 
midst of cities…where great is the clamor…” (PG 60:60.61-67) John again uses images 
of nature to compare these two types of souls later in the homily – “For as a bright sunny 
day and winter with all its gloom, so are the soul of the angry (τοῦ ὀργιζομένου) and 
that of the gentle (ἐπιεικοῦς).” (PG 60:62.16-19). In his conclusion to this homily he 
summarizes that he has been addressing gentleness (ἐπιεικείας) and wrath (θυμοῦ) as 
opposed conditions (PG 60:62.50-54). 
38On Acts hom. 6 (PG 60:62.26-29, 41-42, 49-50). The very classification of anger as a 
passion offers a lesson on the suffering it inflicts, for John contends that anger is “not a 
doing, but a suffering … therefore indeed thay are called passions/sufferings (πάθη) of 
the souls, yea wounds (τραύματα), and bruises (ὠτειλαί).  For it is indeed a suffering 
(πάθος), and worse than suffering (καὶ πάθους χαλεπώτερον).” On Acts hom.15 (PG 
60:124.52– 56). 
39 See especially John’s 15th homily on Acts. “Do you mark that not he who is abused is 
the sufferer, but he that abuses, as I said above? (PG.60:125.2-3)… “To be abusive is 
womanly (γυναικῶδες); it is a disease (νόσος) of the soul, an inferiority (ἐλάττωμά) 
…but if, having been abused, you bear it, great is the proof of your strength.” (PG 
60:126.27-29, 31-33)… “You may beat him, you may rend his coat to rags, but it is you 
that sustain the greater damage: for to him the blow is on the body and the garment, but 
to you on the soul. It is your own soul that you have cut open; it is there that you have 
inflicted a wound, you have flung your own charioteer from his horses, have got him 
dragging along the ground on his back” (PG 60:126.45-50). 
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For which person, I ask, is worthy of approval, the person who is excited, who is 
tossed at sea, who is savage like a wild beast, who orders themselves against our 
common nature, or the person who lives in a state of calm, in a harbor of refuge 
and in great philosophia? Is not the one like an angel, the other not even like a 
human?40 
 
John lowers the wrathful speaker to the level of beasts and exalts the gentle speaker to the 
status of angels.41 Elsewhere, John attributes abusive speech to the work of the devil and 
gentle speech to the power of the divine.42 John thus frequently exhorts his congregants to 
rid themselves of the demon of wrath,43 instructing them to display gentleness both when 
administering and responding to rebuke. For if they aim to correct another, John 
                                                
40On Acts hom.39 (PG 60:279.50-54). Also, “The person who speaks abusively does not 
act according to the nature of a human at all, for since it is not according to nature to be 
causelessly abusive, but against nature: he speaks nothing then like a human, but as part 
beast, part madman.” On Acts hom.31 (PG 60:233.12-15). See also his 22nd homily on 
Romans. John notes that by responding to abuse with gentleness, the speaker reveals his 
philosophic identity versus the passionate identity of the abusive speaker. “When 
therefore you deprive him of that he desires most, you bereave him of everything, by 
holding him thus cheap and showing him to be easy to be despised and a child rather than 
a human; and you indeed have gained the reputation of a philosopher, and you invest him 
with the character of a noisome beast. On Romans hom. 22 (PG 60:613.3-7). 
41Whereas a gentle spirit gives man the appearance of an angel, John depicts anger as 
giving people the appearance of unsightly madness – “Eyes unsightly, mouth distorted, 
limbs agitated and swollen, tongue foul and sparing no person, mind distraught, gestures 
indecent, much to disgust.” On Acts hom. 17 (PG 60:139.11-14). Also, in his 31st Homily 
on Acts – “Like one is he that is in a passion: more than he who vomits, he has his veins 
distended, his eyes inflamed, his bowels racked, he vomits forth words far more filthy 
that that food: all crude what he utters, nothing duly digested, for his passion will not let 
it be.” On Acts hom. 31 (PG 60:232.51-56).  
42 On Acts hom.39 (PG 60:280.33-39) - “Are you insulted? God also is insulted. Are you 
reviled? God also was reviled…In these things he shares with us, but not so in the 
contrary things…For to endure when insulted is God’s part; to be merely abusive 
(ὑβρίζειν) is the part of the devil (δαίμονος).” In his 15th homily, John also depicts 
God’s gentle response to abuse – “See how God is insulted and how he answers; how 
gently (πράως), “where” said he “is Abel the brother?”... See how again God gently 
(ἡμέρως) answers.” (PG 60:125.40-46). 
43 On Acts hom.17 (PG 60:139.43-45) – “Let us rid ourself of this demon, at its first 
beginning let us quell it, let us put the sign of the cross on our breast, as it were a curb.” 
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contends, they must first have control of their own soul,44 and there is no greater indicator 
of such control as a gentle response to abusive rebuke. 
 
3.2.2 The gentle speech and exemplary souls of the apostles, especially Paul 
For John, the apostles in Acts serve as exemplary models of passionless souls who 
respond to their wrathful Jewish revilers with controlled and gentle speech.45 When 
recounting Peter and John’s words during and following their imprisonment (Acts 4 and 
5), for example, John notes that despite the hostile circumstance, the apostles did not 
speak harshly but rather as “philosophers (φιλόσοφοι); they do all with mildness 
(ἡμέρως) and with gentleness (ἐπιεικῶς).”46 John similarly emphasizes the gentleness of 
                                                
44 On Acts hom.15 (PG 60:126.40-41, 52-53). “It is not possible to be a master of one’s 
self, being in a passion… You may rebuke, you may chide, you may do whatever it be, 
only let it be without anger (ὀργῆς) and wrath (θυμοῦ).”  
45 John also depicts a series of lesser biblical characters who respond to abuse with 
gentleness and thus demonstrate their true philosophical selves, for example “The 
publican, when insulted by the Pharisee, insulted not in return, though, had he wished it, 
he might have done so; but he bore it like a philosopher.” On Acts hom.15 (PG 
60:125.65-126.1). 
46 On Acts hom.11 (PG 60:95.19-20). Also, Observe their largeness of mind 
(φιλοσοφίαν), and how these things are not curses (καταρωμένων) (PG 60:93.46-47); 
“See the unostentatious conduct of the Apostles, and their largeness of mind 
(φιλοσοφίαν).” (PG.60:95.10-11). Following the apostles’ imprisonment in Acts 5, John 
once again characterizes their speech as gentle, even though harsher speech would have 
been warranted – “Again with mildness (ἐπιεικείας) they address them; and yet they 
might have said ‘Who are you, that you dismiss God?’ But what do they say? Again in 
the way of exhortation and advice and with much mildness (ἐπιεικείας), they make 
answer.” On Acts hom.13 (PG 60:106.45-49). John notes that such apostolic mildness 
reflects the apostles’ own diligence, and is not simply a reflection of grace. “To converse 
with mildness (ἐπιεικείας), what a gain it is!  For not all that they did was the immediate 
work of grace, but there are many works of their own zeal as well. That the gifts of grace 
shine forth in them, this was from their own diligence.” (PG 60:108.31-35) 
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Stephen’s speech to the Sanhedrin in Acts 7.47  First, John notes that followers of Christ 
must always speak with boldness but never with wrath,   
For if we do it with wrath (θυμοῦ), it no longer seems to be the boldness 
(παῤῥησία) but passion: but if with gentleness (ἐπιεικῶς), this is boldness 
indeed... No matter how just your words may be, when you speak with wrath 
(θυμοῦ), you ruin all.48 
 
John offers Stephen’s speech as a model of such gentle boldness (“See this man, how free 
from passion as he discourses to them! For he did not abuse them.”)49  John finds further 
examples of apostolic gentleness in the dispute of the Jerusalem council in Acts 15, 
where John contends that, although the apostles had the means to accuse those at Antioch 
harshly, “they still speak gently (ἐπιεικῶς).”50 Their gentle demeanor is effective for 
persuasion: “Nothing ruffled (ἐτράχυνε) Paul, nothing ruffled Peter. When you have 
convincing proofs, why lose your temper to render these of no effect?  It is impossible for 
one who is out of temper ever to persuade.”51 The apostles, here Paul and Peter in 
                                                
47 John depicts the tone of Stephen’s speech as one of gentleness (προσηνείας) (On Acts 
hom. 15; PG 60.121.24), noting that he appeared as an angel because of this gentle 
(ἥμερος) countenance. On Acts hom. 15 (PG 60:123.13) 
48 On Acts hom.17 (PG 60:138.39-48). John admits that Stephen appears to speak in the 
tone of invective, explaining at first that the intensity of his frank speech was because he 
believed he was about to die. On Acts hom.17 (PG 60:137.45-47). 
49 On Acts hom.17 (PG 60:138.48-50). 
50 On Acts hom.32 (PG 60:236.47-49). John is careful to note that their reticence to speak 
harshly is not a result of their attempting to flatter the council, “For gentleness is 
everywhere a great good: gentleness, I say, not stupid indifference; gentleness, not 
adulation: for between these there is a vast difference. On Acts hom.32 (PG 60:237.54-
56). 
51 On Acts hom.32 (PG 60:236.57-59). Also, “For if he who rebukes is physician to him 
who offends, how can he heal another when he has first hurt himself, when he does not 
heal himself? Say, if a physician should go to heal another person, does he first wound 
his own hand, first blind his own eyes and so set about healing that other? God forbid. So, 
also, however you rebuke, let your eyes see clearly. Don’t you see the judges, how, when 
about to hold the assize, they seat themselves upon the bench, in their becoming attire? 
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particular, are depicted as able to retain control of their souls regardless of incitement, 
and thus they are to be regarded as more persuasive speakers.  
Importantly, John’s concise depiction here of Paul as “unruffled” does not reflect 
broader depictions of Paul’s vehement, even angry, speech and demeanor throughout 
Acts and the Epistles. As Paul’s letters attest, various communities charged Paul with 
being unduly harsh,52 and John affirms that Paul had a reputation as a particularly 
vehement speaker. In describing the conflict between Paul and Barnabas in Acts 15, for 
example, John explains that Luke described the apostles as having various characters, 
“the one was more tender and indulgent, but this one more strict and austere,” asserting 
Paul to be in the latter category of the “more vehement” (σφοδρότερον).53 Importantly, 
John immediately qualifies this characterization, adding: “And observe for all this, how 
gentle (ἐπιείκεια) he is.”54 Similarly, even as John acknowledges Paul’s vehemence in 
Galatians,55 he is careful to contend that such severity does not derive from impassioned 
wrath, but from a gentle soul (“What can be gentler (προσηνέστερον) than this holy 
soul, what sweeter, or more affectionate (φιλοστοργότερον)! And the words he had 
already used arose not from an unreasoning anger (ἀλόγου θυμοῦ), nor from a 
                                                                                                                                            
Thus likewise dress your soul with a judicial robe (which is gentleness).” On Acts. 
hom.15 (PG 60:126.53-127.7). 
52 The notion that Paul has a reputation for being harsh seems especially apparent in his 
first letter to the Corinthians. See Glad, Paul and Philodemus, 313, 318-319. 
53On Acts hom.34 (PG 60:245.27-30, 51-52). 
54 On Acts hom.34 (PG 60:245.52-53). 
55 Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:611.13-15). See also Lauri Thurén, “John 
Chrysostom as Rhetorical Critic: The Hermeneutics of an Early Father,” in Biblical 
Interpretation 9, n. 2 (2001): 200-203. 
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passionate soul (πάθους ψυχῆς) but from much care (κηδεμονίας).”)56 According to 
John, Paul’s severe words arose not from anger but from his good intention to correct his 
hearers. When John addresses the closing of Paul’s letter to the Galatians he thus 
concludes: “Then having clearly justified himself in every particular, and proved that he 
had spoken nothing from anger (θυμῷ) or malevolence, but had preserved his affection 
towards them unimpaired, he again establishes the same point.”57 
John habitually defends Paul’s especially frank speech in Acts as not excessively 
severe but gentle. In his homily on Acts 13, for example, John praises the bold tone of 
Paul’s declaration to the Jews that their rejection of the word of God has compelled him 
to go to the Gentiles, but notes, “observe the boldness coming with measure...he does not 
say ‘woe unto you’ and ‘ye are punished,’ but ‘we turn unto the gentiles.’ You see how 
boldness (παῤῥησία) is full of great gentleness (ἐπιεικείας)!”58 John defends Paul’s 
various rebukes throughout Acts as appropriately moderated,59 even those seemingly 
abusive in tone, such as Paul’s rebuke to the high priest in Acts 23:3; “God will strike 
                                                
56Commentary on Galatians 4 (PG 61:659.21-24). With respect to Paul’s especially 
strong statements in Galatians 1:6-8, John notes that Paul’s curse in v.8 justifies his prior 
harshness as not being spoken with passion: “That his words might not seem to be spoken 
in anger, or with exaggeration, or with recklessness he now repeats them. Sentiments may 
perhaps change, when an expression has been called forth by anger, but to repeat it a 
second time proves that it is spoken advisedly and was previously approved by the 
judgment.” Commentary on Galatians 1 (PG 61:623.27-32). 
57 Commentary on Galatians 6 (PG 61:680.41-44). 
58 On Acts hom. 30 (PG 60:222.4-5, 9-12). In his recapitulation of this verse later in the 
homily, John again exclaims at the boldness of the phrase reiterating that rather than 
being an affront Paul’s words are “full of gentleness.” On Acts hom. 30 (PG 60:224.9-
10). 
59 Regarding Paul’s rebuke in Acts 14 see On Acts hom. 31 (PG 60:227-232). 
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you, you whitewashed wall!”60 John argues that Paul’s words “are the words of boldness 
rather than of anger”61 and appeals to Jesus’ own rebuke of the Scribes (Matt 13:27) to 
defend Paul’s words from a charge of abuse.62 According to John, gentleness is what 
distinguishes properly bold or frank speech from that which is excessively abusive,63 and 
as Paul admonishes from the gentleness of his soul he imitates the divine and displays a 
“noble and vigorous soul, and one of exceeding loftiness.”64 John’s frequent defense of 
Paul’s tempering of bold speech contributes to John’s exaltation of the apostle as an 
exemplar of virtue, and, as we will now explore, also shapes the way he lauds Paul’s 
guidance of Jewish souls towards Christian virtue and health.65 
                                                
60 John acknowledges that this statement seems to conflict with Paul’s own exhortation to 
respond to reviling with a blessing (1 Cor 4:12) 
61 On Acts hom.48 (PG 60:334.48-49). John also defends Paul’s harsh rhetoric by 
contending that Paul “did not know that it was the high priest.” (PG 60.335.2-8) 
62 On Acts hom.48 (PG 60:336.5-19). (“We often find Christ himself “speaking 
abusively” to the Jews when abused by them…but this is not abuse, God forbid. See with 
what gentleness (ἐπιεικείας) he addresses these men…let us learn this gentleness also.” 
63 On Acts hom.17 (PG 60:138.39-48). In his 23rd homily on Romans, John offers God’s 
response to Adam and Eve in Genesis as a model of such appropriately gentle correction, 
“And when he [Adam] had transgressed, He rebuked him, observe how gently… Let us 
then imitate Him, and when we rebuke, let us preserve this moderation.  For even the 
woman He also rebukes again with the same gentleness. Or rather what he said was not 
so much rebuke as admonition and correction…” On Romans hom. 23 (PG 60:619.54-55, 
620.1-7).  
64“It indicates great strength, this gentleness (ἐπιείκεια); it needs a noble (γενναίας) and 
a vigorous (νεανικῆς) soul, and one of exceeding loftiness (ὑψηλῆς), this gentleness.” 
On Acts hom. 48 (PG 60:336.39-41). John frequently offers effusive praise of Paul soul’s 
as exemplary in its freedom from the passions. Noting in one instance how “free from 
flattery his speech is,” (PG 60:363.56.) John erupts in praise of souls taken to Christ as 
passionless souls, of which Paul is a prime example – “He is as far from being taken 
captive by any passion, as gold refined in the fire and purified is from alloy. For even as 
flies would not dart into the midst of a flame and fly from it, so the passions dare not 
even come near this man.” (PG 60:364.30-34).  
65 According to John, that speech is directed towards the benefit of others and not for 
one’s own gain is the key to identifying virtuous speech. Vices – forwardness and 
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3.3 Gentle speech and the correction of souls 
3.3.1 The corrective power of gentle speech for weak souls 
Like so many of his philosophic contemporaries and predecessors, John depicts gentle 
speech not only as an indicator of a speaker’s control over his own soul, but also as a 
vital tool in his correction of other souls. As John declares, “For there is nothing equal to 
gentleness (ἐπιεικείας), which both to those that possess it, and to those who are its 
objects, is exceeding useful.”66 The utility of gentle exhortation is especially apparent, 
John suggests, in the case of psychically weak souls. Ancient moralists frequently 
categorized various types of hearers based on their moral progress and the corresponding 
conditions of their souls, characterizing insecure students as “weak” and the more 
advanced as “strong”.67  Many teachers depicted such “weak” ones as especially 
vulnerable to harsh speech and especially responsive to gentle speech, using the 
dichotomy of salvation and destruction to depict the potential effects of both (severe 
                                                                                                                                            
cowardice - are displayed when the speaker has spoken (whether harshly or gently) for 
his own benefit, whereas the virtues –boldness and gentleness - can be identified if the 
speaker has spoken (whether harshly or gently) for the benefit of others. On Acts hom. 48 
(PG 60:336.26-32). Notably, at one point John suggests that even anger itself can be 
useful if directed towards the benefit of another. See On Acts hom.17 (PG 60:140.56-59). 
“The proper time for anger is never, where we move in our own quarrel: but if it is our 
duty to correct others, then it is the time to use it, that we may by force deliver others.” 
66 On Acts hom. 29 (PG 60:220.56-57). Similarly, as John recounts in his analysis of 
Paul’s response to those encouraging the gentiles to be circumcised in Acts 15, even 
though Paul had the proofs to do so, he does not accuse those Judaizers harshly; rather, he 
speaks gently because “such words are amiable and more apt to stick.” On Acts hom.32 
(PG 60:236.44-46).  
67 Glad, Paul and Philodemus, 66, 78. 
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speech risks destruction for the weak while gentle speech offers salvation).68  Gentle 
hortatory devices, such as consolation and encouragement, were thus considered vital 
hortatory tools when attempting to lead psychically weak hearers to correction.  
John suggests that gentleness is an especially potent medicine for such weak and 
thus impassioned souls,69 because just as gentleness demonstrates a speakers’ own self-
mastery, it can also serve to quiet the passions in those to whom it is addressed.70 As he 
asserts, “A physician, by ever so great attention, could not so speedily rid a man of the 
fever as a patient man would cool, by the breath of his words, a person who was 
passionate and burning with wrath.”71 According to John, disarming a student’s passions 
is a vital step in making him receptive to admonition and correction.72 John calls attention 
to this subduing and condemning power of gentle speech in his analysis of Peter’s 
remarks to those who jeered at the disciples in Acts 2. John explains that Peter’s gentle 
                                                
68 Ibid., 78. 
69 John frequently depicts Paul’s gentle speech as non-offensive rhetoric that adapts to a 
hearer’s weakness and makes correction more readily acceptable. As Rylaarsdam 
summarizes, “Adaptation is graciously saying things other than the morally weak or 
disobedient deserve so that they will not be completely offended but be prepared to hear 
the harsh truth about their weakness and disobedience. The weak, assisted by the balm of 
accommodating speech, are expected to be increasingly capable of accepting the blunt 
truth so that they can mature.” (Rylaarsdam, The Adaptability of Divine Pedagogy, 279)  
70 If one is speaking to someone full of passion (of wrath in particular), one’s gentle 
response will serve as a rebuke and a demonstration of his error; “by gentleness 
(πραότητι) anger (ὀργὴ) is put down.” On Acts hom.15 (PG 60:125.13). “For the more 
gently (ἐπιεικέστερον) he expresses himself, the more subdued he makes them.” On Acts 
hom. 24 (PG 60:185.55-56).  
71 On Acts hom.6 (PG 60:61.51-55). Also, "wrath is a fire, it is a quick flame needing 
fuel; do not supply food to the fire, and you have soon extingushed the evil." On Acts 
hom.31 (PG 60:232:31-33). 
72 John states that if a rebuke is offered without gentleness “your servant will impute it to 
passion (τῷ θυμῷ); but if you do it with gentleness (ἐπιεικείας), he will condemn 
himself (ἑαυτοῦ καταγνώσεται)” On Acts hom.15 (PG 60:128.1-3). 
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and affectionate tone served to persuade and condemn these scoffers because they were 
able to reflect on their actions without their anger being roused.73 Importantly, John’s 
analysis of Peter’s speech begins with a more general reflection on the rhetorical power 
of gentleness in the context of condemning someone who errs. He declares, 
Do you see what a great thing gentleness (ἐπιείκεια) is? More than any 
vehemence (σφοδρότητος), it pricks our hearts, inflicts a keener wound. For as 
in the case of bodies which have become callous, the man that strikes upon them 
does not affect the sense so powerfully, but if he first mollifies them and makes 
them tender, then he pierces them vehemently...But that which softens is not 
wrath (θυμὸς), not vehement accusation (κατηγορία σφοδρὰ), not reproach 
(ὀνείδη), it is gentleness (ἐπιείκεια).74   
 
The softening and subduing influence of gentle speech, John suggests, makes it an 
effective rhetorical technique to prepare an erring, calloused soul for harsh 
condemnation.75 Notably, John goes on to offer a rhetorical template to congregants who 
may find themselves in such a context:  
If, therefore, you wish to place your enemy in the wrong, beware of your accusing 
(κατηγορήσῃς) him...[Peter] did not accuse them harshly; on the contrary, he 
                                                
73 On Acts hom.7 (PG 60:63.22-28): “So they stood in awe of the gentleness (ἐπιείκειαν) 
of Peter, in that he, speaking to men who had crucified his Master, and breathed murder 
against himself and his companions, discoursed to them in the character of an affectionate 
(κηδεμονικοῦ) father and teacher. Not merely were they persuaded; they even 
condemned (κατέγνωσαν) themselves, they came to a sense of their past behavior. For 
he gave no room for their anger (θυμὸν) to be roused, and darken their judgment (τῇ 
διανοίᾳ). 
74 On Acts hom.7 (PG 60:63.6-14). 
75 He finds further support for this notion in Romans 12:19-21, expanding on Paul’s note 
that feeding a hungry enemy will heap coals of fire upon his head and Matt 5:39 (to turn 
the other cheek). “But do you want to strike a well timed blow? Turn to him the other 
cheek also and you will smite him with countless wounds. For they that applaud and 
wonder at you are more annoying to him than men who stone him would be and before 
them his conscience will condemn him and will exact the greatest punishment of him, 
and so he will go off with a confused look as if he had been treated with the utmost 
rigor.” On Romans hom. 22 (PG 60:613.8-16). 
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almost endeavored to plead (ἀγωνίσασθαι ἡμέρως) for them, as far as was 
possible. And this was the very reason that he penetrated (καθίκεται) into their 
souls.76 
 
According to John, gentle exhortation is an essential strategy to mollify a hardened soul 
and thus bring about self-condemnation. Indeed, when dealing with such insecure types, 
the ability to administer correction mildly is not only a strategic skill, it is a “spiritual 
gift”.77 
The chief exemplar of this spiritual gift is Paul, who, according to John, 
frequently used gentle, non-offensive speech for the correction of impassioned souls. 
According to John, Paul uses the labels “weak” and “strong” to refer to the moral 
progress and psychic condition of the souls in the audience.78 Paul expresses concern 
                                                
76 On Acts hom.7 (PG 60:63.34-40). John makes similar remarks with respect to Paul – 
On Acts hom. 39; PG 60.279.19-22, 26-28: “This man [Paul] let us imitate: to them that 
beat us, let us return blow with blow, with gentleness (ἐπιείκεια), with silence, with 
long-suffering. More grievous are these wounds, greater this blow and more heavy… But 
that gentleness (ἐπιείκεια) inflicts a greater blow than fierceness, come, let us prove, as 
far as that is possible, by words.” 
77 John attributes this message to Paul himself, in his commentary on Galatians 6. 
Commentary on Galatians 6 (PG 61:673.43- 53): “He says: do not chastise nor judge but 
set right. Nor does he stop here, but in order to show that it befits them to be very gentle 
towards those who had lost their footing, he adds: In a spirit of meekness. He says not “in 
meekness’ but in a spirit of meekness (πραότητος) signifying that this is acceptable to 
the Spirit and that to be able to administer correction with gentleness (ἐπιεικείας) is a 
spiritual gift (χαρίσματός ἐστι πνευματικοῦ).”  
78 John’s analysis of these categories of “weak” and “strong” are quite similar to Glad’s 
analysis of Paul’s use of these terms, both of which stand in constrast to the analysis of 
many modern exegetes who attribute these labels to fixed groups, parties or theological 
positions. Glad, in contrast, suggests that in the context of other psychagogic literature 
and traditions, Paul’s use of the terms refer to “psychological dispositions or character 
types revealing different aptitudes of students and their maturity” and reflect debates over 
manners of addressing these various pupils. Glad, Paul and Philodemus, 333.  John 
similarly seems to assume that Paul understands these titles to relate to the psychic 
maturity of Paul’s pupils and the appropriate means of exhorting them based on general 
psychagogic traditions.  
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about “the strong,” who severely rebuke the weak when a milder correction would be 
more effective. In his homilies on 1 Corinthians 8 for example,79 John states that Paul left 
alone the weak (τοὺς ἀσθενεῖς) and rebuked the strong (τοῖς ἰσχύουσι), because the 
strong are able “to receive rebuke with readiness.”80 In John’s opinion, when Paul does 
depict the error of the weaker members, he does so vaguely, employing reserve so as not 
to strike the souls of this group harshly.81 Furthermore, Paul urges the strong not to do 
anything that might potentially destroy the weak, since the wicked require punishment, 
but “the weak, healing (ἰατρείας).”82 John’s identification of Paul’s instruction and 
practice of gentle exhortation for the treatment of weak souls significantly illumines his 
analysis of the apostle’s teaching concerning Jews and Judaism. In this final section, I 
offer examples of how John interprets Paul’s amiable language about law observance and 
                                                
79 Paul accuses the “more perfect” (τοὺς τελειοτέρους) in the congregation who because 
of their knowledge are harming the development of those less secure. John’s full 
description of Paul’s accusation is found in On 1 Corinthians hom. 20 (PG 61:159.42-
60).  
80 On 1 Corinthians hom. 20 (PG 61:160.42-43,45-47): Τοὺς ἀσθενεῖς ἀφεὶς, ὅπερ ἀεὶ 
ποιεῖ, τοῖς ἰσχύουσι διαλέγεται πρώτοις… οὗτος γάρ ἐστιν ὁ καὶ ἐπιτίμησιν 
εὐκόλως δέξασθαι δυνάμενος. Although notably, John notes that Paul’s manner of 
exhortation is not being too harsh for the strong either –“This then was the subject of 
complaint. Now this blessed man being about to correct it, did not immediately begin to 
speak vehemently (καταφορικῶς); for that which was done came more of folly than of 
wickedness; wherefore in the first instance there was need rather of exhortation than of 
severe rebuke (ἢ ἐπιπλήξεως σφοδρᾶς) and wrath (ὀργῆς).  Now herein observe his 
good sense (σύνεσιν), how he immediately begins to admonish (νουθεσίας.).” On 1 
Corinthians hom. 20 (PG 61:160.34-41). 
81 On 1 Corinthians hom. 20 (PG 61:165.45-48). 
82 On 1 Corinthians hom. 20 (PG 61:166.58-60). Similarly, he notes further with respect 
to v.12 that Paul’s rebuke against the strong plays on this theme of them harming those 
who are sick - “Do you observe how quietly and gradually he has brought their offence 
up to the very summit of iniquity?...What can be more savage than a person who wounds 
(τύπτοντος) the sick (νοσοῦντα)?” On 1 Corinthians hom. 20 (PG 61:167.37-40, 44-
47). 
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Jewish kinship, honor, and election as examples of the apostle’s use of strategic 
gentleness to more effectively condemn calloused Jewish souls.  
3.3.2 Paul’s “gentle” condemnation of the Jews   
In his interpretation of Romans 14, John describes Paul’s concern for the “distressing and 
offensive” rebuke by the strong of the weak. As Paul perceptively understood, John 
claims, severe rebuke will drive weak souls to desert the faith entirely and thus fail to 
correct them in any respect.83 John identifies the weak in this passage as Jews who 
maintain food observance after becoming followers of Christ,84 thereby conflating the 
category “weak” with “law observant.” First, John clarifies Paul’s discouragement of the 
rebuke by the strong of law observance. Paul softens the rebuke, John explains, not 
because he supports either the doctrinal position or the practice, but rather, because he 
believes that gentle exhortation is the most effective way to eradicate law observance. 
John implores of Paul, “Why not correct the brother, that he may think it [the meat] not 
unclean? Why not with full authority call him away from this habit of mind and 
conception of things that he may never make it common?” John answers his own query: 
the reason Paul does not directly correct the behavior is that such a strong rebuke would 
                                                
83On Romans hom. 25 (PG 60:627.59 -628.44). John begins his homily by noting “I am 
aware that to most what is said here is a difficulty”; as the discussion of the passage will 
suggest, it seems John, and perhaps his congregants, find it troubling that Paul does not 
encourage the correction of law observant community members. On Romans hom. 25 
(PG 60:627.44). 
84 John describes the weak as “novices in the faith” (νεήλυδας ἐν τῇ πίστει). On Romans 
hom. 25 (PG 60:630.23-25). In John’s words these novices did not have “courage to quit 
the service of the law entirely.” On Romans hom. 25 (PG 60:627.47-55). Notably, John 
later acknowledges that there were likely Gentiles among the law observant. On Romans 
hom. 25 (PG 60:629.29). 
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distress the weak law observers and hamper their correction.85 Indeed, in John’s reading, 
Paul himself used vehement rebuke with regard to these same issues in Colossians, 
Galatians, 2 Corinthians and Philippians,86 but applied a different approach in Romans 
because, in this context, gentleness was necessary to the work of  “edification and 
management” (οἰκοδομὴ καὶ οἰκονομία ).87 John compares this strategy to Paul’s 
observance of the law for the sake of correcting Jews,88 interpreting this act as an 
example of “gentle speech” that shares the final aim of guiding souls out of Judaism:  
But if you adapt (συγκαταβῇς) to him, then he will love (ἀγαπήσει) you and 
will not suspect you as a teacher and you will afterwards gain the power of 
sowing imperceptibly (ἀνεπαισθήτως) in him the right views. But if he were to 
hate you absolutely (καθάπαξ σε μισήσῃ), then you have closed the entrance for 
your reasoning (τῷ λόγῳ)…So also Paul advises when he says “it is good not to 
eat flesh” not because it was unclean, but because the brother is offended and is 
weak.89 
 
                                                
85 On Romans hom.16 (PG 60:638.34-38).  
86 On Romans hom. 25 (PG 60:630.25-47). “Yet it was not a very desirable task, not in its 
own nature, but on account of the time chosen, and because they were novices in the 
faith. For when he is writing to the Colossians, it is with great earnestness that he forbids 
it, saying ‘Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the 
traditions of men, after the elements of the world and not after Christ.’ (Col 2:8)…And 
when writing to the Galatians with great precision, he exacts of them Christian spirit and 
perfectness in this matter. But here he does not use this vehemency, because the faith was 
lately planted in them…But with the Romans, since it was not yet the proper time for 
setting things of this sort right, ‘Let every man’, he says ‘be fully persuaded in his own 
mind.’”  
87On Romans hom. 26 (PG 60:639.57-60). 
88 On Romans hom.26 (PG 60:639.42-46). “Again, he requires the greater alternative, that 
they should not only not force (μὴ ἀναγκάζειν) him but even adapt (συγκαταβαίνειν) 
to him. For he often did this himself also, as when he circumcised, when he was shorn, 
when he sacrificed that Jewish sacrifice.” See Chapter 2 for a full discussion of John’s 
interpretation of Paul’s law observance. 
89 On Romans hom. 26 (PG 60:639.60-640.10). 
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Even though the law observant members of the community do require correction, as “the 
strong” rightly observed, they must yield to this “feebler” sort of pupil if such correction 
is to be received, or so John argued.90  
Paul’s explicit censure of the strong’s rebuke serves not only to stop their 
destructive behavior, John contends, but more importantly, serves as a gentle means of 
correcting the weaker brother.91 John contends that in order to correct the weak in a way 
that will not cause their passions to be inflamed, Paul uses strategic misdirection, subtly 
embedding his condemnation of the weak into his explicit “rebuke” of the strong:  
For the kind of correction (διόρθωσις) most likely to be less burdensome 
(ἀνεπαχθεστέρα) is, when a person addresses someone else while he is striking a 
blow at a different person, since this does not permit the person rebuked to fly 
into a passion (θυμὸν), and introduces the medicine of correction unperceived.92 
 
While it appears that Paul rebukes the stronger, in actuality, John contends, he directs his 
accusation to the weak. Given the subtle nature of such a correction, John is careful to 
call attention to what Paul’s gentle method conceals: his outright condemnation of the 
law-observant members.  
Concerning verses 1-4, John argues that Paul’s rebuke of the strong serves as a secret 
blow against law observers by discreetly disparaging them as sick and in need of a 
physician. Regarding the first verse, John calls attention to the fact that Paul identifies 
                                                
90 On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:633.9-11):“For if he were strong (ἰσχυρὸς), then he would 
not require so much attention. But now, since he is of the feebler (ἀσθενέστερός) sort, 
he does on this ground need considerable care (πολλῆς τῆς σπουδῆς).” Similarly, “For 
the weaker part ever requires more forethought.” PG 60.628.60-61: 
91 On Romans hom. 25 (PG 60:628.44-52). 
92 On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:628.52-56). 
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law observers as “weak in the faith” (ἀσθενοῦντα τῇ πίστει),93 and thus points out that 
that they are “sickly”(ἄῤῥωστον).94 By concealing this identification of ailment within 
his accusation of the strong, John contends, Paul rebukes the weak without giving them 
offence.95 John similarly contends that, by discussing the strong and weak side-by-side in 
verse 2, Paul praises the strong while accusing the weak. By depicting the strong’s belief 
that he can eat all things, Paul “commends him because of his faith,” whereas, by noting 
that the law observer eats only herbs, he “disparages this one again, because of his 
weakness.”96 Furthermore, John reads verse 4, (“he [the weak] will stand, for the Lord is 
able to make them stand”), as a further example of a significant blow against the weak 
concealed in a rebuke of the strong, 97 contending that Paul is emphasizing that the weak 
are so needy as to require God as a physician even to help them stand.98  
John also suggests that Paul executes more veiled attacks with vv 6 -8 (“Whoever eats 
meat does so to the Lord, for they give thanks to God; and whoever abstains does so to 
                                                
93 On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:628.61-629.1). 
94 On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:629.1-2). John further argues that Paul’s continual 
reference to the attention required by such “weak ones” is a further sign of their sickness 
(ἀῤῥωστίας). On Romans hom. 25 (PG 60:629.4-5). 
95 On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:629.11-12). 
96 On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:629.12-17). John is careful to note, however, that Paul 
follows up this supposed “accusation” leveled at the weak with gentleness by exhorting 
the strong not to despise the weak. On Romans hom.25; PG 60.629.17-20: “Then since 
the blow he had given was deadly, he comforts him again with these words ‘let not him 
that eat, despise him that eat not.’” 
97 John again claims that Paul’s exhortation for the strong not to judge the weak actually 
conceals a significant blow against the weak. On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:629.45-
46): “See here is another stroke  (πληγή). And the indignation (ἀγανάκτησις) seems to 
be against the strong man, and he attacks (καθάπτεται) him.”  
98 On Romans hom.25 (PG 60.629.46-50). Second, Paul’s urging against judgment, John 
contends, is based not on the merit of law observers, “for it is not because he does things 
worthy to exempt him from being judged, that I bid you not judge him, but because he is 
another’s servant, that is, not yours, but God’s.” On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:629.53-57).  
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the Lord and gives thanks to God… For whether we live, we live unto the Lord, and 
whether we die, we die unto the Lord.”). John attempts to draw out the ways that Paul’s 
seemingly amiable words actually accuse the law observer, drawing from Galatians in 
order to add condemnation to Paul’s statement by arguing that that those who observe the 
law cannot possibly “give thanks” or “live unto Christ”.99 Furthermore, John argues that 
v. 9 (“for to this end Christ died, and rose and revived, that he might be Lord of both the 
dead and living”) further shames the law observer for his attachment to the law: 
To make the Judaizer feel shame (ἐντρέπων) and to persuade him to call to mind 
the greatness of the benefit, and how that when dead he had come to be alive and 
that was nothing that he gained from the law, and how that it would be the last 
degree of unfeelingness (ἀγνωμοσύνης), to leave Him who had shown so much 
care toward him, and run away back to the law.100 
 
John claims that this “attack” on the law observers required Paul to relax his speech in v. 
10 by exhorting the strong not to judge the weak.101 Yet, according to John, even this 
consolation conceals an accusation; Paul appears to be characterizing the “strong” and 
“weak” as equals but “from what he [Paul] has said he shows that the difference between 
them is great.”102 First, John notes that the use of the term “brother” to refer to the weak 
seeks to “do away with disputatiousness (φιλονεικίαν)”;103 second, John insists, Paul 
calls the awful judgment day to their mind in order to make this “brother” “afraid of the 
punishment to come.”104 By rebuking the strong, Paul intends to cause sufficient anxiety 
                                                
99 On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:630.60-631.7-13).  
100On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:632.6-12). 
101On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:632.12-14): After attacking him then sufficiently, he 
relaxes again, and says ‘But why do you judge your brother?’ 
102 On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:632.15-16). 
103 On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:632.16-19). 
104 On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:632.21-26). 
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for the weak so that they will accept correction, as John seeks to show when he offers an 
explanation for the intended effect of vv. 11 and 12 on law observers:105  
Be in anxiety then as seeing the Master of all sitting on his judgment seat and do not 
make schisms and divisions in the Church by breaking away from grace and running 
over to the law…And it is not the law that will demand an account of you, but Christ, 
of you and of all the human race.106 
 
John claims that Paul’s speech is designed to release the weak from their fear of the law 
and thus correct them out of law observance.   
John is aware that Paul’s explicit concern in Romans 14 is that harsh rebuke will 
harm the progress of the weak, however John is plainly troubled with the possibility that 
Paul is not actually correcting law observant members of the community away from their 
impious practices. He responds to this possibility by extending Paul’s rebuke of the 
stronger and describing the way that Paul secretly conceals accusations against the weak 
in his address to them. In his interpretation, the apostle condemns these weak law 
observers as sickly, asserts that followers of the law cannot possibly submit to Christ, and 
reminds them of their judgment by Christ. Thus, when Paul calls the strong not to judge 
the law observant practices of the weak, John argues that Paul is in fact gently leading 
law observers to judgment. 
In his analysis of Romans 14, John briefly describes Paul’s reference to the weak 
as “brethren” as a rhetorical device that serves the pedagogical purpose of mitigating 
                                                
105 On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:632.30-32): “You saw how again he puts the mind into 
confusion while he seems to be rebuking the other.” Εἶδες πῶς πάλιν κατασείει αὐτοῦ 
τὴν διάνοιαν δοκῶν ἐπιπλήττειν θατέρῳ. 
106 On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:632.44-51). 
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their difficult dispositions (φιλονεικίαν).107 Throughout his homilies, John frequently 
points to Paul’s use of kinship forms of address as an example of gentle speech that 
serves to subdue Jewish passions and thereby prepare Jewish audiences for his teaching. 
In John’s breakdown of Paul’s apologia in Acts 21 and 22, for example, John notes 
Paul’s gentle (ἐπιεικείας) tone,108 describing how Paul assuages the anger of his Jewish 
hearers by using their common mother tongue to address them with the title “brethren.”109 
John calls attention to this “term of honor and kindred,” noting its significant rhetorical 
import: 
Mark his address, at once so free from flattery and so expressive of meekness. For 
he says not “masters” nor “lords” but “brethren,” “just the word they most liked: 
“I am no alien from you”, he says nor “against you.”110  
 
The term “brethren,” John contends, provides the delicate rhetorical balance between 
hostility and flattery, conveying affinity without adulation.  
John finds a similar rhetorical function in Paul’s use of “brethren” in his exegesis 
of Galatians 4:12 (“I beseech you, brethren, be as I am…”). Identifying Paul’s Jewish 
disciples as the intended audience, John calls attention to how the Apostle “again 
addresses them by a title of honor,”111 citing both this address and Paul’s declaration “you 
did me no wrong” as providing a gentle balance to harsh speech earlier in the letter 
                                                
107 See page 26 above. On Romans hom.25 (PG 60:632.16-19): αὶ πρῶτον μὲν τῇ 
προσηγορίᾳ τοῦ ἀδελφοῦ καταλύει τὴν φιλονεικίαν, ἔπειτα δὲ καὶ τῷ τῆς ἡμέρας 
ἐκείνης ἀναμνῆσαι τῆς φοβερᾶς· 
108 On Acts hom. 47 (PG 60:326.54). 
109 On Acts hom. 47 (PG 60:327.10-17). John later notes with respect to Paul’s use of the 
Hebrew tongue:  “Do you observe how his using the same tongue subdued them? In fact, 
they had a sort of awe for that language.” 
110 On Acts hom. 47 (PG 60:127.18-21.27-29). 
111 Commentary on Galatians 4 (PG 61:658.47-49). John notes that his use of this title is 
furthermore a “reminder moreover of the doctrine of grace.”  
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(“After giving them a deep cut, he pours in this encouragement like oil …”).112 Like all 
good teachers, John declares, Paul is not motivated by ill will, an assertion John supports 
by calling attention to Paul’s similarly gentle address of these Jewish disciples a few 
verses later in v. 19, “my little children of whom I am again in childbirth.”113 Speaking as 
Paul, John explicates what he thinks is veiled by Paul’s address: 
You have defaced the likeness (τὴν εἰκόνα), you have destroyed the kinship (τὴν 
συγγένειαν), you have changed the form (τὴν μορφὴν), you need another 
regeneration (ἀναγεννήσεως) and refashioning (ἀναπλάσεως); nevertheless I 
call you children, abortions (τὰ ἀμβλωθρίδια) and monsters (τὰ ἐκτρώματα) 
though you be.114 
 
John depicts Paul’s tender address to Jewish “brethren” and “children” as carrying within 
it a severe warning: their kinship or likeness will be destroyed if they continue to observe 
the law. While they may be “children” they are also in particular danger of becoming 
“abortions and monsters.” Still, John acknowledges that these strong terms are not Paul’s 
own:  
                                                
112 Commentary on Galatians 4 (PG 61:649.1-3). The broader quotation is relevant - 
“Having chided them seriously (σφόδρα καθήψατο) and brought things together from 
all quarters and shown their violations of the law and hit them on many sides, he relaxes 
and attends to them (θεραπεύει), speaking more gently (προσηνεστέροις).  For as to do 
nothing but attend to them (θεραπεύειν) causes negligence, so as to be constantly talked 
at with sharpness sours a man; so that it is proper to observe due proportion everywhere.”  
(PG 61:658.49-56) Notably, the verb θεραπεύω, translated in NPNF as “conciliate” is 
difficult to adequately translate here. While it can mean to pay court to, indulge, or even 
flatter in a negative sense, it is also the term used to describe medical treatment. Given 
that John uses the language of deep wounds and oil in this passage, and my interpretation 
that John understands gentle exhortation to be a form of therapy for the soul, I have tried 
to use language “attends do” that pulls out the therapeutic element of this verb. 
113 Commentary on Galatians 4 (PG 61:660.28-32). 
114 Commentary on Galatians 4 (PG 61:660.34-37). The term translated here and in the 
NPNF as “monsters” (τὰ ἐκτρώματα) repeats the sense of “abortive” or “untimely birth” 
of τὰ ἀμβλωθρίδια but it is difficult to find a second English word that conveys this 
sense. 
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However he does not express himself in this way, but spares them, unwilling to 
strike and to inflict wound upon wound.  Wise physicians do not cure those who 
have fallen into a long sickness all at once, but little by little, lest they should faint 
and die.115 
 
In other words, Paul addresses his Jewish disciples as brethren and children not because 
these terms accurately reflect his kinship with them, but because of the severity of their 
illness. Had Paul addressed them as “abortions and monsters,” as they deserved, these 
accurate labels would have inflicted an even deeper wound that may ultimately have 
contributed to their imminent destruction. John amplifies his depiction of Paul’s gentle 
treatment by adding imagery of Paul weeping over his kin (v. 20), claiming that such 
weeping serves further to “soften” (ἐμάλαξεν) his Jewish audience: “it does not 
exasperate like reproof (ἐπίπληξις), nor relax (χαλᾷ) like indulgent treatment (ἡ 
θεραπεία), but is a mixed remedy (μεμιγμένον φάρμακον) and of great efficacy in the 
way of exhortation.”116 John identifies Paul’s tender address to his Jewish disciples, and 
the constructed tears he weeps, as appropriately gentle medicine. 
John similarly contends that Paul uses “brethren” to soften his severe speech in 
Romans, particularly the harsh speech that begins in chapter 9:7.117 Drawing from 10:1, 
John suggests that Paul uses the affectionate address to remove the suspicion that his 
severity derives from hatred: 
Lest then he should seem to be addressing them as enemies, further on he says, 
“Brethren, my heart’s desire and prayer to God for Israel is that they might be 
saved”(10:1).  And here, along with other remarks, he so ordered things, as not to 
                                                
115 Commentary on Galatians 4 (PG 61:660.37-42). 
116Commentary on Galatians 4 (PG 61:661.20-22). 
117 John notes that when Paul is about to enter into a “sharper way of speech against” 
Jews in Romans 9:7, he “does not direct his aim at them without first divesting them of a 
suspicion they had.” On Romans hom.16 (PG 60:552.48-50). 
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seem to be saying what he was going to say out of hatred against them. Hence he 
does not decline calling them even kinsmen and brothers.118 
 
According to John’s reading, Paul addresses Jews as brothers to defend his rhetorical 
motive, preserve his reputation, and pave the way for the reception of his particularly 
difficult words, not to affirm his kinship with them.119 When considering Romans 10:1 
directly, John again affirms that this verse is actually a vehement rebuke that serves to 
remove “every suspicion of hatred.”120 By addressing Jewish hearers as kinsmen, John 
maintains, Paul employs a strategic rhetorical ploy, presenting himself as a non-hostile 
speaker who can be readily received.  
 Importantly, this strategic verse includes not only the reference to the Jews as 
brethren, as we have been discussing here, but also to Paul’s hope for the salvation of all 
Israel. Paul’s affirmations of Jewish salvation, election and honor remain especially 
prominent in Romans 9-11. Notably, among the variety of John’s reflections on Paul's 
"Jewishness," he is perhaps most uniformly negative in his four homilies on these 
                                                
118 On Romans hom.16 (PG 60:552.50-57). 
119 In this homily more broadly, John also encounters Paul’s stated wish to be accursed 
from Christ on behalf of his kinsmen (Rom 9:3b). When Chrysostom initially cites 
Romans 9:1-3 he does not include v.3b, and when he does finally acknowledge that Paul 
directly states that he wants to be accursed for his kinsmen, and not for Christ but from 
him, he initially argues that the word "kinsmen" serves as a rhetorical bulwark for Paul’s 
humility. Later, John contends that Paul is not anguished because his kinsmen are 
disgraced, but because such disgrace has led to blasphemy against God; the apostle’s 
wish for the salvation of his brothers according to the flesh is incidental to his all-
encompassing desire to bring to a stop the blasphemous charge that God is not faithful. 
Margaret Mitchell notes that throughout his homilies, John “returns again and again to 
this verse as the example of the highest self-sacrifice imaginable, in that Paul was willing 
to forego the love of his Lord, and the eschatological salvation which he (if anyone did) 
richly deserved, for the sake of the Jews, his enemies.” (Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 
232).  
120 On Romans hom.17 (PG 60:563.55-58). 
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chapters.121 John’s analysis of Paul’s gentle speech also dominates his discussion of these 
chapters. These features are not unrelated, as John interprets Paul’s affirming verses as a 
gentle exhortation designed to penetrate the weak souls of Jews, and thus to bring them 
more effectively to condemnation. I conclude this section with a close examination of 
John’s exegesis of Romans 11 in this 19th homily on Romans, as it offers a particularly 
vivid example of how John’s thorough depiction of Paul’s strategic use of gentle 
consolation shapes his exegesis of Paul’s teaching regarding Israel’s election and honor.  
When John introduces the latter half of verse 11, he explains that Paul’s use of gentle 
consolation meets the needs of his Jewish hearers. John declares, “Since he had made a 
hard onset upon them, and linked accusations (κατηγορίαις) to accusations 
(κατηγορίαις), bringing prophet after prophet crying aloud against them...lest in this 
way he should drive these (Jews) into despair and make a wall to bar their access to 
faith...he further consoles (παραμυθεῖται) them.”122 With the aim of preventing the Jews 
from being driven to a destructive despair, John suggests, Paul adds to his promise of 
salvation with a further consolation: the Jews’ fall was for the purpose of bringing about 
gentile salvation. According to John, if the severe rhetoric in chapter 10 and the 
beginning of chapter 11 continued unabated, Paul’s stern rebuke would have prevented 
                                                
121 Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet, 232; Peter Gorday, Principles of Patristic Exegesis: 
Romans 9-11 in Origen, John Chrysostom, and Augustine, (Studies in the Bible and Early 
Christianity; V. 4. New York: E. Mellen Press, 1983), p. 129-35, 227-229. In his 
comparison of patristic interpretations of Romans 9-11 (Origen, Chrysostom and 
Augustine), Peter Gorday argues that John’s hostility towards Judaism causes him to 
ignore the content of Romans 9-11, reducing Paul’s affirmation of Judaism to mere piety 
and using it as an opportunity to vigorously condemn Jews. Gorday, Principles of 
Patristic Exegesis, 129-35, 227-229. 
122 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:585.48-58). 
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the Jews from receiving the word of salvation. John asserts that Paul’s aim was to meet 
their need, to rid them of despair, and, for John, this goal offers the hermeneutic key to 
the entire passage: rather than taking Paul’s words plainly, one must “get acquainted with 
the intention (τὴν γνώμην) and aim (τὸν σκοπὸν) and what he [Paul] was eager to 
accomplish.”123 What Paul is eager to accomplish, John goes on to contend, is to effect 
the dispositions of his hearers, to remove pride from the Gentiles and, more importantly 
for our purposes, to rid the Jews of despair, making them come to grace with “more 
readiness” (προθυμότερον).124  Indeed, later on in the homily, John posits that in the 
whole of this section Paul is working towards this latter goal of consoling the Jews, and, 
John asserts; any attempt to interpret the passage apart from this goal leads to many 
troubles with this text.125   
It seems that for John, such textual troubles include Paul’s statements on the purpose 
and partiality of Israel’s fall, as well as Israel’s honor and election. John interprets Paul’s 
various statements on these matters as examples both of the apostle’s rhetorical prowess 
and his care for the sick. Paul’s strategic use of gentle speech makes his words acceptable 
to the distressed, down-stricken, and laid-low Jews, making him both an excellent orator 
and an ideal physician. For example, John rejects the notion in verse 12 that the fall of the 
Jews is effectual in bringing the Gentiles salvation: 
[Paul speaks this way] to gratify them. For even if these [Jews] had fallen a 
thousand times, the Gentiles would not have been saved unless they had shown 
                                                
123 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:585.58-62). 
124 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:586.2-7). 
125 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:588.41-43): “Observe how in the whole of the passage one 
finds him working this object, the wish to solace them. And if you deny it, many 
contradictions will follow.”  
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faith. As the Jews likewise would not have perished unless they had been 
unbelieving (ἠπίστησαν) and disputatious (ἐφιλονείκησαν). But, as I said, he is 
encouraging them now that they lie wounded...”126  
 
Similarly, John calls attention to the fact Paul speaks of only “some” of the Jews as lost 
in verse 17 as opposed to the lost majority addressed in the more severe rhetoric of 
chapter 10; to John, he does this out of his “desire to treat (θεραπεῦσαι) and revive 
(ἀνακτήσασθαι) those that are distressed (τοὺς πεπονηκότας).”127 This goal of 
recovery, contends John, also explains Paul’s honoring of the election of the Jews in 
verse 28, wherein Paul declares, “As touching election, they are beloved for the father’s 
sake.” John identifies this as “another kind favor,” asking, “And what is this? For 
wherein they are enemies, punishment is theirs; but wherein they are beloved, the virtue 
of their ancestors has no influence on them...Nevertheless, as I said, he does not cease to 
encourage (παραμυθούμενος) them with words, that he may bring them over 
(ἐφελκύσηται).”128  Here again, John interprets Paul’s favorable words concerning the 
honor and election of the Jews as Paul’s strategic consolation to make his words 
acceptable to his distressed Jewish hearers.   
John has stated that Paul’s primary aim throughout this passage is to console the Jews 
in their current state of distress, and yet, in Romans 11:13 Paul addresses the Gentiles as 
his audience, saying “Now I am speaking to you Gentiles.”  Notably, John suggests that 
this second statement offers further evidence of Paul’s strategic gentleness towards the 
Jews, not the Gentiles, claiming that Paul appropriately shapes his words in the form of a 
                                                
126 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:587.6-13). 
127 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:588.39-41). 
128 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:592.23-30). 
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rebuke of the strong Gentiles, but does so in order to correct the weak Jews.  According 
to John, the Jews are morally weak, impassioned hearers who are unable to handle harsh 
rebuke of their own, and thus the apostle couched his words against them as a rebuke 
against the Gentiles. Even so, he actually “goes around and around trying to console the 
great destruction of [the Jews]”.129 John praises the rhetorical astuteness of such a 
maneuver, noting “it is very judicious of him to direct all he says to the Gentiles, as he is 
always in the habit of doing, correcting the weak by rebuking the stronger.”130 John 
attributes this rhetorical strategy to Paul’s claim in verse 15 that the fall and eventual 
salvation of the Jews was purposeful and enriching for the Gentiles, stating again that 
Paul is simply standing by “the weak party and giving assistance to the distressed one.”131 
John’s emphasis on the weakness of the Jews is given fuller depiction in John’s reaction 
to verse 16, when he notes that the holiness that Paul attributes to the Jewish first-fruits 
only seems to be an encomium for the Jews.132 With this superficial encomium, he 
elaborates, Paul is imitating the wisest physicians, “who give their patients as much 
consolation as the nature of their sickness allows them.”133 By stating his words in the 
form of a rebuke to the Gentiles, John suggests, Paul judiciously makes his words less 
offensive for the weak Jews, drawing them toward himself. Yet, as John makes explicit to 
his own hearers, Paul is drawing the Jews close so as to inflict a wound of condemnation 
with even greater force. 
                                                
129 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:587.28-31). 
130 On Acts hom.19 (PG 60:590 51-54). 
131 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:588.7-8). 
132  On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:588.23-24). 
133 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:588.24-27). 
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While Paul’s gentle approach seems to honor the Jews, affirming both the end of 
Israel’s fall and the honor and election of their ancestry, in John’s reading the opposite 
conclusion is drawn: “Even in favors, he comforts them in words only,” making clear 
throughout his exegesis that what appears as a consolation is most often a 
condemnation.134 John takes Paul’s statement affirming the purposeful outcome of the 
Jews’ fall -- that is, the salvation of the Gentiles -- and declares that “this again condemns 
them, since while others gained by their sins, they did not profit by other men’s well 
doings.” Similarly, John reads Paul’s kindness in suggesting that some rather than all of 
the Jews are lost as a further indication of their coming destruction:  “But let me beg you 
to notice his wisdom, while he seems to be speaking for them, and devising a comfort for 
them, he aims a secret blow at them,” for an affirmation of the original holy nature of 
Israel only serves to heighten the condemnation of contemporary Jews, who had natural 
access to holiness but did not imitate it.135 Thus, although Paul sets forth a rhetorically 
appropriate consolation, John contends that he actually desired to call attention to the 
profane quality of the Jews who now have nothing in common with this holy root.136 
Furthermore, John suggests that while Paul’s words are always given under the 
“appearance” of comforting the Jews, his words also vex them, since he celebrates the 
prosperity of the Gentiles, over and against the Jews, who must observe men of little 
                                                
134 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:588.8-10): Ὅρα δὲ καὶ ἐν οἷς χαρίζεται διὰ ῥημάτων 
αὐτοὺς παραμυθούμενος μόνον. 
135 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:588.44-48). 
136 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:588.57-62): τοῦτο γὰρ ἦν, ὃ ἔσπευδεν εἰπεῖν, ὅτι οὐδὲν 
κοινὸν πρὸς ἐκεῖνον ἔχουσιν. Εἰ γὰρ ἁγία ἡ ῥίζα, οὗτοι δὲ οὐχ ἅγιοι, ἄρα πόῤῥω 
τῆς ῥίζης οὗτοι. Εἶτα δοκῶν παραμυθήσασθαι τὸν Ἰουδαῖον, πάλιν πλήττει διὰ 
τῆς κατηγορίας τοὺς ἐξ ἐθνῶν· 
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esteem enjoy goods they regard as their own.137 John summarizes the point: through this 
entire passage, Paul “clears himself of the suspicion of hatred and makes his language 
such as will be easily received (εὐπαράδεκτον),”138 a gentle consolation that veils a 
damning condemnation, thus making his harsh message more easily acceptable to weak 
and wounded Jewish hearers. 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
John’s frequent contention that Paul uses appropriately gentle exhortation resonates with 
the general philosophical expectation that gentleness displays a speaker’s self control and 
is necessary for the effective correction of morally weak hearers. John’s exegesis of 
Paul’s rhetoric concerning Jews and Judaism repeatedly displays this assumption. John 
characterizes Paul’s law observant and Jewish hearers as especially insecure in their 
psychic development and thus particularly vulnerable to harsh speech. By classifying 
Paul’s amiable language concerning Jewish kinship, election and honor, especially in 
Romans, as a strategic use of gentle exhortation to guide such weak Jews more 
effectively to condemnation and correction, John simultaneously protects Paul’s 
reputation as a controlled and gentle speaker and amplifies Paul’s anti-Judaic message.  
Yet, if John celebrates Paul’s use of gentle exhortation, what of his own severe 
vitriol in the infamous homilies against the Judaizers? Rylaarsdam situates John’s harsh 
speech in the context of John’s adaptive pedagogy, suggesting that John would have 
understood the severity of his speech as a necessary medicine that had grown 
                                                
137 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:589.20-42). 
138 On Romans hom.19 (PG 60:589.52-55). 
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increasingly severe due to the progressive nature of adaptation.139 According to this 
notion of a progressive adaptation, when time progresses but a patient’s maturation 
remains stagnant, punishment must increase. Greater harshness is thus necessary for 
those patients participating in Judaism in the fourth century compared to those in Paul’s 
own time,140 John might argue, explaining why John’s homilies include more severe 
rhetoric than is found in Paul’s letters.141  As John acknowledges Paul’s approach to Jews 
                                                
139 Rylaarsdam, John Chrysostom on Divine Pedagogy, 106-8. In the infamous homilies 
against Judaizers, John suggests both gentle and severe responses to deal with Judaizing 
Gentiles. Offering explicit advice about how to approach a Judaizing member of the 
congregation, for example, John’s instruction resembles the gradual and gentle approach 
lauded in his interpretation of Paul’s letters; John recommends that the confronting 
congregant begins his “conversation on other topics so he [the Judaizer] does not suspect 
that the real purpose of your visit is to set him straight”, and then uses gradual questions 
to build to a more severe demonstration of wrong doing. Adv.Iud. 8.5.3-8.5.5 (PG 48:934-
935). Yet, in another instance, John acknowledges that more severe methods are also 
necessary – “If a catechumen is sick with this disease, let him be kept outside the church 
doors. If the sick one be a believer and already initiated, let him be driven from the holy 
table. For not all sins need exhortation and counsel; some sins, of their very nature, 
demand cure by a quick and sharp excision. The wounds we can tolerate respond to more 
gentle cures; those which have festered and cannot be cured, those which are feeding on 
the rest of the body, need cauterization with a point of steel.” Adv.Iud. 2.3.6 (PG 
48:861.15-862.3). 
140 Rylaarsdam, John Chrysostom on Divine Pedagogy, 108. Notably, I am careful not to 
say “Jewish” patients here, as the question of audience is imperative. Whereas John 
imagines Paul as speaking directly to Jews, and using gentle rhetoric as a more effective 
means of correction, John is working to correct Gentile Judaizers, using hyperbolic 
invective to malign Jews in order to draw Christians away from Judaism. John does not 
expect his harsh speech to correct Jews, as from his perspective their wounds are those 
that “have festered and cannot be cured” and thus they are no longer patients. Perhaps 
this shift in audience is also part of the issue of progression – whereas Paul envisioned 
Jews as wounded patients, John considers Jews as completely outside of the community 
of souls he aims to heal. 
141 Notably, John’s explicit statement on his use of severity in the homilies against the 
Judaizers is not his use of invective concerning Jews or Judaism, but his plan to remove 
Judaizers from the community. With respect to his violent invective, it is difficult to 
ignore the tension between such vitriol and John’s persistent demonization of abusive 
speakers throughout his homilies on Acts. Notably, these abusive homilies pre-date the 
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as gentle and amiable, he nonetheless works to demonstrate how Paul’s gentleness is 
indeed a strategic condemnation of Jewish souls. Thus, while John’s severe invective 
against Jews has long been recognized for it’s anti-Judaic legacy, this chapter attests to a 
more subtle and pervasive anti-Judaism throughout John’s homilies on Paul’s letters; 
John mobilizes even Paul’s gentle and amiable speech in order to amplify Paul’s position 
as an anti-Judaic exemplar.  
                                                                                                                                            
homilies on Acts and are limited to the beginning of his career. Might John have been 
accused of being an abusive speaker without philosophia? We might read John’s defense 
of Paul’s anger and vehemence as coming from a gentle, controlled spirit as a defense of 
his own reputation as well. Perhaps John modified his own approach as a response to this 
general expectation of greater moderation, and developed his own views on gentle speech 
in this light. 
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CHAPTER 4.  
Pathologizing Jewishness: 
John’s diagnosis of a sick Jewish γνώμη 
 
John’s depictions of Paul as a Christian psychagogue are premised on his portraits of 
Paul’s psychically sick Jewish students. In this chapter, I bring these portraits to the 
forefront, exploring how John’s broader characterization of Jews as failed students of 
divine psychagogy illumines his frequent denigration of Jews as “diseased.” In his 
homilies on Romans in particular, John argues that Jewish responses to divine 
pedagogies, and to the law in particular, are revelatory of a collective, chronic and severe 
psychic ailment. This characterization pivots on a concept John posits as responsible for 
the governance of the psyche - the γνώμη. Throughout his homilies on Romans, John 
constructs a racialized γνώμη, depicting Jews as sharing a γνώμη that freely chooses to 
respond with apathy (ῥᾳθυμία) towards the law and contentiousness (φιλονεικίας) 
towards God and his gospel, choices that have become so habituated that their souls are 
now collectively hardened, perhaps permanently, against healing. While John’s depiction 
of a collective Jewish γνώμη thus serves to differentiate chronically ill Jews from healthy 
or at least curable Christians, it also displays the instability of both conditions through the 
trope of contagion, retaining Jews as a constant threat to be perpetually controlled – their 
ailment is both difficult to cure and dangerously easy to contract. 
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4.1 Diagnosis of a sick Jewish γνώμη  
In his homilies against Judaizers, John labels Jews as diseased and warns that Gentiles 
who enter Jewish places or participate in Jewish festivals risk infection.1 John’s persistent 
framing of Jews as patients of both divine and apostolic therapy throughout his homilies 
on Acts and the Pauline epistles suggests that such depictions are not mere metaphors;2 
rather, John diagnoses Jewish souls collectively as diseased.  In his pathologization of 
Jewishness itself,3 John constructs a classic racial argument;4 he collectively disparages 
                                                
1 John uses the label of disease throughout these homilies, both with respect to Jews and 
to Gentiles who enter Jewish places or participate in Jewish practices. See, for example, 
Adv.Iud.1.1.5 (PG 48:844); Adv.Iud. 2.1.1-2 (PG 48:857).  
2 Wendy Mayer points to the interconnectedness of the soul and the body and of medicine 
and philosophy as evidence that John’s language of psychic disease and health is not 
mere metaphor. See especially Wendy Mayer, “Medicine in transition: Christian 
adaptation in the later fourth-century East”, in G. Greatrex and H. Elton (eds), Shifting 
Genres in Late Antiquity (Farnham: Ashgate, 2015), 11-26; “Madness in the works of 
John Chrysostom: A snapshot from Late Antiquity,” in The concept of Madness from 
Homer to Byzantium: History and aspects (ed. Perdicoyianni-Paléologou; Amsterdam: 
Adolf M. Hakkert, forthcoming). 
3 While John characterizes all “heretics” as psychically diseased (see, for example, his 
comparison of Judaizing disease to Anomean disease in the first homily against the 
Judaizers - Adv.Iud 1.1.6 (PG 48:845), he characterizes Jewish souls as uniquely sick. 
This will be discussed throughout the chapter, but a brief passage in his 42nd homily on 
Acts emphasizes the uniquely distressed condition of a Jewish soul. Having noted that 
afflicted souls are often in the best state to receive pedagogy, John asks: “What then you 
will say of the Jews? How was it that in consequence of their weak heartedness, they did 
not hear? Why, they were Jews, those ever sick (ἀσθενεῖς) and suffering (ταλαίπωροι) 
creatures: and besides, the affliction in their case was great, but we speak of affliction in 
moderation. For observe; they expected to be freed from evils that encompassed them, 
and they fell into numberless greater evils: now this is no common distress to the soul.” 
On Acts hom. 42 (PG 60:300.24-40).  
4 As Susanna Heschel argues, racist rhetoric, both ancient and contemporary, is 
“ultimately concerned not with biology but rather with the human spirit.” She notes that 
inferior bodies were understood as carriers of corrupt spirits and it is the degeneracy of 
their morality and spirituality that is perceived as threatening corruption, making “race 
theory a kind of theology.” Susanna Heschel, “Race as Incarnational Theology: Affinities 
between German Protestantism and Racial Theory” in Prejudice and Christian 
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Jews based on his depiction of their shared inferior spirit, in particular, the diseased 
condition of the collective control center of their psyches – the γνώμη. 
4.1.1 The Site of Disease  - the γνώμη 
The term γνώμη appears pervasively throughout John’s homilies,5 but scholarly analysis 
attending to the use of the term by patristic authors has been sparse.6 Fortunately, the 
recent work of Ray Laird offers a critical correction to this regretful omission.7 Laird’s 
work demonstrates that the term holds a central place in John’s understanding of the 
functioning of the psyche.8 The term γνώμη is variously translated outside of Laird’s 
                                                                                                                                            
Beginnings: Investigating Race, Gender, and Ethnicity in Early Christian Studies (ed. 
Laura Nasrallah and Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza; New York: Fortress Press, 2009), 228-
229.  
5 The term γνώμη appears 2317 times throughout John’s homilies, with the more 
commonly studied term προαίρεσις in its various forms appearing well under 1000 times 
(according to the TLG database); Raymond Laird’s work demonstrates its prevalence not 
only in the homilies on the Pauline epistles but throughout John’s homilies on Genesis 
and Matthew, his homilies against Judaizers, among others. See Raymond Laird, 
Mindset, Moral Choice and Sin in the Anthropology of John Chrysostom (Sydney: St. 
Pauls Publications, 2012), 20.  Laird argues that John’s use of this term is firmly 
grounded in his broader context, offering a thorough discussion of the use of γνώμη 
language among John’s predecessors and contemporaries, particularly Libanius (Chapter 
7), Greek paideia more broadly (Chapter 8), and fellow Antiochenes Diodore of Tarsus, 
Theodore of Mopsuestia and Theodoret of Cyrus (Chapter 9).  
6 Laird, Mindset, Moral Choice and Sin, 21-23. Laird notes the sparse literature on this 
term in in both the study of ancient Christian writings in particular as well as within 
Classical scholarship more broadly. Laird notes that the possible reason for this omission 
is that scholars have focused instead on one of its companion terms προαίρεσις (free 
will).  
7 Laird, Mindset, Moral Choice and Sin. More recently, Peter Moore’s work affirms 
Laird’s central observations, developing further how the concept of γνώμη undergirds 
John’s preaching method. Peter Moore, “Chrysostom’s concept of γνώμη: How 
‘chosen life’s orientation’ undergirds Chrysostom’s strategy in preaching,” Studia 
Patristica 54 (2013): 351-358. 
8 Laird approaches the concept of γνώμη in John’s work with an interest in how it 
contributes to an understanding of John’s position with respect to original sin. As Laird 
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work by the terms “intention,” “will,” “disposition,” “spirit,” “temper,” and “character,” 
with Laird offering the term “mindset.”9 While Laird notes that γνώμη is closely related 
to the faculties of the mind (νοῦς, διάνοιᾰ, etc.), John typically describes the γνώμη 
according to its vital relation to the psyche, depicting it variously as the “habit”,10 
“motivating core,”11 “ruling power,”12 “critical faculty,”13 or “master,”14 of the psyche. As 
this ruling center, or “habitual inclination” of a person’s soul,15 the γνώμη controls and 
manages the pathe and reveals the soul’s deepest intentions and desires.16 The concept 
thus evades static English translation and I will retain the Greek term itself, γνώμη, most 
frequently in this chapter, allowing the reader to fill in the range of meanings and 
resonances listed above. 
For a psychic therapist, the γνώμη is the key site of therapeutic intervention.17 As 
                                                                                                                                            
summarizes in his conclusion – “The question basic to this investigation is: in 
Chyrsostom’s anthropology, or more specifically his psychology, what faculty of the soul 
is held responsible for sin? This question, formulated against the background of the 
differences in understanding of original sin between the eastern orthodox and the 
traditional western position, has led to an examination of the γνώμη, which I interpret to 
refer to the mindset and its various functions.” (Ibid., 257).  
9 Peter Moore offers the translation “chosen life’s orientation,” pointing to John’s ascetic 
context and John’s emphasis that the γνώμη is freely chosen. Moore, “Chrysostom’s 
concept of γνώμη,” 351-358. 
10 Laird, Mindset, Moral Choice and Sin, 28. 
11 Ibid., 41. 
12 Ibid., 73. 
13 Ibid., 72. 
14 Ibid., 191. 
15 Ibid., 28. 
16 Ibid., 41. 
17 As discussed in chapter 1, John presented one of the rhetorical tasks of a preacher to be 
the discernment and management of a hearer’s pathe in order to lead him closer to 
reception, and thus to correction. It is evident that John perceived of this task as including 
the shaping, straightening, or correcting of the control center of those pathe, that is, the 
γνώμη (Laird, Mindset, Moral Choice and Sin, 124). John frequently remarks on the way 
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discussed in previous chapters, the psychagogue works to discern and manage the pathe 
of his hearers, and thus, according to John’s anthropology, he must discern the condition 
of the γνώμη in order for the psyche to be properly known, shaped, and judged.18  
Indeed, whether or not the psychagogue’s therapy is successful depends precisely on the 
γνώμη and the positive reception of this therapy results in its transformation. In a homily 
on Matthew, for example, John suggests that the positive reception of the gospel would 
alter the human race “from harshness of γνώμη to much gentleness and tenderness.”19 
Notably, the γνώμη is the critical site for the acceptance or rejection of the Gospel, and 
thus for judgment, because, according to John, it is the autonomous engine of free will 
(προαίρεσις).  
Teasing out the etiology of psychic illness, John emphasizes that this sickness 
originates neither from the nature of the soul nor of the flesh, but from free will 
(προαίρεσις).20 He reasons that while God is responsible for the nature of souls and of 
bodies, free will “is a motion from ourselves towards whatever we please to direct it”21 
                                                                                                                                            
that Paul prepares the γνώμη as part of his rhetorical strategy, for example, in a homily 
on Romans: “This he does to take down the objector’s unseasonable inquisitiveness, and 
excessive curiosity, and to put a check upon it... So when he has made this preparatory 
step in his hearers has hushed and softened down τὴν γνώμην, then with great felicity he 
introduces the answer, having made what he says easy of admittance with him 
(εὐπαράδεκτον αὐτῷ ποιήσῃ τὸ λεγόμενον). On Romans hom. 16 (PG 60:558.29-53).  
18Laird, Mindset, Moral Choice and Sin, 220. 
19 In Matt hom. 10 (PG 57:188.4-10). John’s reference in this case is Isaiah 11:6 (“The 
wolf will live with the lamb, the leopard will lie down with the goat, the calf and the lion 
and the yearling together; and a little child will lead them.”), but see Chapter 3 of this 
dissertation for a discussion of how John more broadly characterizes gentleness as 
representing virtue and philosophia and how this informs his interpretation of Paul’s 
preaching on Jews and Judaism. 
20 On Romans hom. 13 (PG 60:510.19-25). 
21 On Romans hom. 13 (PG 60:510.26-28). τὸ δὲ ἐξ ἡμῶν αὐτῶν γινομένη κίνησις, 
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and not just “ourselves” broadly, but as John goes on to specify, from “τῆς γνώμης 
ἡμῶν.”22 While scholarship on the notion of choice and free will in patristic writings has 
focused on the term προαίρεσις and largely ignored the role of the γνώμη, 23 the two 
appear nearly inseparable in John’s homilies. Moreover, as John posits in the quote 
above, the γνώμη directs the motion of προαίρεσις, and thus, as Laird reasons, it is the 
“ruling principle to which the προαίρεσις is subject.”24 As John summarizes, if one 
succumbs to vice rather than virtue, “then you are made a partaker of the ruin therein, not 
owing to the nature of the soul and the flesh, but owing to that γνώμη which has the 
power of choosing either [vice or virtue].”25 God, while omniscient of the condition of 
each γνώμη, thus bears no responsibility for the success or failure of a healing 
intervention, John asserts, since “having contributed the appropriate drugs, God allows 
everything to rest on the γνώμη of the one who is ill.”26  
While each person, specifically each γνώμη, thus bears individual responsibility 
for conduct, John typically depicts a γνώμη as collectively shared (such as in the 
                                                                                                                                            
πρὸς ὅπερ ἂν αὐτὴν βουληθῶμεν ἀγαγεῖν. 
22 On Romans hom. 13 (PG 60:510.28-29). Ἡ μὲν γὰρ βούλησις, ἔμφυτον καὶ παρὰ 
Θεοῦ·ἡ δὲ τοιάδε βούλησις, ἡμέτερον καὶ τῆς γνώμης ἡμῶν. For a discussion of this 
passage, see Laird, Mindset, moral Choice and Sin, 75, 107.  
23  In his study on John’s homilies on Romans, Demetrios Trakatellis argues that 
προαίρεσις is the core of his understanding of the anthropos. He notes how frequently  
the γνώμη appears in relation to προαίρεσις but obscures the importance of the γνώμη 
in its own right, not acknowledging, for example, in his analysis of John’s definition of 
προαίρεσις that John depicts it as deriving directly from the γνώμη. Demetrios 
Trakatellis, “Being Transformed: Chrysostom’s exegesis of the Epistle to the Romans,” 
Greek Orthodox Theological Review 44 (1999), 163-176.  
24 Laird, Mindset, Moral Choice and Sin, 111.  
25 Homily on Romans 13 (PG 60:518.24-27): ἂν τῷ χείρονι πάλιν, τῆς ἐνταῦθα 
ἀπωλείας κατέστης κοινωνὸς, οὐ παρὰ τὴν φύσιν τῆς ψυχῆς καὶ τῆς σαρκὸς, ἀλλὰ 
παρὰ τὴν γνώμην τὴν κυρίαν ἀμφότερα ταῦτα ἑλέσθαι. 
26 In Gen. hom. 19 (PG 53:159.4).   
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Matthew quote cited above, which depicts the human race moving “from harshness of 
γνώμη to much gentleness and tenderness”).27 The notion of such a collective γνώμη is 
evident throughout John’s homilies. Notably, for example, John describes Paul as guiding 
his hearers to be normalized according to an apostolic γνώμη that expresses itself 
externally in the visible practices of virtue. 28 Just as John groups those who align 
themselves with Paul as sharing a collective healthy γνώμη, John depicts those outside 
this proper apostolic alignment as sharing a γνώμη of the opposite orientation, one that is 
unhealthy and expresses itself externally with vice. John uses two cognates of γνώμη - 
εὐγνωμοσύνη and ἀγνωμοσύνη – to differentiate these opposing groups based on the 
health of the γνώμη; the term εὐγνωμοσύνη describes those sharing a γνώμη that is in 
proper control of the pathe and oriented towards God, while the term ἀγνωμοσύνης 
depicts those sharing a γνώμη that is without control of the pathe, and thus oriented away 
from God.29 These opposing cognates, and language of the γνώμη more broadly, are vital 
to John’s characterization of Jews in his homilies on Romans, serving as a key way that 
John diagnoses and displays Jewish disease and difference.  
                                                
27 I have not found an instance where the plural form of γνώμη is used when referring to 
a group of people.  
28 Laird notes that in the context of a student-teacher relationship “to be kata γνώμη with 
someone is to have settled one’s life into the master’s form of teaching,” to take on not 
only a teacher’s ideas but also their praxis. Laird, Mindset, Moral Choice and Sin, 115 -
116.  
29 For a full discussion of these cognates, see Laird, Mindset, Moral Choice and Sin, 57-
62. 
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4.1.2 Symptoms of the sick Jewish γνώμη 
John frequently identifies one of the most critical symptoms of an unhealthy γνώμη to be 
the passive quality ῥᾳθυμία, typically translated as listlessness, indifference, 
carelessness or apathy. 30 Interpreting the beginning of Romans, John identifies this 
apathy as the source of psychic disease,31 an identification he makes frequently elsewhere 
as well. Noting with respect to the cause of evil in the world, for example, he warns his 
congregants, “never blame the devil, but our own apathetic γνώμην.”32  
John identifies an apathetic γνώμη as responsible for the sickness of humanity 
broadly but he also claims that Jews are uniquely diseased: they attempt to conceal their 
condition with “the law and circumcision, and the fact of God having conversed with 
                                                
30 Laird notes that ῥᾳθυμία is “seen as the great enemy of the well-disposed γνώμη” 
(Laird, Mindset, Moral Choice and Sin, 49). As briefly introduced in Chapter 1, John 
identifies an indifferent soul as non-receptive to teaching and thus the problem of 
ῥᾳθυμία as one of the primary challenges a preacher faces in managing his hearers. John 
frequently identifies Paul’s rousing of apathetic souls (For example, “That these things 
might not both make them rather indifferent, he inserted the part about strictness of life, 
using every opportunity of rousing the hearer to the practice of virtue.” (On Romans hom. 
12; PG 60.496.28). John frequently exhorts his own congregants not to abuse grace by 
falling into an apathetic state (“Since not even after the faith is it possible for an apathetic 
man (ῥᾳθυμοῦντα) to be saved! For the struggles are made easy that you may strive and 
conquer, not that you should sleep or abuse the greatness of the grace by making it a 
reason for apathy). (On Romans hom. 13; PG 60.517.26-30).  
31“[Paul] clearly shows that the sickness in either case came of the apathy (ῥᾳθυμίας) of 
them that were sick (τῶν νοσούντων). (On Romans hom. 5; PG 60.422.57-59); “Having 
then shown the exceeding greatness of the disease (τῆς νόσου), and having added the 
cause, that it was from the carelessness of the disordered (ἀπὸ ῥᾳθυμίας τῶν 
ἀῤῥωστούντων) On Romans hom. 5 (PG 60:426.60- 427.4) 
32 In Genesis hom. 23 (PG 53:205.8). John describes ῥᾳθυμία as creating a carnal soul, 
rather than a spiritual one. On Romans hom. 13 (PG 60:516.60-62. 517.3)  
For more of John’s discussion of the dangers of apathy in his homilies on Romans, see 
On Romans hom.5 (PG 60:425.47-9); On Romans hom. 13 (PG 60:507.48-50). For a note 
on the variety of places outside of Romans where John discusses ῥᾳθυμία as responsible 
for sin and evil, see Laird, Mindset, moral Choice and Sin, 42 n.60.   
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them.”33 In his homilies on Romans, John contends that Paul works to “strip them even of 
these [honors] and shows that for these [honors] they were the more punished 
(κολαζομένους).”34 John thus marshals Paul’s rhetoric about the law to diagnose their 
“true” condition of disease, routinely interpreting Paul’s most positive rhetoric about the 
law as his strategic condemnation of Jewish souls.   
According to John, the topic of the law is rhetorical territory that requires nimble 
maneuvering if a speaker is to avoid slipping onto heretical ground. Reflecting on his 
own fourth century context, John remarks:  
They who accept the nonsense taught by Valentinus and Marcion, and all who are 
infected with their disease, reject the law given by God and Moses from the canon 
of Holy Scripture. The Jews, on the other hand, hold it in such reverence that they 
obstinately try to observe it all, contrary to God’s will…But the Church of God, 
avoiding both extremes, steers a middle course, and neither lets herself be 
subjected to its yoke nor permits men to disparage it, but commends it, although it 
is abrogated, because it was serviceable in its time.35 
 
How one speaks of the law, John suggests, marks a position on the spectrum of heresy, 
with the orthodox occupying the encircled middle.36 John identifies Paul as an orthodox 
                                                
33 On Romans hom.6 (PG 60:439.48-50). In this passage on Romans 3, John compares the 
apathy of Greeks and Jews with respect to the Jewish capacity to conceal their condition. 
In his 42nd homily on Acts, John depicts Jewish souls as uniquely distressed. There John 
explains that an afflicted soul is in an ideal state to listen to a teacher, asking, “What then 
you will say of the Jews? How was it that in consequence of their weak heartedness, they 
did not hear? Why, they were Jews, those ever sick (ἀσθενεῖς) and suffering 
(ταλαίπωροι) creatures: and besides, the affliction in their case was great, but we speak 
of affliction in moderation. For observe; they expected to be freed from evils that 
encompassed them, and they fell into numberless greater evils: now this is no common 
distress to the soul.” On Acts hom. 42 (PG 60:300.24-40). 
34 On Romans hom.6 (PG 60:439.52). 
35 De sacer 4.4 (SC 272.256.44-53).  
36 John affirms moderation as a necessary strategy in combatting heresy: “So anyone who 
means to oppose both these parties must understand this balance. If he wants to teach the 
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ally in his own fourth century disputes,37 frequently detailing how the apostle made 
careful rhetorical choices in order to avoid crossing into enemy territory, neither 
disparaging nor promoting the practices of the law.38 Moreover, John suggests that the 
apostle’s moderation was also rhetorically necessary in his own context: the apostle 
aimed both to avoid offending his midcentury hearers,39 who, John posits, had a high 
                                                                                                                                            
Jews that they are out of date in clinging to their ancient legislation, and begins to 
disparage it unsparingly, he gives an easy handle to those heretics who want to tear it to 
pieces. But if, in his determination to silence this group, he extols the law immoderately, 
and admires it as though it were necessary in our present age, he opens the mouths of the 
Jews.” De sacer 4.4 (SC 256.53-258.61). On the trope of moderation to describe the 
“orthodox” and the trope of extremism to denigrate heretics, see Knust, Abandoned to 
Lust, 32-35. 
37 For example, concerning “those who speak evil of the law” - “Let them hear, how even 
when forced upon it (εἰς ἀνάγκην ἐμπεσὼν), he [Paul] does not bereave it of its dignity 
(οὐ καθαιρεῖ αὐτοῦ τὸ ἀξίωμα), but speaks great things of its power (ἀλλὰ μεγάλα 
περὶ τῆς ἐξουσίας αὐτοῦ διαλέγεται;) On Romans hom. 12 (PG 60:497.17-20). Also, 
John notes that Paul says “when we were in the flesh” rather “in the law…so in every 
passage shrinking from giving a handle to heretics.” On Romans hom. 12 (PG 60:498.21-
24). 
38In his interpretation of Romans 7:1-3, for example, John argues that Paul's metaphor 
relating one’s loyalty to the law as one’s loyalty to a marriage is illogically concluded 
because Paul is trying to avoid condemning the law. John notes that Paul's premise 
equates the husband with the law and the wife with believers, whereas in the conclusion 
Paul avoids saying that the law, like the husband, is dead. John contends that the reason 
Paul does not say “what the context would require” - that the law is dead - is his 
sensitivity to the audience and their potential response to his words, “to prevent what he 
says from being distasteful.” Yet John is also eager to note how Paul’s careful lack of 
condemnation does not promote the Law either, as he points to the subtle ways Paul 
shows the law is dead. On Romans hom. 12 (PG 60:496.30-498).   
39 John frequently calls attention to Paul’s “exquisite judgment” in choosing words that 
avoid maligning the law and thus offending his hearers. For example, in his homily on 
Romans 2, Paul chooses to say that uncircumcision “becomes” rather than “overcomes” 
circumcision, since the latter option would have been “highly grating to those who then 
heard him (τοῦτο γὰρ σφόδρα ἦν ἐπαχθὲς τοῖς τότε ἀκούουσιν).” On Romans hom. 5 
(PG 60:436.2-5). Similarly, John notes later in the same homily that Paul did not say 
“Circumcision is valueless without a good life, but circumcision is of value with a good 
life, pointing out the same thing but in a more subdued tone.” (PG 60:437.31-34). 
Throughout his homilies on Romans 2 broadly, John presents circumcision as a 
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regard for the law, and to guide them away from its reverence and practice.40 In a homily 
on Romans 2, John explicitly identifies a strategy that, he contends, Paul used to 
undermine the law without disparaging it. This purported strategy was to place blame for 
the laws’ failure squarely on the souls of its Jewish pupils.41 By stripping Jews of 
preeminence, John suggests, Paul illustrated their offenses against God and thus gained 
“possession of the reader’s judgment against them,” persuading hearers to advocate for 
the law no longer.42 Thanks to Paul’s arguments, John contends, hearers will recognize 
the laws’ deficiencies in the diseased souls of its pupils. John identifies this as Paul’s 
specific rhetorical strategy in Romans 2, but he also suggests that this perspective served 
as Paul’s implicit hermeneutic throughout his homilies on Romans; John routinely 
                                                                                                                                            
polarizing topic that Paul approaches with great rhetorical care in order to be well 
received as a speaker.   
40 John depicts Paul’s guidance as his careful management of Jewish pathe, not only as he 
frequently works to avoid offense (noted in n.40), but in order to lower conceit, subdue 
contention, instill fear, etc. For example, in response to Romans 7:8, John explains that 
Paul speaks vehemently of the law in order to manage Jewish passions. Paul speaks 
vehemently “for the madness of Jews, and their vigorous spirit of contention, which as he 
desires earnestly to do away with, he seems to bear violently against the law, not to find 
fault with it, but to unnerve their vigor.” On Romans hom.12 (PG 60:500.22-39). For an 
example of how John depicts Paul as purposefully instilling fear, see homily 7 -  “Here 
again the Jew is alarmed by his not having anything better than the rest, and being 
numbered with the whole world. Now that he may not feel this, he again lowers him with 
fear.” On Romans hom. 7 (PG 60:443.60-444.1). 
41On Romans hom. 6 (PG 60:434.49-55). John frequently notes how Paul places blame 
not on the law but on Jewish souls  - “So sparing the things of the law, and smiting the 
persons.” On Romans hom. 6 (PG 60:437.38-40). 
42 On Romans hom. 6 (PG 60:434.49-55). “But after he had shown them to have offended 
in that which was greater and to be responsible for the blasphemy against God, then 
having henceforth possession of the reader’s judgment against them, and having stripped 
them of their pre-eminence, he introduces the discussion about circumcision, feeling sure 
that no one will any more advocate it.”  
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interprets Paul’s emphasis on the Jews’ special relationship to the law as a means of 
underscoring their severe ῥᾳθυμία.43  
John asserts that Jews had a significant advantage in having the law as their 
Pedagogue – they received specific instruction, unique attention, and “easy terms to 
achieve virtue,”44 and yet they failed as pupils to respond appropriately to this special 
guidance. Mobilizing Paul’s depiction of the law as spiritual in Romans 7:14, John 
depicts the law as an admirable psychagogue whose failure reveals the apathy of its 
pupils: 
For by calling it spiritual, he shows it to be a teacher of virtue and hostile to vice; 
for this is what being spiritual means, leading off from sin of every kind And this 
is what the law did do, by frightening, admonishing, chastening, correcting, 
recommending every kind of virtue. From where then, was sin produced, if the 
teacher was so admirable? It was from the apathy (ῥᾳθυμίαν) of its disciples.45 
 
Apathy is the great enemy of virtue,46 and thus even though the law  “frightens, 
admonishes, chastens, corrects and recommends,” it can not overpower such apathy - 
                                                
43 There are numerous examples where John says Paul spares insulting the law by 
emphasizing the apathy of its students. For example, “Yet the charge is not against the 
law, but the apathy (τῆς ῥᾳθυμίας) of those who received it.” On Romans hom. 12 (PG 
60:501.28-30); “And this is no longer any insult to circumcision, but to him who through 
apathy has lost the good of it (τοῦ διὰ τῆς ῥᾳθυµίας αὐτὴν ἀπολέσαντος)”(On Romans 
hom. 6 (PG 60:435.56-59);  “He springs upon the law again, with forbearance however 
(for what he says is not an accusation of it, but of the apathy (ῥᾳθυµίας) of the Jew.” (PG 
60:442.57-60) 
44 On Romans hom. 6 (PG 60:433.38-58). 
45 On Romans hom.13 (PG 60:507.43-50).  
46 On Romans hom.17 (PG 60:566.28-42). “For as to the virtue manifested in works there 
is opposed a listlessness (Ὥσπερ γὰρ τῇ ἀρετῇ διὰ τῶν ἔργων ἀνθίσταται ῥᾳθυμία), 
which relaxes our labors and it requires a very vigilant soul (καὶ δεῖ σφόδρα 
ἀγρυπνούσης ψυχῆς) not to yield to it; thus, when one is required to believe, there are 
reasons which confuse and make havoc of the minds of most men and it wants a soul of 
some vigor to shake them thoroughly off (καὶ δεῖ νεανικωτέρας ψυχῆς, ὥστε αὐτοὺς 
διακρούσασθαι).”  
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there is “no fault in the physician, but in the patient who applies the medicine wrongly … 
For the physician’s business is simply prohibiting it [desire], but restraining himself is the 
patient’s.”47 Responding to the law’s efforts, John claims, with “apathy (ἡ ῥᾳθυμία) and 
bad mindset (ἡ γνώμη ἡ πονηρὰ),”48 Jews failed to take their medicine appropriately 
and thus made their illness even worse.49 John thus asserts that Paul reveals the Gentiles 
to be superior to Jews because they were able to live virtuously without the guidance of 
the Pedagogue.50 Indeed, when John encounters Paul’s own explicit reflection on the 
“many” advantages of the Jews in Romans 3:1, he offers Paul’s comments as exemplary 
of the apostle’s routine attempt to undermine Jewish pre-eminence. Rather than arguing 
that Jews are equal to Gentiles, in John’s reading Paul indicts them of great failures 
despite the advantages they enjoyed.51 By emphasizing that God did indeed give Jews 
                                                
47 On Romans hom. 12 (PG 60:500.31-33, 38-39). 
48 On Romans hom. 12 (PG 60:500.28-30). Here, and elsewhere, John defines sin as 
apathy and a bad γνώμη. “That is, that it might be shown what a great evil sin (ἡ 
ἁμαρτία) is, namely, a listless will (ἡ ῥᾴθυμος προαίρεσις), an inclination to the worse 
side, and the actual doing and the perverted mindset (ἡ διεφθαρμένη γνώμη). For this is 
the cause of all evils. On Romans hom. 12 (PG 60:502.58-61). 
49 For example, “By pointing out the exceeding grace of Christ, and teaching them what 
an evil he freed the human race from, which, by the medicines used to cure it, had 
become worse and was increased by the preventives.” On Romans hom. 12 (PG 60:503.1-
4). 
50 On Romans hom. 5 (PG 60:429.1-4, 9-10). Notably, John acknowledges that Paul never 
says this himself (he can’t, John argues, because it would be offensive). Elsewhere, John 
contends that when Paul appears to be criticizing the Gentiles, he is in fact condemning 
Jews, a misdirection that is effective in managing Jewish pathe. For example, “He 
accused the Gentiles first, on whose behalf he is speaking, that without suspicion and 
with boldness of speech, he may attack the Jews.” On Romans hom.12 (PG 60:427.7-10). 
51 On Romans hom.11 (PG 60:437.10-438). This is a theme for John throughout his 
homilies on Romans, as he renders each of Paul’s encomiums as an accusation, a 
reminder that the more Paul lauds Jewish honor and advantage, the more weight he is 
attempting to add to their judgment because of their failure. See especially John’s 12th 
Homily on Romans. For example, “For he that had enjoyed a larger share or instruction 
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special honor,52 Paul shows how their apathetic response condemns them even further; 
Jews responded to the one who honored them with dishonor, a response demonstrative of 
the “utmost extreme of ἀγνωμοσύνης.”53   
In his characterization of the ailing condition of the Jewish γνώμη, John 
frequently couples the passive symptom of apathy with an active symptom of 
φιλονεικίας, usually translated as contentiousness, disputatiousness or obstinacy. 
                                                                                                                                            
would also deserve to undergo a larger share of vengeance if acting lawlessly (PG  
60:427.3-5); “And then having come to the enquiry concerning the punishment, he shows 
that the Jew is so far from being at all profited by the law, that he is even weighed down 
by it.” (On Romans hom.12; PG 60.427.10-12); “For here, as I said before, he shows not 
only the equality of the Jew and the Gentile, but that the Jew was even more burdened by 
the gift of the law. ...For the greater the attention he enjoyed, the greater the punishment 
he will suffer! (PG 60:428.3-6, 13-14). 
52 Interpreting Romans 3:2 (“Much in every way! Chiefly, because they were entrusted 
with the oracles of God”), John goes out of his way to emphasize that it is the Jews whom 
God entrusted, noting that others contend the verb “entrusted” refers to the oracles 
themselves. John works to show the verb refers to Jews in order to demonstrate how Paul 
aims “to accuse them, and to show that, though in the enjoyment of many a blessing from 
above, they yet showed great ingratitude.” On Romans hom. 6 (PG:60.437.49-438). 
53 On Romans hom. 6 (PG 60:434.24-29).  There are innumerable examples of where 
John attributes blame not to the law, but specifically to the sick Jewish γνώμη. See 
especially John’s 12th homily on Romans - “See you that to the wicked in all cases 
occasions of greater punishment result from good things?  But we shall not in this accuse 
the benefits of God, but rather upon this even admire them the more; but we shall throw 
the blame on the spirit (γνώμην) of those who abuse the blessings to contrary purpose. 
On Romans hom. 12 (PG 60:501.13-19); “If the Jews did not get free from vice, it is not 
the fault of their pedagogue “but the accusation lies wholly against their mindset, which 
was perverse beyond all supposition” (ἀλλὰ πᾶσα ἡ κατηγορία τῆς ἐκείνων γνώμης 
ἐστὶ παρ’ ἐλπίδα πᾶσαν διαφθαρείσης) On Romans hom. 12 (PG 60:500.5-15). The 
term typically used to depict those sharing in the sick Jewish γνώμη, τῶν ἀγνωμόνων, 
is usually translated vaguely as “unfeeling” or “forward” or “obstinate,” but for John 
refers more particularly to a condition of their psyche that is to blame for sin  - “Do you 
observe how by degrees he shows it [the law] to be not an accuser of sin only, but in a 
measure its producer. Yet not from any fault of its own but from that of the forward Jews 
(παρὰ τὴν τῶν ἀγνωμόνων Ἰουδαίων), he proves it was that this happened. On 
Romans hom. 12 (PG 60:500.11-15); “Sin then became stronger, he says, and violent. But 
this again is no charge against the law but against their obstinacy (ἀλλὰ τῆς ἐκείνων 
ἀγνωμοσύνης). On Romans hom. 12 (PG 60:501.30-35). 
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Whereas John depicts apathy as the enemy of virtue, he depicts φιλονεικίας as the 
enemy of grace. Grace does not produce salvation for all, John contends, because grace 
saves “εὐγνωμοσύνης,”54 “not those who will not have it, and turn away from it, who 
persist in fighting against it, and opposing it.”55 John’s emphasis on such active 
opposition of grace is underscored by his depiction of the easy guidance of the Gospel: 
Is it not a sign of the utmost contentiousness (φιλονεικίας) to leave what is light 
and easy and set about impossibilities? … All this can come only from a 
contentious spirit (ἢ φιλονεικούσης γνώμης), which is in a state of rebellion 
against God (πρὸς τὸν Θεὸν στασιαζούσης)?”56 
God has extended a burden-less pedagogue in the form of the gospel of grace, and even 
this, John proclaims, Jews oppose. Paul cites lengthy prophetic passages in order to 
accentuate the persistence of God’s pedagogical efforts throughout history, John points 
out, and in this way the apostle underscores the habitual nature of such contentiousness. 
For example, so that “he might parade before them their ἀγνωμοσύνην and show that 
                                                
54 On Romans hom.18 (PG 60:578.55). “Observe that each word maintains its own rank, 
showing at once God’s grace, and the obedient temper (εὐγνωμοσύνην) of them that 
receive salvation.” 
55 On Romans hom.18 (PG 60:579.25-29); “For grace, though it be grace, saves the 
willing (ἐθέλοντας), not those who will not have it, and turn away from it, who persist in 
fighting against it, and opposing themselves to it.” Earlier, John similarly notes “Whether 
someone is saved or damned depends “not of God’s grace only, but also of the temper 
(τῆς γνώμης) of those who came to Him, as also the casting off of the others came of the 
disputatiousness (τῆς φιλονεικίας) of those who disobeyed.” On Romans hom. 18 (PG 
60:575.30-34). 
56 On Romans hom. 17 (PG 60:567.34-44). See similarly, On Romans hom.18 (PG 
60:577.50-578.6). Also, “This is why in another passage too Paul says, when writing to 
the Thessalonians, ‘Ye also have suffered like things of your own countrymen, even as 
they have of the Jews, who both killed the Lord and their own prophets, and have 
persecuted us and please not God, and are contrary to all men’ (1 Thess 2:14,15); which 
is what he says here too, that they both dug down the altars and killed the prophets.” On 
Romans hom. 18 (PG 60:578.15-39). 
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they had been so from of old… he reads to them the passage further back, as having been 
throughout at pains to show that it was no strange thing that they did with Christ and the 
apostles, but their habitual practice (ἀλλὰ τὰ συνήθη καὶ μεμελετημένα).”57 
 Mobilizing Paul’s use of Isaiah in Romans 10:21 (“all the day long have I 
stretched forth my hands to a disobedient and gainsaying people”), John further depicts 
God’s steadfast pedagogical efforts in order to accentuate their stubborn contentiousness: 
But the stretching out of the hands, means calling and drawing them to Him and 
inviting them. … You see what a great charge this is against them! For they did 
not obey Him even when He invited them, but they contradicted Him … not once 
or twice or thrice, but the whole period… See how he has brought us a most lucid 
answer to all the difficulties which were raised, by showing that it was from their 
own temper (τῆς γνώμης) that ruin had befallen them (τὴν ἀπώλειαν 
γενομένην), and that they are wholly undeserving of pardon.58 
 
John goes on to describe God’s extraordinary pedagogical determination to ensure that 
Jews hear and understand his teaching; God attempts further to “rouse them up” and 
“draw them to himself” and finally resorts to inducing jealousy, the most effective 
                                                
On Romans hom.18 (PG 60:577.50-578.6). Also, “This is why in another passage too 
Paul says, when writing to the Thessalonians, “Ye also have suffered like things of your 
own countrymen, even as they have of the Jews, who both killed the Lord and their own 
prophets, and have persecuted us and please not God, and are contrary to all men (1 
Thess 2:14,15); which is what he says here too, that they both dug down the altars and 
killed the prophets.” On Romans hom. 18 (PG 60:578.15-39). 
57 On Romans hom. 18 (PG 60:577.50-578.6). John notes that Jews had frequent 
opportunities to come to a better (ἀναιροῦντες) γνώμην, but instead of asking for 
pardon, they continued their impieties, serving as an ultimate demonstration of their 
contentiousness (φιλονεικίας). (PG 60:578.15-39). 
58 On Romans hom. 18 (PG 60:575.30-44). With respect to our lack of reconciliation 
despite God’s efforts - “Oh what listlessness (ῥᾳθυμίας)! Oh what unfeelingness 
(ἀγνωμοσύνης)! We that live continually in sins and wickedness, if we happen to do any 
little good, like ἀγνώμονας servants, with what a stingy spirit do we exact it, and how 
particular are we about the recompense made, if what we have done has any recompense 
to come of it.” On Romans hom. 5 (PG 60:431.24-30).  
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mechanism for ending disputatiousness. 59  The failure of this persistent series of divine 
pedagogical strategies, John contends, serves as the greatest demonstration of the 
“excessive contentiousness” (ὑπερβολῆς τὴν φιλονεικίαν) of Jews.60 According to John 
then, Paul’s demonstration of God’s special honor for Jews, especially as presented in his 
offering of the law and his persistent attempt to guide their souls, only serves to 
demonstrate the two chief symptoms of their wholly sick γνώμη – apathy and 
contentiousness.  
 
4.2 Prognosis for the Jewish γνώμη 
John diagnoses Jewish souls as sharing an apathetic and contentious γνώμη. His 
                                                
59 “For though they had both heard and understood (ἀκούσαντες καὶ νοήσαντες ) what 
was said, still not even then were they minded (ἐβουλήθησαν ) to come to him. And 
what is far more, he did not cause them to hear these things and to understand them only, 
but a thing which has more force to rouse them up and draw them to him, when they were 
disobedient and gainsaying. He added to the others. Now what is this? It is His 
exasperating them and making them jealous. For you know the domineering might of the 
passion and how great the power is which jealousy is naturally possessed of for bringing 
all disputatiousness (φιλονεικίαν) to an end, and rousing those who have grown remiss. 
And why need one say this of man, when in brutes without reason, and children before 
they are of full age, the power it shows is so great? For a child often will not submit to its 
father when it is called, but continues in its obstinacy (φιλονεικοῦν). But when another 
child has taken notice of it, then it even though not called comes to its father’s bosom, 
and what calling could not do, provoking to jealously will. This then God also did. For he 
not only called and stretched out His hands but stirred up in them the feeling of jealousy 
also, by bringing those far inferior to them (a thing which makes men excessively 
jealous) not into their good things, but (what was a much stronger step, and makes the 
feeling even more domineering), into much greater good things and of greater necessity 
than theirs, and such as they had never even fancied in a dream. But still they did not 
submit. What pardon then do they deserve who exhibit such excessive obstinacy? 
(ὑπερβολῆς τὴν φιλονεικίαν) None. Yet this he does not say himself, but leaves it to 
the consciences of his hearers (τοῦ συμπεράσματος τῶν εἰρημένων), to gather it from 
the conclusion of what he had stated, and again also confirms it by what he goes on to in 
his usual wisdom.” On Romans hom. 18 (PG 60:575.54-576.33). 
60 On Romans hom. 18 (PG 60:573.11-21; PG 60.575.30-44).  
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prognosis for this difficult condition is also bleak. On the one hand, he argues that 
throughout history these symptoms have become collectively hardened, preventing 
healing and guaranteeing judgment; yet, on the other hand, he anxiously emphasizes the 
γνώμη’s power of free will and thus its potential for transformation.61 This double 
rhetoric is key to John’s racializing presentation of “Jewishness.” As a number of 
scholars have shown, theories of race are not actually rooted in a notion of an immutable 
essence, despite claims to the contrary; rather, racial discourse typically couples fixity 
with fluidity, mobilizing race’s instability, rather than its immutability.62 John’s prognosis 
for diseased Jewish souls employs this double vision, enabling him to depict the diseased 
                                                
61 Rylaarsdam emphasizes this latter element of John’s portrait, noting that an implication 
of John’s undergirding theology of divine pedagogy is that “all students who receive 
harsh treatment are ultimately teachable, even Jews.” (Rylaarsdam, John Chrysostom on 
Divine Pedagogy, 108). While I agree that this is an implication of John’s depiction of 
divine pedagogy, I think Rylaarsdam glosses over the tension in John’s homilies; even 
though John maintains that Jews have free will and thus remain teachable if they are 
willing to be taught, at the very same time he contends that they are so historically 
habituated away from God that they will never direct their will in the redemptive 
direction. According to John, then, their apparent “teachability” only serves to underscore 
the severity of their obstinate condition and the grave prognosis for their disease. 
62 Susannah Heschel, “Race as Incarnational Theology,” 216. In her studies of race and 
colonialism, Anne Stoler aptly summarizes, “the force of racial discourse is precisely in 
the double vision it allows, in the fact that it combines notions of fixity and fluidity in 
ways that are basic to its dynamic.” Ann Stoler, “Racial Histories and Their Regimes of 
Truth, ” Political Power and Social Theory 11 (1997): 198.  Those studying early 
Christian constructions of race and ethnicity also emphasize the dynamic interaction 
between fluidity and fixity in such ethnic reasoning. See especially, Denise Kimber Buell 
and Caroline Johnson Hodge, “The Politics of Interpretation: The Rhetoric of Race and 
Ethnicity in Paul,” JBL 123: 235-251; Denise Kimber Buell, Why this New Race: Ethnic 
Reasoning in Early Christianity (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005); Caroline 
Johnson Hodge, If Sons, Then Heirs: A Study of Kinship and Ethnicity in the Letters of 
Paul, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007). For a different perspective, see 
Benjamin Isaac, who defines racism as attributing inferior collective traits “which are 
constant and unalterable by human will, because they are caused by hereditary factors or 
external influences.” Benjamin Isaac, The Invention of Racism in Classical Antiquity 
(Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2004), 23-24.  
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Jewish γνώμη as inescapable and inexcusable at the same time. 
4.2.1 Hardened against Healing 
John’s depiction of the γνώμη as a site of persuasion and transformation assumes that at 
a basic level both the γνώμη and the soul are pliable. Yet John also indicates that there is 
the potential for a γνώμη to become increasingly fixed, in both positive and negative 
ways.63 John applauds the fixed condition of the γνώμη among those who become firmly 
established according to the teacher’s γνώμη. If a γνώμη becomes habituated to poor 
alignment, however, John laments, the soul becomes hardened against healing and its 
prognosis for health is poor. In a homily on Matthew, for example, John notes that the 
multitude responds favorably to John the Baptist because they share in an “unmolded” 
γνώμη and thus come confessing sins and open to transformation.64 In contrast to this 
pliable mindset, John offers the counter example of the Pharisees,65 who, already closed 
to transformation, come ready to ensnare holiness. John links the Pharisees’ fixity to their 
connection with their progenitors, 66 a link made more substantially in an earlier homily 
on Matthew. There, John similarly attributed the “troubled” responses of Herod and 
“Jerusalem” to the news of an impending messianic King as a consequence of their 
shared rebellious γνώμη with ancient Israelites. According to John, the people of 
                                                
63 Laird, Mindset, Moral Choice and Sin, 127. 
64 In Matt. hom. 11 (PG 57:193.2-3): “ἀπὸ γνώμης ἀπλάστου.” Laird discusses this 
passage with respect to the γνώμῃ being the critical factor in an individual’s acceptance 
or rejection of the Gospel. (Laird, Mindset, Moral Choice and Sin, 46-47). 
65 In Matt. hom. 11 (PG 57:193.11-12). 
66 In Matt. hom. 11 (PG 57:193.32-35). John contends that it is because the Pharisees 
pride themselves on their forefathers that they are thrust into a state of apathy, leading to 
their destruction.  
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Jerusalem were troubled “From the same γνώμη as before, by which they abandoned 
God who was showing them kindness…”67 Once again, their collective γνώμη suffered 
from its classic symptoms, contentiousness and apathy (φιλόνεικοι καὶ ῥᾴθυμοι 
μάλιστα πάντων ἦσαν).68 John defines Jews by the persistence of these chief symptoms 
over time, demonstrating that there is a collective γνώμη that has become historically 
habituated in the wrong direction, losing pliability and becoming hardened against 
persuasion and healing. 
Given that habituation has fixed in place the Jews’ faculty of persuasion and 
transformation, John offers a pessimistic prognosis for Jewish souls. John uses Paul’s 
depiction of God having given a “spirit of slumber” in order to make this connection; 
John defines “slumber” as “the habit of soul inclinable to the worse, when incurably and 
unchangeably so” (τὸ χεῖρον ἕξιν τῆς ψυχῆς φησι, τὴν ἀνιάτως ἔχουσαν καὶ 
ἀμεταθέτως·).69 When someone is slumbering in wickedness, John reasons, they cannot 
easily change, “For to be hushed to slumber here is nothing else than to be fixed and 
riveted to a thing.”70 Paul brings forward the language of “the spirit of slumber,” John 
explains, in order to point to “the incurable and unchangeable character of their γνώμη 
(Τὸ τοίνυν ἀνίατον τῆς γνώμης αὐτῶν καὶ δυσμετάθετον).”71 John links his 
depiction of an “unchangeable” bad Jewish γνώμη with enduring punishment; just as the 
γνώμη is “fixed and riveted,” so too, John describes Jews’ bondage in similarly rigid and 
                                                
67 In Matt hom. 6 (PG 57:67.45-47).  
68 In Matt hom. 6 (PG 57:68.1-2). 
69 On Romans hom. 19 (PG 60:584.11-12). 
70 On Romans hom. 18 (PG 60:584.17-19). 
71 On Romans hom. 18 (PG 60:584.19-21). 
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fixed terms - “there is not to be any unloosing from these terrors.”72 Explaining the 
prognosis of recovery for those who sin, John claims that a man who sins but has 
“nobleness of choice and an obedient temper besides” (προαιρέσεως εὐγένειαν καὶ 
γνώμην εὐγνώμονα) will quickly recover himself  (ταχέως ἑαυτὸν ἀναστήσεται), but 
a man who does good things with a “πονηρᾶς γνώμης” will not recover.73 John offers 
David and the Pharisees as exemplars of these varying potentials for healing: David’s 
acts of murder and adultery were not indicative of a “habitual practice of wickedness” 
(οὐκ ἀπὸ μελέτης τῆς κατὰ τὴν πονηρίαν ταῦτα εἰργάσατο), John argues, and so the 
king “speedily washed [the wickedness] out.”74 A Pharisee who commits no comparable 
crime and even performs good deeds, however, loses everything because of his bad 
γνώμη irrespective of his actions. The Pharisees, rather than David, come to stand for the 
collective Jewish soul. Recounting a history of the Israelites exhibiting excess impieties 
in the face of God’s offers of grace, John characterizes the γνώμη of contemporary Jews 
as similarly depraved. Even though the vices of the Jews have outwardly ceased to 
imitate those of their Israelite forebears in the wilderness, the punishment due to them 
“has been increased, and is without any hope of a change.”75 In this way, John 
characterizes his Jewish contemporaries like the Pharisee in his earlier example, who, 
despite good deeds, shares in a collective and wholly disordered γνώμη and thus also in 
the prognosis of a continuing performance of “evils not to be ended.” 76  
                                                
72 On Romans hom. 18 (PG 60:583.37-39). 
73 On Romans hom. 16 (PG 60:557.58-66). 
74 On Romans hom.16 (PG 60:557.66-558.5). 
75 On Romans hom. 18 (PG 60:584.7-10). 
76 On Romans hom. 18 (PG 60:584.12-30).  
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4.2.2  Γνώμη and Free will (προαίρεσις) 
In tension with this seemingly fatalist prognosis, John wields another element of the 
γνώμη – προαίρεσις – to contend that Jews are fully responsible for their distressed 
condition and fate. Such rhetorical work becomes especially pressing in response to 
Romans 9-10, where Paul seems to give God agency in the transformation of the Jews’ 
hardened condition. Responding to Paul’s statements about Pharaoh’s hardened heart in 
Romans 9.18 (“So then he has mercy on whomever he chooses and he hardens the heart 
of whomever he chooses”), for example, John responds, “If Pharaoh was not saved, it 
was quite owing to his own γνώμην.” Similarly, encountering Paul’s metaphor of the 
potter and his clay in 9.21 (“Has the potter no right over the clay, to make out of the same 
lump one object for special use and another for ordinary use?”), John explains “do not 
suppose that this is said by Paul as implying a necessity over the γνώμη.”  Again, in 
Romans 11:7 Paul teaches “The elect obtained it, but the rest were hardened, as it is 
written, “God gave them sluggish spirit, eyes that would not see, and ears that would not 
hear.”  Here, John strains to refuse the notion that God plays a role in this hardened lack 
of reception,   
He is but finding fault with their contentious spirit (ἢ τὴν γνώμην αὐτῶν τὴν 
φιλόνεικον) for although they had the “eyes to see” the miracles, and were 
possessed of “ears to hear” that marvelous Teaching, they never used these as 
were fitting.  And by the “He Gave” - do not imagine it to mean here an agency 
(ἐνέργειαν) but a permission (συγχώρησιν) only.77 
                                                
77 On Romans hom. 18 (PG 60:583.55-62). Similarly, in Romans 11: 12-15, Paul suggests 
that Israel's hardening was purposeful in bringing about salvation for Gentiles and, while 
John acknowledges this, he claims that Paul says this in order “to gratify them. For even 
if these had fallen a thousand times the Gentiles would not have been saved unless they 
had shown faith. As the Jews likewise would not have perished unless they had been 
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According to John, God did not actively produce the hardened Jewish condition. Using 
Paul’s metaphor of trees broken off a tree (Romans 11:17-20), John argues that Jews 
have intentionally broken themselves off of the holy root, an exceedingly zealous 
rejection of grace, since they not only rejected grace that was offered to them, but also the 
very holiness that was already ascribed to them. John uses this illustration to remind his 
congregation about the freedom of the will: “You see what a great thing a man's free will 
is (τῆς προαιρέσεως) how great the efficacy (ἡ ἐξουσία) of his τῆς γνώμης. For none 
of these things is immutable (ἀκίνητον), neither your good nor his evil.”78 In John’s 
depiction of the divine psychagogic relationship, Jews as pupils carry all responsibility 
for the failure of their psychic progress and therefore also for the continuation of their 
disease. By ardently accentuating the γνώμη’s autonomy and will and yet collectively 
characterizing Jews throughout history as sharing in a hardened and “unchangeable” 
γνώμη, John depicts the nearly inescapable ailing Jewish condition as inexcusable.  
 
4.3 The γνώμη and John’s construction of difference – Paul vs. Jews 
While John variously works to dismantle the notion of a unique Jewish peoplehood based 
                                                                                                                                            
unbelieving and disputatious (ἠπίστησαν καὶ ἐφιλονείκησαν). On Romans hom. 18 
(PG: 60.587.4-22). 
78 On Romans hom. 19 (PG 60:590.29-31). In his interpretation of this passage 
concerning the olive tree, John takes special care to push against any suggestion of 
determinism – “And when you hear that he keeps speaking of ‘according to nature’ and 
‘contrary to nature’ do not suppose that he means the nature unchangeable...For the good 
things and the bad things are not such as are by nature, but by γνώµης and προαιρέσεως 
alone.” On Romans hom. 19 (PG 60:591.26-32). 
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on natural kinship,79 his racialized depiction of a collective Jewish γνώμη achieves the 
same essentializing function, fixing Jews as chronically ill and thus easy to differentiate 
from Paul and other healthy Christians. Revisiting John’s characterization of Paul in his 
homilies on Acts and Paul’s letters (Chapters 2-3), it is evident how vital the concept of 
γνώμη and its corresponding qualities are to John’s differentiation of Paul from Jews and 
Judaism. John’s depiction of Paul as a student of the psychagogic process (Chapter 2.1), 
for example, initially resembles John’s universalizing portrait of Jewish patients – Paul 
too is frenzied with illness, requiring Christ himself as a psychagogue because of the 
“hardness” (τὸ σκληρὸν) of his soul. While portraying Paul as sharing in the sick Jewish 
γνώμη, John differentiates him from his peers by emphasizing Paul’s zealous response to 
the law prior to this pedagogical encounter, contra the habitual apathy of his peers, and 
Paul’s use of προαίρεσις to accept Christ’s offer of grace following this pedagogical 
encounter, contra the habitual contentiousness of his peers. John’s depiction of Paul as 
                                                
79 Laird begins his discussion of the role of the γνώμη (chapter 2) with a passage from 
John’s 22nd homily on Matthew, pointing to John’s emphasis that God’s inspection and 
judgment of man are not based on external factors, such as race or ancestry, but rather the 
internal γνώµη. “For God does not inspect a person’s apparent worth (ἀξίαν), but their 
mindset (τὴν γνώμην).” In Matt hom. 22 (PG 57:306.27-29). Laird offers a similar 
example from John’s 3rd homily on Matthew concerning Jesus’ lineage, where John 
emphasizes again that God’s judgment has turned from external matters to “ἡ γνώμη καὶ 
ὁ τῆς ψυχῆς τρόπος.” In Matt hom. 3 (PG 57:34.44-46). (Laird, Mindset, Moral Choice 
and Sin, 25-28).  John’s explicit disavowal of the role of ancestry in salvation is also 
apparent throughout Romans  - On Romans hom. 19 (PG 60:593.43 – 44). “Let us not 
feel confidence in the virtues of our ancestry, knowing the example that has been made of 
the Jews.” Also, in response to Romans 11:28 (As regards the gospel, they are enemies of 
God for your sake; but as regards election they are beloved, for the sake of their 
ancestors), John responds, “And what is this? For wherein they are enemies, punishment 
is theirs: but wherein they are beloved, the virtue of their ancestors has no influence on 
them if they do not believe.” Yet, while John wishes to nullify the bonds of kinship for 
election and honor, he forges new collectives based on the invisible interior condition of 
the γνώμη. 
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having shared in “the very height of madness” that characterizes Jewish souls thus works 
to establish Paul as a powerful indictment against Jews who remain fixed in a hardened 
γνώμη. 
The language of the γνώμη appears more explicitly as John encounters Acts’ 
depiction of Paul’s continued participation in Judaism following his roadway vision 
(Chapter 2.2). John identifies the apostle’s ongoing participation in Judaism – his 
circumcision of Timothy and participation in sacrifice, for example – as part of a 
rhetorical performance that must be understood as distinct, secondary, and indeed 
artificial from his more essential Christian γνώμη.  As John summarizes: “For that he 
might bring over to this faith those who were truly (ἀληθῶς) Jews, he became such 
himself not truly, showing himself such only (ἐπιδεικνύμενος μόνον), but not such in 
fact (οὐκ ὢν δὲ).”80 According to John, it is Paul’s γνώμη that justifies his deceitful 
display of Jewishness,81 rendering his acts of circumcision and sacrifice as skilled 
management (οἰκονομίαν) that serves his essential mission as a Christian psychagogue 
to guide Jews into alignment with the Christian γνώμη. 
Whereas John claims Paul’s good γνώμη justifies his didactic deceit, he suggests 
                                                
80 On 1 Corinthians hom. 22 (PG 61:184.11-15).  
81 That the γνώμη must be known for insight into Paul’s plain words and actions is 
reflected in John’s general statement on his method for interpreting Paul  - “It is not the 
right course to weigh the mere words, nor examine the language by itself, as many errors 
will be the consequence... if we go about to scrutinize the bare facts, without taking into 
account the γνώμη of the agents.” Comm. In Gal 1:17 (PG 61:628-29). In his homilies 
against Judaizers, John emphasizes the divine γνώμη as the means to discern whether an 
action is good or bad, noting: “What is done in accordance with God's γνώμην is the best 
of all things even if it seems to be bad. What is done contrary to God's γνώμην and 
decree is the worst and most unlawful of all things, even if men judge that it is very good. 
Suppose someone murders another in accordance with God's γνώμην. This slaying is 
better than any loving-kindness.” Adv. Iud. 4.1.6 (PG 48:873.8-14).  
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that a hostile γνώμη reveals the threatening deceit of Jewish places and practices. In his 
homilies against Judaizers, John’s chief concern is that his congregants are fooled by the 
visible similarities between Jews and Christians – the shared practice of fasting and the 
shared reverence for holy scriptures in particular. According to John, this appearance of 
sameness is a particularly threatening deceit because these familiar and seemingly 
innocuous places and practices carry the diseased Jewish γνώμη;82 Jewish fasting is 
problematic, John explains, because it is done in opposition to God’s γνώμη,83 just as the 
presence of holy scriptures indict the synagogue of guilt because “they have the prophets, 
but they treat them with hostile γνώμη.” 84 Where there appears likeness, John uses the 
concept of the γνώμη to mark Jews with indelible and dangerous difference.  
 While John’s concept of the γνώμη thus serves to wholly differentiate Jews and 
Christians, the instability inherent to his construction retains Jews as a constant threat, a 
dangerous contagion that needs to be controlled. Racializing rhetoric generally works not 
                                                
82 “So the godlessness (ἀσεβείας) of the Jews and the pagans is on a par. But the Jews 
practice a deceit (τῆς ἀπάτης) which is more dangerous. In their synagogue stands an 
invisible altar of deceit on which they sacrifice not sheep and calves but the souls of 
men.” Adv.Iud.1.6.4 (PG 48:852.23-28).  
83 Adv. Iud. 2.1.1 (PG 48:857.5-8). “Thought it is a fast, do not wonder that I have called 
it unclean. What is done contrary to God's γνώμην, be it sacrifice or fast, is the most 
abominable of all things.” Also Adv. Iud. 4.3.3 (PG 48:874.60-64). “So, too, in the matter 
of fasting, you must pass a judgment. If you see people fasting for the sake of God, 
approve what they do; if you see that they do this against God's γνώμην, turn your back 
on them and hate them more than you do those who drink, revel, and carouse.” John also 
identifies other Jewish practices as problematic because of the sick γνώμη. With respect 
to circumcision, for example - “But someone might say: ‘Is there so much harm in 
circumcision that it makes Christ's whole plan of redemption useless?’ Yes, the harm of 
circumcision is as great as that, not because of its own but because of your 
ἀγνωμοσύνην.” Adv.Iud. 2.1.6 (PG 48:858.12-16). 
84 Adv. Iud. 1.5.6 (PG 48:851.15-17). “So it is for this reason that they would be all the 
more profane and blood-guilty: they have the prophets, but they treat them with hostile 
hearts (πολεμίᾳ γνώμῃ).  
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only to essentialize the superiority of one group over another but also to stress the 
vulnerability of that group to the “pollution” of those inferior.85 The framework of disease 
is especially productive on this front, as it situates groups on opposing and mutually 
exclusive ends of a spectrum (one cannot be both healthy and sick at the same time), and 
yet displays the instability of both conditions through the trope of contagion. Throughout 
his homilies on the Judaizers, John explains that since the hostile γνώμη infects Jewish 
practices and places, Christians entering synagogues or participating in fasts share in that 
diseased condition. 86 When neither health nor disease is stable, patients require constant 
management and control. Indeed, while differentiating Jews entirely from Christians, 
John’s construction of the γνώμη does not eradicate Jews but maintains them as subjects 
to be perpetually managed, threats to be perpetually displayed.  
 
4.4 Conclusions  
Throughout his broad corpus, John frequently slanders Jews with the classic trope of 
                                                
85 Heschel, “Race as Incarnational Theology,” 216-217. 
86 John’s depiction of Jewish practices and places as characterized by a threatening hostile 
γνώμη leads into his warnings for Christians to avoid such things at all costs. He 
frequently characterizes Jews as “Christ killers” in such depictions (the murder of Christ 
being in John’s view the ultimate display of contentiousness), suggesting that Christians 
who participate in Judaism share in the slaying of Christ - “But I must get back again to 
those who are sick. Consider, then, with whom they are sharing their fasts. It is with those 
who shouted: "Crucify him, Crucify him", with those who said: "His blood be upon us 
and upon our children"…Is it not strange that those who worship the Crucified keep 
common festival with those who crucified him? Is it not a sign of folly and the worst 
madness?” Adv. Iud. 1.5.1 (PG 48:850.17-29). For John, by participating in Judaism 
Christians share in the Jewish γνώμῃ. “Do you share with us in the mysteries, do you 
worship Christ as a Christian, do you ask him for blessings, and do you then celebrate the 
festival with his foes? With what γνώμῃ, then, do you come to the church?’ Adv.Iud 
4.4.1 (PG 48:876.26-30).  
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disease. In this chapter, I have argued that John’s depiction of “those ever sick 
(ἀσθενεῖς) and suffering (ταλαίπωροι)”87 Jews goes beyond metaphor, as John 
mobilizes Paul’s rhetoric in Romans in order to diagnose Jewish souls as chronically and 
perilously sick. In particular, John marshals Paul’s rhetoric about the law to portray Jews 
as failed patients of divine medicines, routinely rendering Paul’s encomia of Jewish 
honor as accusations of habitual apathy (ῥᾳθυμίας) and contentiousness (φιλονεικίας) - 
critical symptoms of ἀγνωμοσύνη. While usually translated with vague terms such as 
“unfeelingness,” John’s use of the cognate ἀγνωμοσύνη denotes a more integral 
disordered condition of the critical faculty of the soul, the γνώμη. As the site of 
persuasion, the γνώμη is inherently pliable, indeed, is the very engine of free will 
(προαίρεσις). Yet, John characterizes Jews collectively as sharing a γνώμη that has 
become so hardened by historical habitualization that they will never direct their will 
towards God and thus face a grim prognosis for health. Rather than suggesting hope, 
then, John’s emphasis on free will serves to locate blame for this ill condition directly in 
Jewish souls and offers another point of differentiation between Jews and Christians 
(especially Paul). It is indeed John’s racialized construction of the γνώμη and its faculties 
that serve as John’s ultimate site of identification and judgment for Christian orthodoxy 
and Jewish heresy – just as John uses the γνώμη to reveal the “true” Paul, lest his 
students imitate the Jewish one, so too, John reveals the invisible yet threatening Jewish 
γνώμη that makes seemingly innocuous synagogues and fasts a dangerous contagion for 
the Jewish disease.
                                                
87 On Acts hom. 42 (PG 60:300.24-40). 
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Conclusions 
This project began with the goal of expanding the study of John’s rhetoric about Judaism 
beyond the eight Adversus Iudaeos homilies that have absorbed scholarly attention. The 
homilies themselves seemed to offer direction for such further exploration, frequently 
pointing to the apostle Paul as a central voice of authority for their polemics. Surveying 
John’s expansive corpus on the Pauline letters and Acts, a different landscape of John’s 
anti-Judaism emerges; there, John presents Paul not as an adversarial huntsman, hunting 
down “half-Christians” with shouts and whips, but as a strategic pyschagogue who uses 
gentle and deceptive medicines to treat diseased Jewish souls. John’s depiction of Paul’s 
rhetoric as therapy for the soul thus reveals a more subtle but equally problematic anti-
Judaism undergirding John’s categorization of Christianity, one that marshals the 
apostle’s variability and inconsistencies in support of an essential identification of Paul as 
an exemplar of non-Jewish Christian orthodoxy and of Jews as collectively diseased. 
 
 
5.1 Paul  - A Model of Non-Jewish Christian Orthodoxy 
Throughout his homilies on Acts and the Pauline letters, John's attention to Paul’s 
rhetoric as strategic psychic therapy is vital to his depiction of Paul as an exemplar. In a 
context where persuasive rhetoric is linked to virtue and power, John’s persistent praise 
of Paul’s rhetorical prowess positions him as an exemplar in a fundamental way. More 
specifically, John’s framework of strategic psychic therapy is particularly vital to the way 
that John manages those Jewish elements of Paul’s legacy that trouble the apostle’s status 
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as an exemplar for John’s own community. John characterizes Paul prior to his encounter 
with Christ as a sick Jewish soul; in John’s interpretation, the apostle’s experience on the 
road to Damascus was as a therapeutic encounter with the greatest psychagogue of all - 
Christ. After Christ reduces Paul’s passions and treats his fevered condition, Paul eagerly 
accepts radical healing and becomes an exemplar for all ailing Jewish souls.  
Following the apostle’s radical transformation, John depicts Paul’s continued 
affiliations with and amiability towards Judaism as exemplary of Paul’s own strategic 
psychagogy. John explains Paul’s preaching in synagogues and his sacrificing and 
circumcising Timothy, for example, as didactic deceptions necessary for Paul to “pass” as 
a Jew and thus to manage difficult Jewish pathe. Similarly, John explains Paul’s amiable 
rhetoric about Jews – such as addressing Jews as his kin, praising Jewish honor and 
election, and yearning for Jewish salvation – as the apostle’s skilled use of gentle 
exhortation to “inflict a keener wound” on hardened Jewish souls and thus bring about 
their condemnation. By presenting Paul’s rhetoric as therapy for the soul, John renders 
the apostle’s display of Jewishness as the very demonstration of his more essential 
γνώμη – that of an exemplar of non-Jewish Christian orthodoxy. John’s reading of Paul’s 
rhetoric as therapy for the soul thus serves as a key way for John to appropriate Paul’s 
Jewishness in order to amplify his own anti-Judaic perspective. 
 
5.2 Jews - Sick Subjects 
John's interpretation of Paul’s rhetoric as strategic therapy also shapes the way he 
characterizes Jews. Whereas John’s Homilies against the Judaizers put forward an 
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explicit and violent defamation of Jews, his homilies on Acts and the Pauline letters, 
Romans in particular, produce a more nuanced and insidious characterization of Jews as 
chronically diseased. By portraying Paul as a figure who discerns and manages Jewish 
pathe, John lays claims to his own control over Jewish categorization. In the process, 
John claims to have unique insight into Jewish souls, which he regards as particularly 
difficult, impassioned, and hardened. Furthermore, John’s characterization of Jews more 
broadly as patients of divine therapy locates their disease at the control center of the 
psyche – the γνώμη. In his racialized construction of a collective Jewish γνώμη, John 
denigrates Jews by suggesting that they share an inferior internal condition to which he is 
a privileged viewer. While John’s homilies generally reflect a standard physiognomic 
perspective – that one can read the pathe of the soul on the body of a speaker (in the ugly 
frothing of madmen, for example) and in his actions and speech (a sick soul expresses 
itself in vice and wrath and a healthy one in virtue and gentleness) – both Paul’s 
“deceptive” display of Jewishness and the “deceptive” similarities shared by Jews and 
Christians trouble this straightforward relationship between exterior display and interior 
essence. The γνώμη thus serves as a key site of differentiation for John between Jews 
and Christians and Paul in particular, one that offers John control over the categorization 
of these deceptively similar groups, whom he regards as mutually exclusive. Yet, John’s 
depiction of the γνώμη also serves to emphasize the instability of both groups. For it is 
the Jewish γνώμη, John suggests, that infects synagogues and festivities, making them a 
perpetual threat to Christians who dare to enter or participate. Rather than rhetorically 
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eradicating Jews and Judaism with his firm boundaries, then, John's depiction of their 
disease maintains them as subjects – a contagion to be perpetually controlled.  
 
5.3 Looking Ahead 
One of the fundamental contributions of this project has been to demonstrate how the lens 
of psychagogy or philosophical therapy for the soul served as a particularly useful tool 
for John’s anti-Jewish identification, working outside of the traditional tropes of 
exclusion and boundaries to subtly, but thoroughly, appropriate and repudiate Judaism. 
Scholars are just beginning to explore how deeply this psychagogic perspective informs 
John’s homilies, and there is ample room to expand how this perspective contributes to 
questions of John and anti-Judaism specifically (perhaps with closer attention to such 
perspectives in the Homilies against the Judaizers, for example), as well as to questions 
of identification, race, and ethnicity in ancient Christian writings more broadly.   
Furthermore, the idea that preaching and psychagogy are indistinguishable for 
John has implications on many other topics within Chrysostom studies, including John’s 
conception of the soul and his pervasive use of medicinal language. While John’s 
extensive use of medicinal language includes metaphor (bodily amputation for the 
expulsion of a community member, for example), it is not limited to such figures of 
speech. Rather, John’s frequent references to pyschic disease and health underscore 
John’s vision of a deeply embodied soul whose substance, balance and health are 
materially affected by the medicine of rhetoric. While this project points to one critical 
faculty of the soul to which such treatment is critical – the γνώμη – it invites a more 
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comprehensive exploration of John’s physiology of the soul and of the materiality of 
John’s understanding of psychic disease and health. 
Finally, this project has highlighted how the anti-Jewish biases inherent to many 
ancient Christian writings are problematic not only when delivered as violent invective 
but also in the more subtle ways they are embedded in the foundations of the Christian 
tradition as it developed, including in post-Constantinian exemplifications of the apostle 
Paul. There thus remains ample territory for continuing to interrogate John’s anti-
Judaism, not only within his interpretation of Paul (Hebrews and the pastoral letters, for 
example, which John attributes to Paul), but more broadly within the extensive and 
under-studied corpus of one of the most powerful voices of ancient Christian orthodoxy.  
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